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This is a psycho-socio-linguistic study of language

as the primary tool of institutions such as education,

government, and religion. These institutions have goals

associated with identifying with, communicating with, and

influencing individuals in the general public who are not

Part of the group. A review of psycho-socio-linguistic

theory suggests that the choice of vocabulary can serve

two functions: 1) Speech chosen to promote identification,

communication, and influence of the general public, or

2) Speech chosen to promote group identification, soli-

darity, and esteem in group membership. This study in-

vestigates the premise: When a vocabulary of institu-

tional "cherished terms" is promoted, measurable goals of

identifying with, communicating with, and influencing the

general public will decline.



To investigate this problem, this study measured the

actual use of "cherished terms" from the pulpit in Sunday

morning sermons by pastors as it influences the membership

growth pattern in the Church of the Nazarene.

Ten churches were randomly selected from each of four

groups: 1) Super churches of one thousand members or more,

2) Growing churches which meet institutional goals,

3) Maintaining churches which do not meet the institu-

tional goals but have some increase, and 4) Declining

churches which do not meet the institutional goals and

have a net decrease.

Three tapes from Sunday morning sermons were secured

from each of the churches. A tabulation of "cherished

terms" used in each group was made.

All groups were compared with the chi-square statis-

tic. It was discovered that growing churches use signi-

ficantly fewer cherished terms than all other groups.

Implications and recommendations were suggested for

the parish ministry, seminary instruction, adult education,

and psycho-socio-linguistics.
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THE EFFECT OF ESOTERICA ON INSTITUTIONAL GOALS

AS MEASURED BY THE USE OF CHERISHED TERMS

IN THE PULPITS OF THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

AND CHURCH GROWTH

CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Language is a powerful force in the lives of indi-

viduals, groups, and society. The university student is

exposed to one hundred thousand spoken words a day.

(Carroll, 1964) "Of all living creatures, man alone

lives in an infinitely wider and richer universe than his

physical size and biological life span would permit in

the absence of language." (Bram, 1955, p. 7)

Many institutions such as education, government,

and religion rely on language as their major tool. It is

through language that they communicate, mold, and manipu-

late ideas, attitudes, and behavior. Aldous Huxley has

noted the power of words in his book Words and Their

Meanings:

Words are magical in the way they
affect the minds of those who use them.
"A mere matter of words," we say contemp-
tuously, forgetting that words have power
to mold men's thinking, to canalize their



feeling, to direct their willing and act-
ing. Conduct and character are largely
determined by the nature of the words we
concurrently use to discuss ourselves and
the world around us. (Huxley, 1940,
p. 2)

The content of language is much richer than the sum

total of the definitions of the words. Language com-

municates covertly psychological meaning including

values, goals, anxieties, and aspirations. Language is

also a covert communicator of sociological information

that relates to class structure, past experience group

identification, and distinctiveness. Educators recog-

nize the difference between teaching words and teaching

meaning. (Smith, 1979) Yet, there is another

level of information in language that subtly carries

psychological/sociological evaluations.

The study of the psychological and social signifi-

cance of language is psycho-socio-linguistics. Joshua

A. Fishman describes the basic premise of this field of

study by saying:

Language is not merely a carrier
of content, whether latent or manifest.
Language itself is content, a referent
for loyalties and animosities, an
indicator of social statuses and per-
sonal relationships, a marker of situa-
tions and topics as well as of the
societal goals and the large-scale
value-laden arenas of interaction that
typify every speech community. (Fish-
man, 1970)

Language patterns communicate information concerning

social class, values, goals, current needs, and a wide



variety of social and psychological content. Upon

reception, listeners draw out the psychological and

sociological information from the messages and make

judgments concerning them. Receivers have the ability

to judge social class, values, goals, and needs of the

speaker from language patterns. (Giles and St. Clair,

1978)

This is particularly significant to institutions

that rely on language in meeting their goals. The lan-

guage of an institution expresses a vast amount of infor-

mation about the values, goals, and needs of the insti-

tutuion. This information is received and judgments are

made by those in communication with the institution.

The subtleties of language, including accent, rate of

speech, and vocabulary choice all express psychological

and sociological information about an institution.

Education is an institution that relies primarily

upon language in achieving its goals. However, language

is also the primary tool of many institutions that employ

adult education procedures in achieving their goals.

A.A. Liveright recognizes the significance of adult

education in thirteen categories of institutions. These

categories are:

1. Established educational institutions,

2. Industry and business,

3. Labor,

Volunteer associations,



5. Church and religious organizations,

6. Health organizations,

7. Group work and welfare organizations,

8. Museums, art galleries, and performing art

institutions,

9. Libraries,

10. Correspondence study organizations,

11. Mass media,

12. Proprietary organizations, and

13. Publishers.

(Liveright, 1956, p. 56)

Institutions, including those that employ adult

education, have two sets of goals that express the nomo-

thetic and idiographic dimensions. (Getzels, 1960,

pp. 53-82) The dimensions describe the tension between

the institution and the individual, the role and the

personality, the expectations and the need dispositions.

Goals associated with the idiographic dimension include

gaining status from individuals in the general public,

mobility and change, and aspirations associated with

meeting the needs or gaining the support of individuals

who are not currently part of the organization. Goals

associated with the nomothetic dimension include main-

taining solidarity, group intimacy, and distinctiveness.

(Verduin, 1967)

Language can also serve the nomothetic and idio-

graphic functions. Esoteric language is specialized for



a group. In psycho-socio-linguistics, it is expressed

as a nonstandard pattern of speech. Psycho-socio-

linguistic theory suggests that nonstandard speech

patterns serve to maintain group distinctiveness, cama-

raderie, solidarity, and group intimacy. (Giles and St.

Clair, 1978, Ryan, 1970, Fishman, 1970) Exoteric lan-

guage is common and widely understood by individuals.

In psycho-socio-linguistic literature it is considered

the standard speech pattern. When an individual is

converging, accommodating or changing his or her speech

pattern to match the standard, it is an indication of a

need to gain status, mobility, and aspirations. (Fish-

man, 1970)

Therefore, there is a language associated with the

nomothetic goals of an institution. This language is

esoteric. There is also a language associated with

the idiographic goals of an institution. This language

is exoteric.

A speech register is a specific nonstandard speech

pattern. Speech registers have been measured and docu-

mented for doctors, (Candlin, Leather, and Burton, 1974);

school teachers, (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975); univer-

sity lecturers, (Fraser and Brown, n.d.); stock brokers,

(Turner, 1973); gamblers, (Maurer, 1950); pickpockets,

(Maurer, 1964); and mothers, (Fraser and Roberts, 1975).

The choice of vocabulary is part of the "speech register"



of certain institutions, professions, or roles.

(Crystal and Davey, 1969)

Vocabulary is one marker of a speech register or

pattern. Markers include grammar, accent, paralinguis-

tic features, and conversational interaction, as well as

vocabulary choice. (Laver and Trudgill, 1979)

Vocabulary choice is a speech marker that can indi-

cate a nonstandard speech pattern or speech register.

Specifically, this paper discusses a subset of vocabu-

lary markers called "cherished terms." A cherished term

is a measure of speech register associated with a non-

standard speech pattern of esoteric language expressing

the nomothetic goals of the group which include distinc-

tiveness, solidarity, group intimacy, and camaraderie.

A cherished term is defined by two characteristics:

1) A cherished term expresses the central distinc-

tiveness or purpose of the group.

2) A cherished term is valued, esteemed, prized, and

held in high regard by members of the group.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

influence of cherished terms on goals associated with

gaining the support of individuals who are not currently

part of the group. In particular, the study examines

the possibility that the use of cherished terms inhibits

attaining goals associated with soliciting the support

of individuals in the general public.



The goals of an institution must be "traded-off."

As the nomothetic goals are emphasized, the idiographic

goals are diminished. As group identity and solidarity

increases, the group's status and ability to gain the

support of nonmembers decreases. Therefore, if language

(cherished terms) associated with the goals of distinc-

tiveness and group intimacy is used extensively, goals

associated with gaining the support of individuals in

the general public will decline. It is possible that

goals associated with gaining the support of individuals

in the general public is inversely related to the use of

cherished terms.

This problem has application to a wide variety of

institutions that employ adult education processes.

Gaining support of individuals who are not part of the

primary group is a goal measured in a variety of ways

by institutions. Educational institutions must gain the

support of the public in elections. The volunteer Armed

Forces must gain the support of individuals in the

general public through recruitment. Volunteer organiza-

tions, such as churches, must gain the support of indi-

viduals in membership, enlistment, and finances. Busi-

ness must win the support of local governments which are

not part of the business institution. In each case, the

use of cherished terms may inhibit attaining these goals.

For example, the community college has a goal of the

"open door" policy. The policy is to insure that
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educational opportunities are available to all who desire

them. Yet, it may be that the use of cherished terms on

community college campuses may inhibit gaining the sup-

port, enrollment, and education of individuals who are

not currently part of the educational institutions. It

may prove that the language of the catalogue, the

instructors, and the administration may close the door

of the community college to those unfamiliar with the

educational system, culture, and terminology.

The problem of cherished terms can be investigated

in many settings. For example, it may prove that the use

of cherished military terms decreases enlistment and

recruitment in the volunteer Armed Services. It may be

that the use of cherished business terms in dealing with

local politicians decreases the possibility of gaining

support for a new business in the community. It is

possible that a lobbyist who relies on cherished terms of

the group he represents may decrease the possibility of

gaining government and public support. It is also

possible that the use of cherished religious terms

inhibits the recruitment of new members in religious

organizations.

This study examines the influence of cherished

terms on institutional goals in the Church of the Naza-

rene. This institution has demonstrated the development

of cherished theological terms. These terms are taught

to prospective ministers as appropriate and necessary for



pulpit use. It is from the pulpit that the church

faces the general public. A major goal of the church is

growth as measured by new membership. This is a goal

associated with gaining the support of individuals who

are not currently part of the group.

This study investigates the questions Does the use

of cherished terms from the pulpits of the Church of the

Nazarene inhibit the goal of church growth as measured

by new membership?

LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This study was limited to the Church of the Naza-

rene, an evangelical denomination of the "holiness move-

ment" in America which began in the late nineteenth cen-

tury. The analysis of the data was limited to:

1) Churches of two hundred members or more, 2) The

local minister's Sunday morning sermons for April, 1981,

in these congregations who had tapes available, 3) The

actual use of cherished terms as counted in those

sermons, and 4) Cherished terms (a) associated with

the central distinctiveness or doctrine of the church as

found in the official statement of creed and (b) valued,

esteemed, guarded, and held dear by members of the group

by the use of terms in a review of historical, educa-

tional, and popular denominational literature. Where

appropriate, the chi-square statistic was used in
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analyzing the data with the five percent level of con-

fidence being accepted. The chi-square statistic is

appropriate as a contrasting tool used with nominal data.

Generalizations from the data were limited to the

Church of the Nazarene primarily, and other religious

institutions secondly.

Implications of the study involve all institutions

that use language as a primary tool, have developed a

set of cherished terms, and have goals associated with

gaining the support of individuals not currently part of

the group.

HYPOTHESIS

Null Hypothesis: The actual use of
cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons
by local pastors will not influence the
growth pattern of the church.

Research Hypothesis: The actual use of
cherished terms in Sunday morning ser-
mons by local pastors will influence the
growth pattern of the church.

There were four groups investigated. Three groups

were determined on the basis of growth patterns. These

included growing, maintaining, and declining churches.

A fourth group was included in the study. This group

was called "super churches." They were selected on the

basis of absolute size of one thousand members or more,

rather than growth patterns.
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These "super churches" serve as models for the other

churches in the denomination. The ministers of "super

churches" are employed to teach church growth seminars

to other pastors. The "super churches" are listed in

various denominational publications as attaining finan-

cial and growth goals. A special analysis of this group

was included.

H-1: Pastors of churches of one thousand
members or more will use cherished terms
in Sunday morning sermons significantly
less than maintaining or declining churches.

H-2: Pastors of growing churches will use
cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons
significantly less than maintaining or
declining churches.

H-3: Pastors of maintaining churches will
use cherished terms in Sunday morning
sermons significantly more than growing
churches.

H-4: Pastors of declining churches will
use cherished terms in Sunday morning
sermons significantly more than growing
churches.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The total investment for this study was justified

on several counts:

1. This study adds to the literature of psycho-

socio-linguistics as a study of vocabulary. In parti-

cular, it contributes the concept of "cherished terms."

This study suggests the possibility of investigating the

use of cherished terms in a wide variety of institutions.
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2. The implications of this study influence all

institutions that employ adult education processes. In

particular, adult educators are made aware of the dis-

tinction between teaching in a vocabulary that enhances

role expectations and teaching in a vocabulary that

educates to meet student needs.

3. Generalizations from this study affect A) Indi-

vidual pastor's sermon preparation, B) The educational

institutions of church organizations, C) Denominational

goal-reaching strategy, and D) Denominational awareness

of the existence and power of cherished terms.

4. The results of this study benefit individual

pastors and denominational leaders in their long-range

planning for the training and continuing education of

ministers.

5. No study of the use of cherished terms and

church growth in the Church of the Nazarene had

previously been undertaken.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

This study consists of five chapters, a Biblio-

graphy, and Appendix. Chapter One consists of the

Introduction of the Problem, the Limitations and Scope

of the Study, the Hypothesis, and the Significance of

the Study. Chapter Two consists of a criticial Review of

Related and Selected Literature. Chapter Three is given
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to a Description of the Methodology involved in the

study. Chapter Four presents the Results and Analysis

of the Data. Chapter Five presents the Summary, Conclu-

sions, Implications and Recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter traces the development of two lines

of thought and research. First, there is a focus on

language in its social context, particularly in vocabu-

lary distinction. Second, there is a focus on adult

education, particularly as seen in religious institu-

tions. The significance of language and religious edu-

cation converge in one institution, The Church of the

Nazarene, that is the subject of the experiment.

LANGUAGE EDUCATION

The Philosophy of Language History of Education

Psycho-Socio-Linguistics Adult Education

and Theory

Standard versus Nonstandard Religious Education

Speech Patterns

Measuring Speech Patterns Religious Language

by Vocabulary and Education

THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

The History of the Church

Development of a Specialized Vocabulary
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Throughout the chapter will run the theme of con-

flicting goals. In the study of language there is the

conflict between communicating with the standard cul-

ture and maintaining class or group identity. In edu-

cation there is the conflict of technical learning and

personal understanding which we might differentiate as

the knowledge versus evaluation learning. (Bloom, 1956)

Finally, the same conflict is translated into institu-

tions that seek to educate. There is the need to edu-

cate and thus win the support of the general public

while maintaining a sense of group identity and soli-

darity. There is the case of educating technically and

the need of psychological or personal understanding.

This conflict is outlined by J. W. Getzels who sees

the conflict between the nomothetic and the idiographic.

(Getzels, 1960, pp. 53-82) John R. Verduin follows this

concept by making application to the educational setting:

Institutional ---4 Culture4Ethos -- Values

Anthropological

Normative
Dimensions

Nomothetic

Insti--4Role---4Expecta-
tution n tions

The Class as a --->Group--->Climate-4Inten---- Goal

Social System n A tions Behavior

Individual ----- Indivi--Person-Need-
Dimensions dual ality Disposi-

Idiographic 4
tions

I
Individual >Clture-->Ethos---->Values
Anthropological (Verduin, 1967, page 62)
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The chart describes each institution and indivi-

dual as having its own anthropology. Each institu-

tion has its own culture, ethos, and values which

dictate certain goals. Every individual also comes

from a cultural background with its own ethos and values

which are translated into goals. These dimensions are

the nomothetic and idiographic. It is the conflict of

the institution and the individual, the role and the

personality, the expectations and the need dispositions.

Verduin sees the classroom as the bridge or meeting-

place of the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions.

Ideally, the classroom can bridge the gap between the

role expectations and the needs of the individual. The

classroom can then be a place where the goals of society

and the individual can merge.

Language is the major tool of classroom teaching.

Language can be nomothetic or idiographic. It can ex-

press the role expectations of the institution or the

personality and needs of the individual. At its best,

language is a bridge between the nomothetic and idio-

graphic dimensions.

Language that is associated with the nomothetic

dimension will promote the goals of the group, the

institution, and the expectations. Language that is

associated with the individual will promote the goals

of personality and need disposition. There is a trade-

off between these goals. This research demonstrates that
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when nomothetic language or cherished terms are used

extensively, goals associated with the idiographic

dimension decline. These are goals associated with the

general public in which an institution must meet the

needs of individuals that are not currently associated

with their organization.

In order to examine the literature relevant to the

problem, the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions will

be explored by discussing the social and psychological

significance of language, and the scientific and reli-

gious significance of education.

THE SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LANGUAGE

Language expresses the philosophical conflicts of

the human situation: Sociological and psychological,

scientific and religious, institution and individual,

belief and behavior. An early classification of lan-

guage into esoteric and exoteric mirrors the conflict.

Esoteric is a Greek word that occurs first in

Lucian who describes to Aristotle a classification of

his own works into esoteric and exoteric. Recognizing

such a classification, he uses only the term "exoteric,"

leaving the opposite class undesignated. Aristotle

himself merely uses exoteric in the sense of popular or

untechnical. Later writers employed the word "esoteric"

to designate the secret doctrines said to have been
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taught by Pythagorus to a select few of his disciples.

(Oxford English Dictionary)

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LINGUISTICS

Linguistic analysis of modern times began in the

1920's in Vienna where two types of language were con-

sidered. First was the language of tautologies, where

what is said is logically true, as in mathematics or in

statements such as "A rose is a rose." A second type of

language was the synthetic or nonanalytic sentence in

which the meaning is the method of verification. For

example, "It is raining outside," is a statement that

the listener can test by sense experience. In this

school of thought, if a sentence cannot be tested by

sense experience it is said to have "emotive" meaning,

but it is literally "non-sense." This view was popular-

ized by A. J. Ayer. (Ayer, 1936)

A later school of thought known as functional

analysis is best known through the work of Ludwig Witt-

genstein. He saw that language was not used in simply

a limited way. He saw that there were many possible

"language games." By this he meant that there were

different levels or orders or categories of language use

in which the sentences find their meaning in their

function. Some of his "language games" included: Giving

orders and obeying them; describing the appearance of an

object; reporting an event; speculating about an event;
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making up a story; presenting the results of an experi-

ment; asking, thanking, cursing, greeting, and praying.

(Wittgenstein, 1958, pp. 11-12)

The danger is that someone will want to play

solitaire and claim that his game is the only legitimate

one, so that all words and sentences are used with

arbitrary and artificial meanings. On the other hand,

another danger is that someone will claim that he has a

game that includes all the others, such as the Olympic

Games Committee and their control on all sporting events

at the Olympics. But, "track and swimming and sailing

remain different games, and this is where the players

are." (Wittgenstein, 1958, pp. 31-32) These "language

games" express a culture's or individual's basic philo-

sophical outlook.

Clyde Cluckhohn spent many years studying the

Navajo Indians. He used all the tools of cultural

anthropology to observe, classify, and evaluate his

data. But, he admits that he did not understand the

Navajos. When, finally, he learned to use their con-

cepts to describe the facts observed in their way, he

was confronted with a philosophy that made sense of

their way of living. The Navajo view at points is

irreconcilable with the White Man's, and what seems just

and fair to the White Man is demoralizing to the Navajo.

He concludes that every culture and subculture has a
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a "system of meanings that identifies it and becomes

a basis for the thinking and behavior of its members."

(Cluckhohn, 1949)

Much of the writing and thinking concerning the

philosophy of language has religious roots. Horace

Bushnell in a book entitled Christian Nurture (First

edition, 1861) advances what has become the modern

approach to the problem. He was a pastor in Hartford,

Connecticut, and developed a theory of knowledge and a

theory of religious language. He accepted the doctrine

of "the sense of the heart." No matter how sound a

man's rational thinking may be, there must be an imme-

diate intuition of God for his awareness to come alive.

He did not trust any theology that had a limited

vocabulary or an overdependence on one idea. He thought

that language was too limited to deal adequately with

truth about God, and we must use all of its richness,

for truth has many sides.

In every language, Bushnell believed, there are

words for literal use and words for figurative or ana-

logical use. Theology belongs to the second use; theo-

logians make a mistake when they

...accept words not as signs or images,
but as absolute measures and equi-
valence of truth; and so to run
themselves with a perfectly unsus-
pecting confidence, to whatever
conclusions the logical forms of
the words will carry them. (Smith,
1965, p. 88)
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Bushnell also writes:

Words are legitimately used as
signs of thought to be expressed.
They do not literally convey or pass
over a thought out of one mind into
another...they are only hints or images,
held up before the mind of another.
(Smith, 1965, p. 91)

We need a flexible vocabulary, for words always

have the danger of distorting meaning. If this approach

to language is accepted, Bushnell said:

The Scriptures will be more
studied than they have been, and in
a different manner--not a magazine
of propositions or mere dialectic
entities, but as inspirations and
poetic forms of life...we shall seem
to understand less, and shall
actually receive more. (Smith,
1965, p. 103)

Writing one hundred years later, Donald Evans, in

his book The Logic of Self Involvement, picks up the

same theme. He describes language as filled with many

utterances that are neutral, impersonal, and descriptive

while others involve the self. The second category is

language used to do things. Whether the statement is

sincere or not, it still implies action and attitude.

This self-involving language is "performative language."

Self - involving performatives come in two classes:

1) Commissives, which involve more than verbal commit-

ment such as promise, pledge, submit, threaten; and,

2) Behavitives, which have to do with social behavior

and implied attitudes such as thanks, praise, apology,

blame. These classes can be implied rather than explicit.
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A third use of language is the expression of feel-

ings. They may involve attitudes, relationships, judg-

ments, opinions or values. Some of these are what Evans

calls "onlooks." He writes:

I have coined the word "onlook" as
a substantive for what it is to look on
"x" as "y." It is necessary to coin a
word. The word "view" would be mislead-
ing, since it is close to "opinion,"
especially in its plural form "my views
concerning 'x.'" The word "conception"
is a little too intellectual; and like
"outlook" and "perspective" it lacks
the element of commitment and is too
vague...I "look on" God as an all-
knowing Judge...I "look on" my life as
a game or search or voyage or dream...
I "look on" my work as a way of making
money or reason for living or my calling
from God. (Evans, 1963, p. 125)

The function of religious education, according to

Evans, is to change the "onlooks" which are in self-

involving performative language.

A third expression of the philosophy of religious

language comes from Francis Drinkwater, who was for

many years editor of The Sower, a weekly magazine for

Roman Catholic schools. He talks about "the language of

the heart."

Drinkwater describes four categories of language

determined by two polarized dimensions. The first

dimension, scientific versus poetic, seems to be com-

parable to education's "cognitive versus affective."

The second dimension, difficult versus simple, seems to

hint at Aristotle's "esoteric versus exoteric."
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The four categories are:

1. Scientific-difficult: This is the language of

mathematical physics or the theology of Thomas Aquinas.

It is essential for technical analysis, for scientific

hypothesis, and for discussions among professionals. It

is the language used for the establishment of the theolo-

gical basis for Christian education.

2. Scientific-simple: This is the language of

simplified arithmetic, of a weather report, and of the

catechism. It is essential for passing on information

on a nontechnical and impersonal basis, but it never

reaches the heart.

3. Poetic-difficult; This is the language of

Francis Thompson in "The Hound of Heaven" or some of the

poetry of T. S. Elliot and Robert Browning. At its

worst, it is like the poem of which Browning is reported

to have said, "When I wrote it only God and Robert Brown-

ing knew what it meant; now God only knows."

4. Poetic-simple: This is the "language of the

heart." Drinkwater's example is Lincoln's Gettysburg

Address. It is the language found in the Psalms, The

Beatitudes, and some of the parables of Jesus. Poetry

is used here in the broad sense. (Drinkwater, 1958,

pp. 274-275)

Drinkwater writes:

Teachers with pious but second-
rate minds, faced with the task of
teaching the scientific-difficult
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jargon of seminary theology, prove
quite unequal to the task of trans-
lating it even into scientific-
simple language, much less the
poetic-simple. (Drinkwater, 1958,
pp. 279-280)

Drinkwater also believes:

There is a kind of language that
can reach the heart, and another kind of
language which seals off the heart as
effectively as trouble in the fuse-box
shuts off the electric current. There
are times when you need to shut off the
electric current, for repairs or tests
or some such reason, but you don't
expect any light or heat during these
circumstances. (Drinkwater, 1958,
p. 271)

Linguistic philosophers have expressed the nomo-

thetic and idiographic dimensions of language. Esoteric

language promotes nomothetic goals. Exoteric language

promotes idiographic goals. Clyde Cluckhohn experienced

language as a bridge between the two dimensions by

learning to think in the Navajo culture. Before he could

understand the Navajo culture, he had to understand their

way of describing the world which involved their philo-

sophy of living.

Horace Bushnell spoke of the doctrine of the "sense

of the heart." He was not comfortable with the nomothe-

tic dimension. Donald Evans described this kind of

language as "self-involving language." Francis Drink-

water describes the difference between the scientific

and poetic, the difficult and the simple, which is his

expression of the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions

of language.
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The philosophy of language has come under scienti-

fic study through the field of psycho-socio-linguistics.

PSYCHO-SOCIO-LINGUISTICS AND THEORY

Psycho-socio-linguistics is the scientific approach

to the philosophy of language. Edward Sapir, an early

socio-linguistic whose thoughts descend from Emile Durk-

heim, stated:

It is quite an illusion to imagine
that one adjusts to reality essentially
without the use of language and that lan-
guage is merely an incidental means of
solving specific problems of communica-
tion or reflection. The fact of the
matter is that the real world is to a
large extent unconsciously built up on
the language habits of the group...We
see and hear and otherwise experience
very largely as we do because the lan
guage habits of our community predispose
certain choices of interpretation.
(Sapir, 1933, pp. 155-156)

Following this same thought, Basil Bernstein starts

with the idea that there are two basic categories of

speech, distinguishable both linguistically and socio-

logically. The first arises in a small-scale, very

local social situation in which the speakers have access

to the same fundamental assumptions; in this category

every utterance is pressed into service to affirm the

social order. Speech in this case exercises a solidarity-

maintaining function closely comparable to religion as

Durkheim saw it functioning in primitive society. The

second category of speech distinguished by Bernstein is

employed in social situations where the speakers do not
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assumptions. Speech has then the primary function of

making explicit unique individual perceptions, and

bridging different initial assumptions. The two cate-

gories of speech arise in social systems which corres-

pond to those which Durkheim indicated as governed by

mechanical and organic solidarity. (Douglas, 1970, p.

43)

Psycho-Socio-Linguistics

Speech style carries a great deal of information

that is perceived and analyzed in social settings. As

early as 1931, Tom Pear analyzed over four thousand

reports from British radio listeners who had responded

to questions about nine different readers they heard

on the air. The listeners were found to accurately

judge the sex of the speaker and were moderately

accurate at estimating occupation, weight, height, and

appearance. (Pear, 1931)

The study of speech style, voice, and its social

context finds its roots in social psychology. Gordon

Allport states that social psychology is "an attempt to

understand how the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of

individuals are influenced by the actual, imagined, or

implied presence of others." (Allport, 1968) In 1934,

he was involved in some study of voice and personality.

(Allport and Cantril, 1934)
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If one accepts Allport's definition of social

psychology in terms of influence, then one of the

important ways in which we influence others and are

influenced by them is through language behavior. Much

of our individual social behavior is concerned with the

decoding and encoding of verbal and nonverbal language

variables. It is surprising to discover that language

processes have not been at the core or even periphery of

social psychological interests. Howard Giles and Robert

St. Clair, in a review of the literature point out this

fact as well as the notable exceptions. (Giles and St.

Clair, 1978) The exceptions would include Penelope

Brown (1965), Henri Tajfel and Colin Fraser (1978), S.

Noscovici (1967, 1972), and W. P. Robinson (1972).

The study of language in its social context is

known as socio-linguistics. Joshua Fishman defines

socio-linguistics as:

...the study of the characteristics
of language varieties, the charac-
teristics of their functions, and
the characteristics of their speakers
as these three constantly interact,
change, and change one another within
a speech community. (Fishman, 1970)

However, this definition is heavy with description and

taxonomy. The focus of the definition is on how, when,

where and what. There is very little focus on the

question of why.

If we are going to grasp an understanding of why

individuals aquire, use, and react to language and its
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varieties in the way they do, it is necessary to have a

greater understanding of the dynamics of attitudes,

motivations, identities, and intentions; that is, social

psychological phenomena. (Giles and St. Clair, 1978,

p. 2) It is possible that social psychological theory

and methods may be able to give greater appreciation of

the two issues of decoding and encoding; that is, why

speech variables are important in evaluating others, and

why people speak the way they do in different social

contexts.

As can be seen, speech style refers to linguistic

features that determine how a message is said. There

is a wide range of language variables such as accent,

speech rate, pitch variety, voice loudness, interpreta-

tions, and vocabulary, that can have important influences

on people's general impressions of others and the poten-

tial decisions they make about them.

As an example, John Edwards has studied "Judgments

and Confidence in Reaction to Disadvantaged Speech."

Edwards has done a great deal of study with disadvantaged

students in the Dublin, Ireland area. The purpose of

one particular study was: 1) to test the evaluations

made by teachers as they listened to speech patterns of

disadvantaged children, 2) to see the confidence level

that the teachers have in their evaluations, and 3) to

see if there is a difference based on the sex of the

teacher.
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There were forty children involved in the study,

twenty were selected from inner-city schools and twenty

from a middle class area. All the children were ten

years of age. The judges were seven men and seven women

between the ages of eighteen and twenty-three who were

teachers in training. After a practice trial, each

child read a ninety-nine word description of two children

at school into a tape recorder. The judges listened to

the tape recordings and rated each student.

Each judge was asked to make decisions on seven-

teen dimensions, including vocabulary, social status,

speaking ability, family background, intelligence,

enthusiasm, writing ability, and accents. The judges

were then asked to rate their confidence in the decisions

they had made.

On all seventeen scales, the disadvantaged child

received less favorable ratings than the advantaged

child. Girls received more favorable ratings than boys

on thirteen scales. Male raters gave higher ratings

than female raters on six of the scales. The judges

expressed more certainty in their higher ratings than

lower ones. Thus, they expressed more confidence in

their ratings of nondisadvantaged children and in their

ratings of girls. Female judges were more confident

of their ratings than male judges. (Edwards, 1979)

John Edward's study demonstrates the power of

language in carrying social information and in forming
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attitudes. Psycho-socio-linguistics recognizes the

power of language and brings it into the field of

scientific inquiry.

We will now turn to an examination of the dynamics

and theories underlying psycho-socio-linguistics.

Theories Underlying Psycho-Socio-Linguistics

Language has a tremendous influence on impression

formation. To begin to understand how and why language

is so powerful, we need to develop theoretical con-

structs that will aid in predicting the effect of speech

style. At the onset, language can be considered in

terms of decoding and encoding, or receptive and pro-

ductive processes. Concepts such as attitudes, motiva-

tions, intentions, expectations, and personalities are

important aspects of the decoding and encoding processes.

Socio-linguistic research has, in a large part, con-

sisted of attempts to discover the societal rules and

norms that are thought to govern varieties of language

behavior. This has often resulted in the formation of

grammars with surface rules for the appropriate use of

speech in different social contexts. However, people's

moods, feelings, motives, and loyalties figure prominent-

ly in the production and the interpretation of verbal

output. Such considerations are "culminating in a

model of speech diversity termed Interpersonal Accomoda-

tion Theory." (Giles, Taylor, and Bourhis, 1973, p. 177)
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The term "convergence" has been coined to refer to

the processes whereby individuals shift their speech

styles to become more like those with whom they are

interacting. People may be converging their style of

speech to how they believe others in the situation would

best receive it. Or, they may maintain their style of

speech in order to meet some other social-psychological

need, such as group identity. (Giles, 1973, p. 87)

There are several social-psychological theories

that underlie the studies in Accomodation Theory and

levels of convergence. These theories stress the

importance of social settings in influencing behavior.

They also consider the social context to be fluid rather

than static.

Cognitive Uncertainty Theory. This theory proposes

that when we meet others initially, we strategically

attempt to make them predictable in such a way as to

guide our own behavior appropriately. The theory is

concerned with making explicit in different situations

the dimensions we seek to reduce uncertainty about in

others, and the tactics we adapt for doing so at dif-

ferent phases in the development of a relationship.

(Giles and St. Clair, 1978, p. 12)

Similarity-Attraction Theory (or Affective-

Reinforcement Theory). This theory proposes that the

more similar our attitudes and beliefs are to certain

others, the more likely it is that we will be attracted
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to them. (Buirne, 1969, p. 35 ff, and 1971) The theory

also states that perceived convergence on certain dimen-

sions is positively rewarding for the individual as it

validates his or her actions and view of the world.

Speech convergence may be one of
many devices a person may adapt in order
to become more similar to another.
Specifically, it involves the reduction
of linguistic differences between two
people in terms of their language,
dialects, vocabulary, and paralinguistic
features. (Giles and St. Clair, 1978,
p. 28)

Social Exchange Theory (or Gain-Loss Theory). The

Similarity-Attraction Model tends to emphasize only the

rewards attending a convergent act; that is, an increase

in attraction or approval. However, it is likely that

certain costs would be involved also. These would

include the increased effort to converge, a loss of per-

ceived integrity and personal or group identity. In its

simplest form, Social Exchange Theory states that prior

to acting, we attempt to assess the rewards and costs of

alternative courses of action. (Homans, 1974) The

theory also suggests that not only do people generally

like the rewarding experience of other's attraction,

but they enjoy most increments in other's liking for

them. Converging to produce these increments in liking

must be weighed against loss of feelings of independence,

group identification, and economic rewards.

Causal Attribution Theory. The theory suggests that

we interpret others' behavior, and evaluate the persons
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themselves, in terms of the motives and intentions that

we attribute as the cause of their behavior. It is an

interest in why the behavior takes place. (Heider,

1958) In other words, what the listener assumes the

speaker's motives are in accomodating or converging his

speech will influence the listener's interpretation in

a positive or negative way. Thus, nonconvergence might

act as a powerful symbol whereby members of a specific

group would display their intention to maintain their

identity and cultural distinctiveness.

Intergroup Identity Theory. In the very simplest

terms, this theory proposes that when members of dif-

ferent groups are in contact, they compare themselves on

dimensions which are important to them, such as personal

attributes, abilities, material possessions, and so

forth. (Tajfel, 1974, pp. 65-93) Further, it suggests

that these intergroup social comparisons are made in

order to search for and even create dimensions on which

the group can develop distinction from the outgroup. In

other words, people experience satisfaction in the know-

ledge that they belong to groups which enjoy some superi-

ority over others. Language is one dimension in which

groups can develop psychological distinction.

Richard Bourhis and Howard Giles have demonstrated

the importance of speech divergence in making one's

self psychologically and favorably distinct from out-

group members. It was shown that divergence of language
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takes place under challenge to ethnic origin. A group

in Wales who valued their national group membership and

language were learning Welsh. English speakers asked

them questions about learning a second language and then

made the comment that challenged their reasons for learn-

ing a "dying language which had a dismal future." The

Welshmen suddenly accented or broadened their Welsh

accents and even introduced Welsh words in an aggressive

tone of voice. (Bourhis and Giles, 1977)

Before reviewing several studies that point out the

significance of language in impression formation, Inter-

personal Accommodation Theory and the phenomena of con-

vergence-divergence, it is important to summarize four

points about the relationship between language and

social behavior.

First, language is not a homogeneous-static system.

It is multi-channeled, multi-variable, and capable of

vast modifications from context to context by the

speaker. Even slight differences in language are often

detected by listeners and given social significance.

Second, a social or ethnic group's past, current

mode of looking at the world, and aspirations for the

future are intricately linked to language. Therefore,

language is often a salient dimension of their group

and/or personal identity.

Third, with the association between language

variables and societal structures, people use speech
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behaviors as cues to group categorization. Subsequently,

these cues are used to infer and evaluate in important

social contexts. Inferences about the speakers' cog-

nitive capacities, control of the situation, and psycho-

logical state come from language behavior as well as

those variables affecting the perceived quality

of the message and its impact in persuasiveness.

Fourth, the specific manner in which the speaker

encodes language behavior can be a subtle and indirect,

yet critical, indicator of how he or she defines the

situation, the others involved, and their view of the

world.

A listener has great accuracy in perceiving the

status, personality, and attitude of a speaker. B. F.

Ellis recorded one minute samples of speech from twelve

Blacks of different educational levels and social and

geographic origins. When tapes were played to Mid-

western judges, they were able to perceive actual social

status at a +.80 correlation. In subsequent study,

recordings of forty seconds in length were made by

twelve college freshmen. The same level of correlation

between perceived status and objective assessment was

obtained. In a follow-up study, Ellis recorded the sub-

jects counting from one to twenty. The correlation

between perceived and actual status was still +.65.

(Ellis, 1967)
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E. Allen Lind and William M. O'Barr studied the

power of speech in the social setting of a courtroom.

The authors observed one hundred fifty hours of court-

room exchange and simulated courtroom experiences. They

were interested in three variations of language:

1) Power versus powerless speech. Some forms of

language are seen as powerful and others are viewed as

powerless. When these cultural variables are brought

into the courtroom they will influence a judge or jury's

perception of the credibility and trustworthiness of a

witness. (Lakoff, 1975)

2) Narrative and fragmented testimony. Whether a

testimony is given in a narrative or a fragmented form

will affect the juror's perception of the testimony.

Basically, a narrative is considered more credible than

a fragmented testimony.

3) Perseverance and acquiescence. Occasionally,

when hostile speech is taking place on the witness

stand there is speech between the attorney and witness

simultaneously. The person who perseveres and the one

who acquiesces demonstrate a sense of dominance and

power in the situation. The impression in such cases is

dependent upon the sex of the one rating, and the per-

ceived characteristics and motivations of either the

attorney or the witness.

The authors concluded that the manner in which wit-

nesses and attorneys speak in the presentation of
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testimony can affect social evaluations of them by those

who hear the testimony. (Lind and O'Barr, 1978)

Language is a powerful tool in forming impressions

in a social context and individuals develop a wide

variety of speech patterns from which to choose. In

other words, there is a great amount of perceived infor-

mation in the decoding process and there is great variety

within an individual in the encoding process.

D. A. Grimshaw illustrates this phenomenon as

follows:

Suppose a janitor comes into the
office while the academician is 1) alone,
2) with a senior member of the adminis-
tration, 3) with a colleague of peer
status, 4) with an undergraduate student,
or, 5) with another maintenance man.
The ensuing patterns of interaction,
including speech, could vary widely.
Additional changes might be anticipated
with the entrance of still other actors
into the situation: a professor's wife,
for example. (Grimshaw, 1967)

It has been suggested by Howard Giles and Peter

Powesland that we possess a speech repertoire, and that

its range for any given linguistic level will vary as

between individuals. With this concept in mind, it has

been shown that an individual tends to modify his lan-

guage, dialect, utterance length, speech rate, and

vocabulary according to the topic he is speaking about,

the context in which he speaks, and the mood in which he

finds himself. (Giles and Powesland, 1975)
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STANDARD VERSUS NONSTANDARD SPEECH PATTERNS

There are five theories from the field of social

psychology that have proved to be useful in linguistics.

These theories are the Cognitive Uncertainty Theory, the

Similarity-Attraction Theory, the Social Exchange Theory,

the Causal Attribution Theory, and the Intergroup Identi-

ty Theory. From this background it is understood that

language is not static. It carries social and psycho-

logical information. Language is also interpreted by

the receiver in psychological and sociological dimen-

sions. The subtle differences in language carry infor-

mation concerning a person's past, present condition,

and future aspirations.

We now turn to an application of the theory of

standard and nonstandard speech patterns. The classifi-

cation of standard and nonstandard is a working defini-

tion of the exoteric and esoteric classifications of

language. Standard speech is exoteric and nonstandard

speech is esoteric. This portion of the study examines

how standards of speech patterns are defined, how

patterns of speech change, and why nonstandard patterns

of speech are maintained.

Standards of Speech Patterns

In this vast array of social information trans-

mitted through speech style, there are standards of lan-

guage. In a review of the literature, Giles and
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Powesland classify two types of standard speech styles:

1) Context-related standards and 2) Class-related

standards. The former describes how an individual might

change his language pattern to adapt to some particular

situation. The latter considers how a listener per-

ceives a person due to language cues. The former is

encoding and the latter is decoding. The former is

productive language and the latter is receptive language.

A context-related standard is the
style of speech considered appropriate
in certain socially definable situations,
usually the more formal and public, and
can usually be found to some degree
spoken by all social groups in that cul-
ture. A class-related standard can be
defined as a style of speech regarded
as the most prestigious variant of the
language in a given culture, largely
irrespective of context, and character-
istic of one social group, usually the
highest in the social-economic status.
(Giles and Powesland, 1975)

If language transmits a vast amount of social infor-

mation, and individuals have the ability to produce wide

variety in their speech patterns, and there are perceived

standards in a given culture, why do some groups and

individuals persist in a low prestige language variety?

Some groups persist in the use of language, vocabulary,

and accent that do not provide increments of liking in

the general culture or prestige among the larger society.

Why do these groups continue use of these speech style

patterns?

In a survey of the literature, Ellen Ryan cites

many examples of low prestige language. The term
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"prestige" is restricted to "advantage for social

advancement." (Weinreich, 1970) There are two possible

explanations.

One explanation involves language as a group iden-

tity symbol. In this case, researchers view ethnicity

as a matter of choice rather than accident. Thus,

persistence in a language or dialect is also a matter of

choice. There is the loyalty and emotional involvement

of "one's mother tongue." We have seen the nonstandard

language of adolescents as they attempt to distinguish

themselves. A search for freedom and group identity is

involved in maintaining a low prestige language.

Another explanation involves language attitude

studies attempting to isolate distinct dimensions.

Most studies concerned with low prestige language involve

social status or competence and job evaluation. However,

when scales such as social attractiveness and integrity

are used, it is discovered that these "low prestige

languages" are considered prestigious by those that use

them. (Ryan, 1978)

Joshua Fishman states:

One speech variety (the standard)
is usually associated with status,
high culture, and aspiration toward
social mobility while the second
variety (the nonstandard) is typically
connected with solidarity, comradeship,
intimacy within a low status group.
(Fishman, 1970)

Talcott Parsons and Robert Bales suggest that lan-

guage variables are used for assessing others because of
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their information value in at least two overlapping

spheres: task-related and socio-emotional concerns.

(Parsons and Bales, 1955) Standard speech is associated

with the task-related concerns of society while the non-

standard speech style is related to the socio-emotional

concerns of the group.

Ryan summarizes her survey of the literature by

stating:

Both evaluative reaction and
questionnaire studies have revealed
that nonstandard speech varieties
may have low prestige but are asso-
ciated with other values of importance
for an ethnic group. It should be
noted that the contrast between
instrumental and integrative motiva-
tion appears to be quite similar to
that between status and solidarity.
(Ryan, 1978)

Low prestige language styles meet certain social

needs of the ethnic or subculture group. But, how does

the larger social group react to a "nonstandard" lan-

guage style?

Howard Giles, S. Baker and G. Fielding conducted a

study to measure accent prejudice. They used a tech-

nique outlined by Wallace Lambert known as "matched-

guise." In this procedure, judges are told that they

are to hear the voices of different speakers, usually

reading the same passage or neutral verbal material, and

are asked to evaluate the speakers on a rating scale or

by polar adjective scale. The speech is actually pro-

duced by one person using realistic guises of different
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"It is particularly valuable as a measure of group

biases in evaluative reactions." (Lambert, 1967)

The matched-guise technique was used in a face-to-

face situation to determine if subjects would behave

differently with standard and nonstandard speakers. The

use of this technique eliminates tape recordings. It

also eliminates the problem of hearing the same message

over and over.

The subjects were asked to write about the psycho-

logist (teacher) when he addressed them. It was found

that the subjects wrote twenty-four percent more to the

psychologist and eighty-two percent more about the

psychologist when he addressed them in a standardized

accent rather than a nonstandard accent. In addition,

he was rated significantly more intelligent when he used

the standardized accent. (Giles, Baker, and Fielding,

1975)

Frender, Brown, and Lambert studied the role of the

listener's perception in the relationship between teacher

and student. Lower-class pupils who received good grades

in school were found to have a distinctively different

speech style from others with poorer grades matched for

age, verbal, and nonverbal intelligence. These "better"

students used intonation more appropriately and spoke in

softer voices and their pitch was higher than the

"poorer" lower-class students. The authors concluded
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that "how a child presents himself with speech may very

well influence teachers' opinions and evaluations of

him." (Frender, Brown, and Lambert, 1970)

Speech standards can be related to context or class.

They are definable and measurable. The standard speech

reflects status, aspirations, and social mobility. The

nonstandard speech pattern reflects solidarity, comrade-

ship, and group intimacy.

Changing Patterns of Speech

Accommodation Theory and Intergroup Identity are

concepts that attempt to explain why individuals change

or maintain their speech and language patterns. A

speaker will modify his speech because of the character-

istics,real or supposed, of the person he is addressing.

This accommodating of speech to the influence of the

receiver is seen in three ways:

1) The personal characteristics of the receiver,

including sex, age, race, and social status.

2) The phenomenon referred to as verbal reinforce-

ment.

3) The phenomenon known as response matching.

Response matching was a term introduced by Michael

Argyle to refer to the apparent tendency of some speakers

to model their speech upon some aspect of the speech of

the person with whom they are conversing. He explained

this in terms of imitation or reciprocity. Imitation
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refers to behavior which is a simple copy of the behavior

of the other person in the same or a similar situation.

Reciprocity implies an exchange transacted between two

people such that one person confers a benefit of some

kind upon the other and receives recompense from him.

In other words, imitation is unthinking and reciprocity

is calculated. (Argyle, 1967)

Much of the theory of accommodation lies in the

social psychological research on similarity attraction.

(Buirne, 1969) This work suggests that "an individual

can induce another to evaluate him more favorably by

reducing dissimilarities between them." The process of

speech accommodation operates on this principle and as

such may be a reflection of an individual's desire for

social approval.

Accommodation through speech can be regarded as an

attempt on the part of the speaker to modify or disguise

his persona in order to make it more acceptable to the

person addressed. (Giles and Powesland, 1975, p. 157)

The rationale is: There are speakers A and B.

Assume that A wishes to gain B's approval. A then,

number one, samples B's speech and 1) draws inferences

as to the personality characteristics of B, 2) assumes

that B values and approves of such characteristics, and

3) assumes that B will approve of A to the extent that

A displays similar characteristics. Secondly, A chooses
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from his speech repertoire patterns of speech which pro-

ject characteristics of which B is assumed to approve.

Accommodation is dependent upon the speaker's need

for approval (High need = High accommodation). The

success of accommodation depends on the receiver's per-

ceived motives of the speaker as outlined in Attribution

Theory. Success also depends on the levels of accommo-

dation employed such as rate of speech, pronunciation,

and content. (Giles and Powesland, 1975)

There are optimal levels of convergence. Much of

the research demonstrating a positive relationship

between convergence and interpersonal attraction has

focused more on aspects of how the message was spoken

rather than on what was being said. Convergence can take

place along the dimensions of what we say as well as how

we say it. Howard Giles and Philip Smith developed a

study that examined convergence along three levels:

1) Content, 2) Pronunciation, and 3) Speech rate.

Theory would suggest that the more a speaker con-

verges toward another, the more positively he would be

evaluated. Therefore, if he converges on all three

levels, the evaluation should go up. Yet, this is only

true if the convergence is seen as coming from a positive

intent on behalf of the speaker, instead of a patronizing,

condescending, threatening, or ingratiating attempt.

(Jones and Jones, 1964)
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The question is: What are the most optimal levels

of convergence? Twenty-eight qualified teachers attend-

ing school in London, British-born, twenty-five to forty

years of age, matched for sex and divided into two

groups were asked to make evaluations of a Canadian-made

one hundred twenty word message describing the educa-

tional system in Ontario. Eight tapes were made in

which the content, pronunciation and/or speech rate were

either held steady or converged toward the English

dialect. The subjects rated each of the versions on

five scales that included: 1) Effectiveness of speaker's

communication, 2) Effort the speaker made in accommo-

dating to his audience, 3) How willing they would be to

cooperate with the speaker, 4) How complimentary a view

of his audience the speaker had, and 5) How likable the

speaker seemed to be.

When a speaker changed the content and speed, he

was seen as making the greatest effort to accommodate.

This would involve use of vocabulary and explanation of

constructs.

When the speaker slowed down the speech rate, he

was seen as more likable and people were more willing to

cooperate with him. A slower speech rate was also seen

as more effective.

Therefore, optimal convergence takes place at dif-

ferent levels of speech and in different combinations.

(Giles and Smith, 1978)
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If people can converge their language style to

accommodate the social context, is it possible that

speech style divergence takes place? Accent divergence

is probably a rarer form of accent accommodation than

convergence. It would mean that the sender changes his

pronunciation so as to render it less like that of the

receiver. It may occur when a sender wishes to dis-

sociate himself with the receiver's real or apparent

attitudes and characteristics. Divergence would be

"upward" when the sender's accent prestige is already

higher than that of the receiver and "downward" when the

opposite is true. Upward divergence can be interpreted

as indicating the sender's desire to appear superior to

the receiver in social status and confidence. Downward

divergence would emphasize his down-to-earthness, tough-

ness, or perhaps his ethnic identity. (Giles and Powes-

land, 1975)

The terms "upward" and "downward" can be viewed as

relative to the values of the individual. To heighten

one's diversion from the language style of the general

social group could be in response to values, needs, and

social gains that would not be perceived by the outgroup.

(Giles, 1977, p. 307)

Individuals have an ability to accommodate or change

their speech pattern. Accommodation reflects the goal or

values of the speaker. These goals or values are communi-

cated to the receiver. In turn, the receiver makes
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judgments concerning the accommodation attempt of the

speaker. This is the dynamic of speech pattern changes.

Maintaining Patterns of Nonstandard Speech

This brings us to the question of why a particular

group or individual would not accommodate his or her

language pattern. A powerful explanation is found in

social identity and intergroup theory:

In the simplest terms the theory
involves an exposition of a sequence
which is described as: Social cate-
gorization, social identity, social
comparison, and psychological distinc-
tiveness.

Categorization is one of the cog
nitive tools with which individuals can
achieve a definition of themselves and
the world. (Kelly, 1955) People's
knowledge of their membership in various
social categories or groups of people,
and the value attached to that membership
by them in positive or negative terms is
defined as their social identity and
forms part of the social concept. Social
identity, however, only acquires meaning
by comparison with other groups and it
is suggested that individuals have a
desire to belong to groups which give
them satisfaction implied through mem-
bership. These intergroup social
comparisons will induce individuals to
perceive and act in such a manner as
to make their own group favorable and
psychologically distinct from other
groups with which they may compare it.
In other words, group members will
attempt to make themselves superior
on valued dimensions to members of a
relevant outgroup in terms of material
possessions, social power, abilities,
personal attributes, and so forth.
Such positive distinctiveness from the
outgroup will allow the ingroup mem-
bers to show a satisfactory or adequate
social identity. (Tajfel, 1974)
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Howard Giles and Peter Powesland apply this theory

to language varieties:

Social Categorization. There are a number of bases

for categorization but many social groupings in Western

and other societies are marked by distinct speech styles.

Social Identity. It is often the case that a

groups' evaluative attachment to its membership is re-

flected in its feelings about its speech style.

Social Comparison. Comparison processes can also

be seen to be directly relevant in many current language

issues such as vocabulary, accent, and speech rate.

Psychological Distinctiveness. There is desire for

psychological distinctiveness along valued dimensions of

the outcome of the interplay among the processes of

categorization, identity, and comparison. There are two

reasons for the importance of language in this process.

First, language is a particularly salient and valued

human attribute. Second, language is a complex process

and is the main vehicle for interpersonal communication

which provides individuals with a rich repertoire of

behavior by which to establish and communicate psycho-

logical distinctiveness. (Giles and Powesland, 1975)

Psycho-socio-linguistics examines and attempts to

explain the social and psychological significance of

language. The way an individual speaks indicates his or

her world view. An individual accommodates his or her

speech to standard and nonstandard patterns, depending
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relates to the social setting. A group that maintains a

nonstandard pattern of vocabulary, accent, or speech

rate indicates a need for psychological distinction,

intimacy, and solidarity rather than a group need for

increasing social status, mobility, and aspirations

associated with the general public.

We now look at how distinctiveness in speech pat-

terns is achieved and measured. In particular, we look

at vocabulary.

MEASURING SPEECH PATTERNS BY VOCABULARY

Measures of "distinctiveness" are the social markers

used in speech. The importance of speech as a marker of

social identity has been convincingly illustrated by

Eliza Doolittle, cockney flower girl transformed into a

lady of high standing in part by changing some of the

social markers in her speech. George Bernard Shaw's

Professor Higgins in Pygmalion slightly exaggerated the

propelling power of social class markers for status

climbing, even in Victorian England, but there is little

doubt that for most speakers in most cultures and lan-

guage groups in the world, speech cues provide informa-

tion about geographical origin, age, sex, occupational

roles, group membership, social status, personal dispo-

sitions and the nature of speech situations.
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The term "marker" should be taken
in a fairly general sense to mean speech
cues that potentially provide the
receiver with information concerning the
sender's biological, psychological, and
social characteristics. (Sherer and
Giles, 1979)

This section examines 1) The concept of "speech

marker," 2) Varities of speech markers, 3) Identifying

speech markers, and 4) Vocabulary as a speech marker.

The Concept of Speech Markers

The concept of "marking" forms part of the general

theory of semiotics. (Eco, 1976) Semiotics began in

Greek medicine where physicians were looking for signs or

symptoms of disease. The stoic philosophers used semio-

tics to mean a general theory of signs. It is traced

through the work of Augustine into the Middle Ages. It

finds expression in both the empiricist philosophers and

symbolic logicians. (Laver and Trudgill, 1979)

Charles Saunders Peirce, an American pragmatist of

the late nineteenth century, defined semiotic as "the

formal doctrine of signs where a sign is something which

stands to somebody for something in some respect or capa-

city." The concept of social marker finds interest in

his definition of the term "index" which is "a sign

which refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of

being really affected by that object." (Hartshorne and

Weiss, 1931-1960)
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Following Peirce's ideas, David Abercrombie

describes three classes of indices or markers: 1) Those

that indicate membership of a group, 2) Those that

characterize the individual, and 3) Those that reveal

changing states in the speaker. These could be consid-

ered as group markers, individual markers, and affective

markers. (Abercrombie, 1967)

John Laver and Peter Trudgill follow Abercrombie in

categorizing, markers as: 1) Those that mark social

characteristics such as regional affiliation, social

status, educational status, occupation, religion, and

social role; 2) Those that mark physical characteris-

tics, such as age, sex, physique, and state of health;

and, 3) Those that mark psychological characteristics

of personality and affective state. They have named

these as social markers, physical markers, and psycholo-

gical markers. (Laver and Trudgill, 1979)

Measurements of Various Speech Markers

Laver and Trudgill discuss six varieties of speech

markers for measurement in scientific inquiry. These

include: 1) Extralinguistic voice features, 2) Para-

linguistic features of tone of voice, 3) Accent,

4) Grammatical differences in speech, 5) Conversational

interaction, and 6) Lexical or vocabulary differences.

(Laver and Trudgill, 1979)
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First, we will consider speech markers associated

with extralinguistic voice features. These are long

term speaker-characterizing voice features, not normally

consciously manipulated by the speaker. The features

are a combination of the anatomical differences between

speakers and the way in which the individual speaker

habitually "sets" his vocal apparatus for speaking.

Extralinguistic voice features carry information about

the speaker's physique, age, sex, and medical condition.

Physique and height are probably judged accurately

because of the good correlation that seems to exist

between these factors and the dimensions of the speaker's

vocal apparatus. One of the earliest studies involved

subjects matching voices to pictures. (Bonaventura,

1935) A more recent study reported that listeners

typically judge weight to within three to four pounds

and they judge height to within one and a half inches,

using the voice only. (Lass, Beverly, Nicosia, and

Simpson, 1978)

Studies have demonstrated that age can be judged

accurately from the voice. Studies have also shown that

there is a progressive lowering of mean pitch with age

for males from age twenty to forty, then a rise in pitch

from age sixty through the eighties. (Hollien and Shipp,

1972)

One usually forms fairly accurate impressions of a

speaker's sex from vocal cues. The clearest indication
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is probably pitch range. By measuring the mean, mini-

mum, and maximum fundamental frequency for a group of

three hundred thirty-two adult males and two hundred

two adult females, it was discovered that the male

range was 78-698 cs and the female range was 139-1108 cs.

"Differences in pitch range are directly attributable to

different laryngeal dimensions." (Hollien, Dew, and

Philips, 1971)

Voice features indicate a surprisingly wide range

of information about the speaker's medical state. John

Laver suggests that the systematic research into the

possible use of the voice as a diagnostic marker of

medical states would be extremely valuable. (Laver,

1968) P. J. Fay and W. C. Middleton showed that the

ability of listeners to judge a speaker's rested or

tired condition from his voice alone appears "to be

based on stereotypes, in that judges agree with each

other in their judgments but are much less often accu-

rate." (Fay and Middleton, 1940)

Second, paralinguistic features of the tone of the

voice are considered by Laver and Trudgill. Extra-

linguistic voice features involve relatively permanent

voice effects. Another category of vocal effects have

a medium-term temporal relevance. These paralinguistic

communications are manipulations of tone of voice.

(Laver and Trudgill, 1979) When one hundred four male

college students were rated both for personality
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factors and for loudness and the rate of speaking, four

groups were identified on the basis of these factors:

Loud-fast, loud-slow, soft-fast, and soft-slow. An

analysis of variance showed a significant difference

between the four groups in personality traits. (Markel,

Phyllis, Vargas, and Howard, 1972) It has also been

demonstrated that the attribution of competence and

benevolence as personality factors are directly affected

by manipulation of the rate of speech. Increased rate

leads to increased ratings of competence and decreased

ratings of benevolence. (Smith, Brown, Strong, and

Rencher, 1975) Pitch, loudness, and rate are commonly

considered the dynamic of paralinguistic features of the

voice. (Crystal, 1969 and Abercrombie, 1968)

Voice settings often form part of the typical vocal

performance of particular regional speech, and can then

act as social markers. In a linguistic study of speech

in Norwich, the speech of working-class speakers was

compared to that of middle-class speakers. There were

several habitual paralinguistic differences. A "creaky"

phonation, a high pitch range, a loud "loudness" range,

a fronted and lowered tongue position, a raised larynx

cpsition, a particular type of nasality, and a relatively

high over-all degree of muscular tension throughout the

vocal tract was characteristic of the working-class

speakers. (Trudgill, 1974)
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A third marker to be measured is accent or features

of phonetic realization of linguistic units. Trudgill

discovered the percentage of "ing" suffixes in words

like "jumping" and running," which were in fact pro-

nounced as "in.'" Using tape recordings of sixty speak-

ers in Norwich, he correlated social *class with the

formality of language. The social classes considered

were lower working-class, lower middle-class, middle-

class, upper middle-class. In a formal speech setting

the percentage of "in'" was: ninety-eight, eighty-eight,

seventy-four, fifteen, and three. The use of "in'" in

casual speech was: one hundred percent, ninety-five

percent, eight-seven percent, forty-two percent and

twenty-eight percent, respectively. This means that

regardless of the type of speech, the lower-class uses

the "in'" suffix from seventy-four to one hundred percent

of the time and the middle-class uses it from three to

forty-two percent of the time. (Trudgill, 1974)

A fourth marker is the grammatical difference in

speech. Closely associated to accent are the grammatical

differences among classes. Similar studies have been

conducted in this area. Basil Bernstein has done a

great deal of work to produce counts of features such

as adverbs, pronouns, passive verbs, and subordinate

clauses that show a varied use with social class member-

ship. (Bernstein, 1971)
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A fifth marker is the measure of conversational

interaction. Social status and group identity are

marked by style of conversation and interaction with

others. It has been demonstrated that there is a dif-

ference between the speech of men and women. For

example, thirty-three percent of all the statements

functioning as "giving suggestions" were accompanied by

tag questions in the case of women; whereas, this was

true for only three and seven tenths percent of the cases

for the men. (Smith, 1979)

It has also been demonstrated that conversation is

a structured and rule-governed activity. There are

measurable norms and conventions for features of conver-

sation such as turn-taking, silences, interruptions,

speaker selection, and topic changing. These norms and

conventions vary from culture to culture and class to

class. It is possible that changes could be measured

from community to community and group to group.

(Coulthard, 1977 and Bowman and Sherzer, 1975)

Five markers have been examined briefly. A dis-

cussion of identification of speech markers follows

before a fuller discussion of vocabulary or lexical

speech markers.

Identifying Speech Markers

In considering markers, Laver and Trudgill have

drawn some constructs for identification. It is possible
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to draw distinction between actual markers and apparent

markers. Actual markers accurately indicate a true

characteristic of the speaker. Apparent markers fall

into two classes: Misleading markers, which are delib-

erately projected by a speaker in order to lay claim to

characteristics of identity which are not actually his;

and misinterpreted markers, which are mistakenly inter-

preted by the listener as a signaling of a particular

characteristic of the speaker which in fact the speaker

is not actually thus characterizable. (Laver and Trud-

gill, 1979)

Brown and Fraser have outlined ways of identifying

social markers. They define a marker as "...a marker,

a priori, in terms of relations among three kinds of

categories: linguistic form, internal context, and ex-

ternal context." (Brown and Fraser, 1979) They further

elaborate this definition by defining linguistic form as:

phonological, syntactic, lexical, and paralinguistic.

Internal context is defined as: phonological environ-

ment, meaning, and function. External context is de-

fined as: speaker, addressee, setting and purposes. A

social marker denotes a relationship between linguistic

form and external context relative to the internal

context.

In identifying markers, there are two major prob-

lems. First, the marker may be invariant or probabilis-

tic. An invariant marker would be one where the
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linguistic item correlates perfectly with the social

context. However, the majority of markers are probabil-

istic; that is, the probability of their presence

increases or decreases with the presence of the social

category. The second difficulty is that markers have a

tendency to be ambiguous. For example, a certain pro-

nunciation could mark social class of the situation

and/or the formality of the situation. (Brown and

Fraser, 1979)

Having considered the social markers, we must also

consider the social situation. A situation is defined

as three concepts: setting, participants, and purpose.

Brown and Fraser state that "...for us, purpose is the

motor which sets the chassis of setting and participants

going, and the purpose is interlinked with the other two

categories in very intricate ways." (Brown and Fraser,

1979, P. 35)

When setting and purpose are considered together as

a "scene" we note a striking fact. In most, perhaps all,

cultures, scenes may be arranged along dimensions of

public-private, sacred-secular, serious-trivial, and

polite-casual. In large part, these diverse scales seem

to be subsumed under one bipolar dimension of formal

versus informal. The kind of language appropriate to

scenes on the formal or high end of the scale is then

differentiated from that appropriate on the informal or

low end. The types of language appropriate to formal as
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they are separate codes, separately identifiable with co-

occurance restrictions constraining mixture of the two.

Some of these differences are: 1) Forms of address and

reference for persons, such as "Dr. Smith" or a first

name; 2) Choice of lexical or vocabulary items, such as

dine/eat, reside/live, volume/book; and, 3) Use of nouns

in a formal style has been shown to have extensive nominal

constructions and in an informal style has elaboration of

verbs, pronouns, and adverbs. (Brown and Fraser, 1979)

A situation begins with the concept of "purpose."

To this we add the concept of setting and we have defined

the "scene." When we add the third component of partici-

pants, we are employing the concept of "registers."

(Brown and Fraser, 1979) "A register is a variety of

langage that is tied to the communicative occasion.

Registers relate to uses, not users." (Bolinger, 1975)

For example, when Dr. Smith talks like a doctor, and not

like a father or a golfer, it is likely to be when he is

in surgery or the hospital or is inquiring about the

health of a patient.

There is considerable evidence that there are dis-

tinguishable speech registers for certain role perform-

ance. Doctors (Candlin, Leather, and Burton, 1974);

school teachers, (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975); univer-

sity lecturers, (Fraser and Brown, n.d.); stock brokers,

(Turner, 1973); gamblers, (Maurer, 1950); pickpockets,
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(Maurer, 1964); and mothers, (Fraser and Roberts, 1975)

have all been noted for their particular "registers." A

study of the "register" of ministers is not found in the

literature.

Registers are noted by three items: use of vocab-

ulary, syntax, and phonological markers such as loudness

and rate of speech. (Crystal and Davey, 1969)

We now turn to a discussion of vocabulary as a

speech marker. Vocabulary is one component of a speech

register. Lexical choices can serve social and psycho-

logical functions as well as an indication of activity

or subject. In particular, lexical terms that have great

social and psychological significance are "cherished

terms."

Lexical Aspects of Language (Vocabulary Choice)

Vocabulary is an obvious and distinctive feature of

language. It can be used as a social marker in much the

same way as grammar, pitch, and conversational inter-

action. However:

...we can note that one of the most
obvious areas where speech can act
as a social marker is in the area
of vocabulary, yet, this is probably
one of the areas least studied and
where linguistic concepts and tech-
niques have relatively little to
offer. (Laver and Trudgill, 1979)

The concepts of social psychology that include

intent, motivations, and aspirations are viable in

examining the lexical aspects of markers. Vocabulary
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can be a tool used to converge to the standard speech

or it can be used to maintain psychological distinctive-

ness and group identity.

Penelope Brown and Colin Fraser state:

The bulk of the vocabulary of any
language is shared by all its speakers,
but there are also usually certain sets
of lexical terms which are restricted
to, or more probably in, the speech of
certain groups. This may be a reflec-
tion of the qualifications, interests,
experience, or occupation of the
speakers. (Brown and Fraser, 1979)

It is the purpose of this study to apply the theo-

retical understanding of accommodation theory and inter-

group identification through the distinction of social

markers to the area of the lexical distinctiveness of

cherished terms.

When lexical terms or vocabulary reflect the central

qualification, interest, experience, or ideology of the

group and function in maintaining the solidarity, dis-

tinctiveness, and intimacy of a group, the words or terms

are cherished.

Cherished terms have two characteristics. First,

they express the groups' distinctiveness or central pur-

pose. Second, they are highly esteemed, valued, prized,

guarded, and held dear by members of the group.

A summary is in order. Language is a powerful

transmitter of psychological and sociological information

concerning past history, current condition, and future

aspirations. Changes in language pattern express need
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and role. When a speaker converges to the standard lan-

guage he is expressing the need to enhance status,

increase mobility in the larger group, and reach aspira-

tions associated with the larger group. When a speaker

maintains a nonstandard language pattern associated with

a particular group, he is expressing the need for psycho-

logical distinctiveness, group intimacy, solidarity,

and camaraderie.

Distinctiveness in speech is measured by speech

markers. One category of speech markers is vocabulary.

A subset of vocabulary is "cherished terms." Cherished

terms are identified by two characteristics; first,

they are terms associated with the central purpose or

distinctiveness of the group, and second, they are

valued, esteemed, guarded, and held dear by the group.

Therefore, when a group is maintaining a cherished

language by extensive use, the goals associated with

solidarity, group intimacy, and distinctiveness should

be met while the goals associated with status in the

general public, aspirations associated with the general

public, and mobility or change should decrease.

We will now look at the phenomenon of nomothetic

and idiographic language in education and in particular,

religious education as it relates to the local parish

and pulpit ministry.
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THE SCIENTIFIC AND RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF EDUCATION

Cyril O. Houle defines adult education as:

"...the process by which men and women
(alone, in groups, or in institutional
settings) seek to improve themselves or
society by increasing their skill,
knowledge, or sensitiveness; or it is
a process by which individuals, groups,
or institutions try to help men and
women improve in these ways. (Houle,
1972, p. 32)

This definition carries the philosophical conflict

expressed in language into the field of education.

"...Improve themselves or society...increase skill or

sensitiveness...individuals or institutions..." This is

expressed by Verduin as the normative and individual

dimensions meeting in the classroom as a social system.

(Verduin, 1967, p. 62)

In his book, Curriculum Building for Adult Learning,

John Verduin emphasizes the dichotomy in his model for

developing adult education curriculum. First, there is

the rationale which involves belief, feelings, phycho-

,logical, and philosophical factors. Second, there is an

understanding of the outside political forces such as

government agencies, private agencies, and interest

groups. These combine to create the goals at the general,

intermediate, and specific level. (Verduin, 1980, p. 14)

Malcolm Knowles also recognizes this dynamic. He

sees the mission of an adult educator in relation to

satisfying: 1) The needs and goals of individuals and
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2) The needs and goals of the institution. He also sees

the dynamic in the broader sense by recognizing a third

set of needs and goals in terms of society. He states,

"Every society has used adult education to continue the

development of the kinds of citizens visualized for the

maintenance and progress of that society." (Knowles,

1970, pp. 22-33)

An institution's ability to educate and thus

satisfy society's needs can find practical expression in

levy elections. One such experiment is reported by

Donald Nylen and Dale Goss in an article titled, "We

Heard a Knock at the Door." (Nylen and Goss, 1958,

pp. 61-69) After repeated failure to pass a levy, a

massive educational campaign was launched to inform the

public of the value of the community college. The levy

passed in the next election.

Edgar Boone is one of the editors of Serving

Personal and Community Needs Through Adult Education.

The title indicates the nomothetic and idiographic con-

flict of education. He states:

At this point in the field's
development, we as adult educators stand
on a new threshold. We must look at our
conceptions of the field and at how
further expansion will be affected by the
learning needs of existing groups and of
new, specialized clientele. If such
introspection reveals that we ourselves
are unaware of the comprehensiveness
of adult education as it exists today
and what the future will hold, as
professionals and leaders we must
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acquire a deeper understanding of the
current and future differences in the
learning needs of diverse client
groups. (Boone, 1980, p. 4)

One of the differences that educators are facing as

a result of diverse clientele groups entering adult edu-

cation, is language. Language changes with age, sex,

social class, and psychological and social needs. Adult

educators need to understand the importance of the social

and psychological dynamics of language.

This section of the study will examine adult educa-

tion and language. It will look at religious education

in particular. The topics covered are: 1) A History of

Adult Education, 2) Adult Education, 3) Religious

Education, and 4) Language and Religious Education.

A HISTORY OF ADULT EDUCATION

Much of adult education has centered in religious

institutions. Educating the adult through the church is

not new. The church and the synagogue have been educa-

tional agencies throughout their existence as history

records. Until recent times, the synagogue and the

church have been strategically related to the people and

to the inherited culture that they were natural centers

of education for adults.

When the folk movement of the twelfth century mani-

fested itself in the work of St. Francis and the rise of

great gothic cathedrals, there was also a rise
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in the tide of religious devotion which carried religion

beyond the doors of the monasteries into the centers of

common life. This opened the way for the growth of

universities, secular centers of learning, which, never-

theless, were to become lay adjuncts of the church.

These church-controlled universities of medieval times

were composed of many thousands of adults ranging from

sixteen to forty years of age. (Melan, 1939, p. 11)

The Jewish view of adult education was expressed by

Samuel Blumenfield in an address before the Conference

of Adult Education in 1938. He said:

The idea of adult education has been
the life motif of Jewish life through the
ages. Not merely the rabbis and the
scholars were expected to engage in study,
but all elements of the population--the
merchant, the butcher, the baker, the
candlestick maker--all would set apart
time for study early in the morning
before the business day began and late
in the afternoon when business ended.

Thus, we find in the twelfth
century the Jewish philosopher, Moses
Maimonides, urging the cause of adult
education as a cardinal law of Judiasm
which every Jew must obey: Every
Israelite must engage in study, whether
he is rich or poor, whether he is
healthy or sick, whether he is very
young or old and has no more strength;
and even if he is a pauper who lives
on charity or on alms, and even if he
has a family to support, he is in duty
bound to set aside some time of the
day and evening for study. For it is
written, "Thou shalt meditate therein
day and night." (Quoted by Meland,
1939)

The earliest Catholic institutions of learning were

adult oriented well into the third century. There is
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evidence of adult education in the eighth century when

the monastic schools were spreading throughout Europe.

While the universities arose in the eleventh century and

were naturally institutions that fostered advanced learn-

ing for the more mature youth and the younger adults, the

professors were adult educators in spirit. (Maclellan,

1935)

Protestant leaders will point to the Reformation as

a popular educational movement in that it passed around

to the people the ideas that had been the possession of

the few. They will cite the new form of adult religious

instruction which began with the Sunday Schools. They

will recall, as an outstanding contribution to adult

education, the Chautauqua Summer School which started as

the outgrowth of a religious camp meeting in the summer

of 1874 at Fairpoint, New York, with a Methodist minister

as its guiding spirit. (Meland, 1939, p. 10)

In the United States, adult education finds its

birth in the church. Malcolm Knowles divides adult edu-

cation as a movement, into four periods:

1) Colonial foundations and antecedents (1600-

1799)

2) The period of national growth (1780-1865)

3) The period of maturation as a nation (1866-1920)

4) The period of development of institutions for

the education of adults (1921-1961)

(Knowles, 1962)
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In colonial times, the most universal instrument

for intellectual activity was the church. The church

was "probably the most influential institutional force

for the education of adults in the first two centuries

of our national life." (Knowles, 1962)

The early Puritan sermons, primary means of educa-

tion, were overwhelmingly theological, but also John

Winthrop, as governor of Massachusetts, was apprehen-

sive that the Puritan clergy made too much of the

classical authors rather than sticking to the Bible, but

he was quickly reassured by the ministers themselves

that humanistic learning was as necessary for develop-

ment of human reason as revelation and grace were

necessary for faith and salvation. (Butts, Freeman, and

Creemin, 1953, p. 76)

The first permanent institutional form of education

to be created was the university. Sixteen years after

the Puritans landed in Massachusetts, in 1636, they

founded Harvard College. Harvard certainly had nothing

to do with adult education at the time, being primarily

a school for training ministers at what would now be

considered the secondary school level. But, it was the

beginning of an institutuional form that has grown to an

important position in adult education. Other colonies

followed Massachusetts in providing institutions of

higher learning. (Knowles, 1962, p. 5)
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There were three forces that created an inclination

toward education in colonial America:

The most basic force arose out of the
character of the immigrants themselves and
their motivation for coming to the new
world. Many of them were members of poli-
tical and religious minority groups who
perceived America as a land of opportunity
that would offer them the possibilities
and freedoms denied them in the Old World.
This kind of initiative tended to create
a readiness for learning. A second strong
force was the predominantly Protestant
character of the American colonization...
A third force was the Puritan work ethic
which became a cardinal point in the
social doctrine of the Puritans. (Knowles,
1962, pp. 7-8)

Adult education in America finds its roots in

religious institutions, Protestantism, and the work

ethic. Historically, adult education was not limited to

institutions with adult education as a single or even

major goal.

ADULT EDUCATION

There is great variety and diversity in the personal

needs and institutions involved in adult education.

There is adult education with personal growth as a goal.

These "programs" are undertaken primarily to achieve

such goals as personal satisfaction, a strength and sense

of identity, the establishement or clarification of

values, and increased effectiveness in adapting to an

ever-changing society. (Watson, 1980)
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There is increasing awareness and desire for educa-

tion for the aging. In 1971 at the White House Con-

ference on Aging the delegates declared:

Education is a basic right of all
persons of all age groups. It is con-
tinuous and therefore one of the ways of
enabling older people to have a full and
meaningful life, and a means of helping
them develop their potential as a resource
for the betterment of society. (1971
White House Conference on Aging, 1971,
p. 6)

Women are entering, or re-entering, college in

record numbers, if not in record percentages. Helen K.

Feeney says that women's education, in terms of special

programs and flexible curricula, will need to continue

its separate identity until it has become more firmly

established in academic institutions and until further

education for women of all ethnic and socio-economic

groups has become more readily acceptable in our culture.

(Feeney, 1980, p. 60)

A professional's life involves updating and up-

grading of knowledge, the exposure to and the absorption

of new research and development in his or her particular

field:

It has now become clear that even
continuing education is not enough. The
acceleration of knowledge has assumed
something of the nature of atomic fusion.
New knowledge actually blasts the nucleus
out of much once-based knowledge and
replaces it with the new. Thus, suddenly,
new re-education has appeared. This is
the need to restudy one's beginnings, to
identify, then discard, those portions
of earlier knowledge that actually stand
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in the way of the new, while re-
education's accompaniment, continuing
education, feeds in a constant stream
of the latest in discovery.

An additional complication is that
there is no longer a clear, straight
line in any element of professional life.
The expanding body of knowledge has
forced the proliferation of speciali-
zation and subspecialization.

The increasing overlap of pro-
fessional fields generally has been
highlighted by the need for this approach
in all major national and international
decision-making. Hence, the final
component of the education of a profes-
sional: the need for interdisciplinary
and multi-disciplinary study. The simple
overlap of "engineering and management"
has been replaced by complex multi-
disciplinary programs having such titles
as Biomedical Engineering, Systems
Application to Urban Productivity and
Technology, Ocean Research Science and
Engineering, and Environmental Planning.
(Frandson, 1980, pp. 62-63)

This is the esoteric problem. Acquiring new know-

ledge can simply be learning a new language rather than

broadening understanding. It is possible to improve the

role functioning and ignore the individual's needs. It

is possible to educate for the good of the institution

and destroy the person. It is possible to set up a

learning situation that meets the expectations of the

institution and encumbers the personality of the indi-

vidual.

Carl Menninger noted this danger and addressed a

group of high-level executives as characterized by a

tragic weakness:

They have the tendency to think
of themselves as highly powered pieces
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of machinery rather than human-need
systems, and, as a result, to think
they need help from no one because
they are the fount of all knowledge.
They see themselves as persons who
give advice and help to others, but
do not need it themselves. (Nelson,
1976, pp. 1-2)

There is a large and diverse handicapped population

in the United States. Here we find a sizable number of

adults who have sufficient interest and ability to use

adult education to improve their lives. They are many,

and they are becoming more visible and militant in

demanding learning opportunities. (Shworles and Wang,

1980, p. 148)

The Armed Forces are probably one of the world's

largest producers and consumers of adult education.

Thomas Carr and Richard Ripley wrote that the military

does two things: Fight and train. Because this is a

period of peace, the emphasis is on training. Each year

the military graduates more than one million individuals

from training courses produced within the Department of

Defense. An additional five hundred thousand service-

men and women are involved in educational programs con-

ducted by civilian institutions. (Carr and Ripley, 1980)

Labor education is part of adult education with a

special clientele--trade union officers and members.

According to Gray, these programs historically have had

five aims: 1) To bring about an ideological understand-

ing of society, especially of the class struggle; 2) To
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build union loyalty and participation; 3) To prepare

union leaders; 4) To raise the educational level of the

disadvantaged through remedial courses; and 5) To pro-

vide cultural enrichment for life's enjoyment. Of these,

the third has predominated and continues to do so.

(Gray, 1966, p. 184)

Adult education is facing the language question.

Increasing technology, diversity of clientele, and

expanding types and numbers of institutions create a

linguistic labyrinth that must be understood.

The persons most directly on the firing-line level

are teachers, group leaders, and supervisors who work

directly with adult learners on a face-to-face basis.

Knowles has outlined the functions of these adult edu-

cators.

1) The Diagnostic Function, helping the learners

diagnose their needs for particular learnings within the

scope of the given situation.

2) The Planning Function, planning with the learn-

ers a sequence of experiences that will produce the

desired learnings.

3) The Motivational Function, creating conditions

that will cause the learner to want to learn.

4) The Methodological Function, selecting the most

effective methods and techniques for providing the

desired learnings.
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5) The Resource Function, providing the human and

material resources necessary to produce the desired

learnings.

6) The Evaluative Function, helping the learners

measure the outcomes of their learning experience.

(Knowles, 1970, p. 22)

Knowles goes on to address the issue of adult

education and in doing so, he indirectly deals with the

psychological/sociological linguistic dilemma. He coins

the word "andragogy" to describe adult education's unique

body of theories and practices. As a general principle

of andragogy, the methods encourage learners to analyze

their own experience or take the initiative in seeking

out new knowledge and understanding, skills or values.

He lists certain conditions that should exist in adult

education programs including: 1) The learners feel a

need to learn; 2) The learning environment is character-

ized by physical comfort, mutual trust and respect,

mutual helpfulness, freedom of expression, and acceptance

of differences; 3) The learners perceive the goals of a

learning experience to be their goals; 4) The learners

accept a share of the responsibility for planning and

operating in learning experience, and therefore, have a

feeling of commitment toward it; 5) The learners parti-

cipate actively in the learning process; 6) The learning

process is related to and makes use of the experience of

the learners; and 7) The learners have a sense of
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progress toward goals because they have helped set the

goals. (Knowles, 1970, pp. 52-53)

E. C. Lindeman anticipated this fifty years earlier:

The approach to adult education will
be via the route of situations, not
subject matter...In adult education, the
curriculum is built around the students'
needs and interests. Every person finds
himself in specific situations...situa-
tions which call for adjustments. Adult
education begins at this point. Texts and
teachers must give way to the primary
importance of the learner. (Lindeman,
1926, pp. 8-9)

In adult education we begin at the point of the

student rather than the subject. Therefore, we begin

with the language of the student rather than the lan-

guage of the subject.

The linguistic question becomes more important as

we broaden the definition and understanding of adult

education:

Many more people are adult educators
than know they are. If adult educator is
defined as one who has some responsibility
for helping adults to learn, look at how
many people in this country are entitled
to bear this hallmark: hundreds of
thousands of program chairmen, education
chairmen, and discussion leaders in such
volunteer associations as women's groups,
men's clubs, service organizations,
religious laymen's organizations, PTAs,
professional societies, civic clubs,
labor unions, trade associations,
farmers' organizations, and the like.
(Knowles, 1970, p. 21)

Spence and Cass looked at the adult education

institutions. They suggest four types:
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1) Institutions created primarily to serve adult

students.

2) Institutions initially concerned with the edu-

cation of youth and now assuming the secondary task of

educating adults.

3) Institutions created to serve the education of

the whole community.

4) Institutions primarily concerned with non-

educational goals, but which use adult education to

achieve the goals.

(Spence and Cass, 1950)

Cyril Houle has simplified the four types of adult

education institutions into two groups of agencies:

1) Those that are primarily educational and 2) Those

that are partly educational. Houle included churches

and synagogues in the group of institutions that are

partly educational. Education departments in major uni-

versities tend to focus their studies on institutions

that are primarily educational. However, it may be that

more people participate in institutions that are partly

educational. This is an area of study that needs to be

investigated. (Houle, 1972)

Huey Long reported the findings of Stanley M.

Garbowski, Director of ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult

Education. He said that the National Opinion Research

Study conducted by Johnstone and Riviera showed that

churches and synagoges had the largest number of adults
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taking courses by sponsoring agencies. This is not

surprising, since churches and synagogues have been

providing adult education long before other institutions.

Some of these institutions were not even in existence when

adults were first being educated by religious institutions.

(Long, 1973, p. 38)

Long goes on to present a review of the literature

and concludes that:

There appears to be little doubt,
based on the literature reviewed that
churches, synagogues, and temples
(broadly defined) have greater potential
contact with more adults than any other
social institution in the United States.
(Long, 1973, p. 41)

In this section we have seen that adult education

is dealing with more institutions and more diverse groups

participating in adult education programs. There is a

need for adult educators to examine the issues of

language. If adult education starts with the student's

needs, it must also start with the student's language.

To do otherwise is to teach to the institution rather

than the individual; to educate the role rather than

enlighten the personality; to create a climate of meet-

ing expectations rather than a classroom of meeting needs.

Religious institutions have great potential for

teaching adults. The discussion now turns to an

examination of religious education and the problem of

language.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Malcolm Knowles reports that a major turning point

in the development of Protestant churches or institu-

tions for the education of adults occurred with the

convening of two workshops on Christian education at the

University of Pittsburg in 1958 and 1961. These work-

shops were sponsored jointly by the School of Education

of the University and the Department of Adult Work of

the National Council of Churches. Over eighty denomina-

tional leaders and dozens of nationally known secular

education specialists came together to re-examine the

assumption on which adult educational practices in the

churches were based. They proposed ways in which the

churches could improve their services to the estimated

fourteen million persons enrolled in their adult church

school departments. (Knowles, 1962, p. 147)

Religious education is seeking the best of adult

education. Indeed, the subject matter demands the adult

education approach which begins with the needs of the

student. At the same time, religious education involves

jargon and language that is unique and often technical.

It is a field of adult education that lives with the

linguistic conflict.

There is a paradoxical sociological-
theological duality that every clergyman-
minister embodies within himself...This dis-
comfort is felt both personally as a voca
tional tension and organizationally as an edu-
cational dilemma. (Eridston and Culver, 1964)
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Keith Bridston and Dwight Culver go on to make a

distinction between the "minister" and the "clergyman."

The clergyman is a sociological definition which relates

a role to society. The minister is a theological orien-

tation that is experienced within the individual. They

go on to say:

If the corporate and individual,
a sociological and theological, the
human and divine elements of the mini-
stry create private tensions within
those who have this call and calling,
these polarities are no less effective
in placing severe strains on theological
education itself. (Bridston and Culver,
1964, p. 25)

Paul Holmer in an article entitled, "Can We Educate

Ministers Scientifically?" responds to the conflict by

agreeing that there is a major dichotomy for every

minister of the gospel. Competence in Scripture and the

confessions and creeds of the church as well as theolo-

gical traditions are all things that can be thought

"about." There is a vast amount of literature about each

of them. Scripture, creeds, and theology are the lan-

guage of faith. He states that the problem is that,

"By learning about them, one does not necessarily learn

to think with them." (Holmer, 1964, p. 17)

He goes on to state that the gospel is "not found

in the language of scholarship about Jesus; it is found

in passion-ridden words of Scripture." (Holmer, 1964,

p. 17)
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Richard Niebuhr discusses the dichotomy as he

distinguishes between proximate and ultimate goals in a

survey of schools, churches, seminaries, and ministries

in the United States and Canada. From this survey he

concludes that there is confusion concerning the ulti-

mate and proximate goals. He says, "From such confusion

arises some of their (these institutions) external and

internal conflicts." (Niebuhr, 1956, pp. 39-42)

Gibson Winter expresses the struggle of theological

institutions from the perspective of the student enter-

ing into a theological vocation:

Some of the more traditional schools
receive students who have some sense of
vocation and desire training to work in
religious institutions, but most of the
theological schools find that their
students are seeking basic answers to
ultimate questions. These men and
women are seekers in the Christian
life, and a theological school should
be a good place to carry on such re-
flections; unfortunately, the theolo-
gical schools feel obliged to make
professionals out of these seekers,
clothing them with special language
(italics mine) and odd manners which
will prevent them from communicating
with anyone about their deepest con-
cerns. This professionalization
misses the real search which brought
the men and women to theological
studies and instead eventuates in one
more confused professional in the
churches. (Winter, 1964, p. 164)

Reuel Howe was for seven years the director of the

Institute for Advanced Pastoral Studies. He reports the

opportunity to discuss concepts of ministry with sixteen

hundred ministers, representing thirty-eight
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denominations, ranging in age from the very young semi-

nary graduate to men who had been in the ministry for

twenty-five years or more. (Howe, 1964, p. 207)

Reflecting on this experience, he concludes that

the function of the church is to be in dialogue with the

world, and the function of the pastoral, homiletical,

educational, and priestly ministry is to promote and

maintain the dialogue between the Word of God and the

word of man in order that men may know their own need

and possibility, and know and accept what God has given

them. (Howe, 1964, p. 220)

He goes on to say:

One purpose of theological education,
at least, is to train ministers for the
task of dialogue. Both clergy and laity
need training that will prepare them to
become persons with dialogical understand-
ing and abilities. For a majority of them,
this would mean a revolution in their
present understanding and approaches be-
cause of the prevalence of the monological
attitude and method which has been
ingrained in them by their life in the
church and the training given them for
their ministry. (Howe, 1964, p. 220)

One of the distinctions between andragogy and peda-

gogy is dialogue and monologue. In dialogue, the lin-

guistic challenge surfaces. In monologue, it is hidden.

The "interpretative task" is the term used by Gibson

Winter to describe the purpose of theological training:

A theological faculty engages in the
interpretative task with all of the
ministry--with those objectively engaged
in the decisions of history and with
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those who labor in other academic
fields. This is not to suggest that
the theological task is only an aca-
demic exercise, but it is a linguistic
and cultural enterprise which must take
its own cultural context seriously.
Those seekers who enter theological
schools receive theological training
so far as they are introduced to this
interpretive task. (Winter, 1964,
p. 167)

Terms such as "dialogue" and "interpretative task"

indicate the need to face the linguistic dilemma.

However, Winter concludes that research indicates most

theological professors are unconcerned with what is

actually happening in the churches and the world. "If

this proves to be true, then the theological schools are

actually on the way to becoming museums." (Winter,

1964, p. 169)

When one moves from the theological institutions

of education with students who are motivated in religious

studies, to the local parish or church where parishioners

are involved in their secular lives primarily, the con-

flict of language has an even sharper edge.

"It has been said that many clergy overrate their

parishioners' information and underrate their intelli-

gence. This, I think, is often true." (Miller, 1970,

p. 112) The problem is to provide situations in which

the question they are capable of asking may be met with

honesty and in a language they are capable of using.

Charles Taylor discusses the changing role of the

parish pastor. Traditionally, the minister has been
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preacher, pastor, and the leader of worship. He says

that there seems to be far-reaching changes in the

character of twentieth century preaching, less reliance

upon oratory, less telling of people what they ought to

do, less emotional fervor, while greater attention is

given to teaching, to the word of the congregation to

the preacher, and to a mutual, quiet search for the

will of God for His people. (Taylor, 1964, p. 185)

Historically, it has been noted that the language of

the early Christians fit their culture. At first, they

used the Jewish Scriptures, which reflected the life of

the Middle East. As Christianity moved into the world

of the Greeks and the Romans, their use of language

changed to meet the new situation. Even after the canon

of the New Testament was closed, they continued with

their theologies and catechisms to adapt their language

to changing conditions. "As long as there was a rela-

tively close connection between the language of the

Christian and the culture, teaching was not difficult."

(Miller, 1970, p. 2)

The situation has changed:

Protestants have sometimes smiled
at the recent debate between Roman
Catholic biblical scholars and more
conservative Latin theologians. But,
the same debate with less publicity
is carried on in every seminary, where
the biblical department cannot under-
stand the jargon of the theological
department and neither can make sense
of the so-called homiletical and
practical department which ignores
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them. Many seminary professors are
teaching brilliantly but irrelevantly.
This may be permissible in a graduate
school environment, but is not accept-
able if the purpose is to prepare men
and women to deal with the lives of
others in relationship to God and
their fellows. Too many of the younger
ministers are trained in the homiletics
by men who never have been in the parish,
and so they continue to prepare their
sermons as if the seminary faculty and
the students, not humble laymen, were
the congregation. (Wolf, 1964, p. 196)

Suggestions for a philosophy of language as it

relates to Christian education have been made by Randolph

Miller. He sees the various language games which are

suitable to Christian education. He outlines dialogue,

engagement, and kerygma as the most helpful.

Dialogue. The meanings of words are derived from

prior experience in relationships. Such basic Christian

concepts as love, fellowship, forgiveness, justice,

trust, and grace cannot be understood in a religious

context unless there is some experience with these

relationships on a human level. Dialogue offers the

opportunity to explore human relationships that give

insight into theological truths.

Engagement. This concept comes from David R.

Hunter who says, "The word carries the implication of

intertwining, involvement, and response in which there

is give and take in both directions." (Hunter, 1963)

As we participate in experiences we note that people

seem to change their outlook. "We look to engagement
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in our belief that God is in our midst and that He is

directly known." (Hunter, 1963)

Kerygma. Kerygma is the proclamation of what God

has done in history and in Jesus Christ. With the proper

mapping of language, the story can be told in such a way

as to produce a response and even a change in outlook.

Summarizing the significance of dialogue, engage-

ment, and kerygma as they relate to curriculum produces

a statement concerning Christian education. Miller says:

It means, then, telling the story
of God's mighty acts in such a way that
the listener participates in the dia-
logue by telling his own story, and he
comes to an engagement with God and his
fellows in his daily life, and therefore,
the meaning of his life is disclosed to
him in a new way, and through commitment
to God in Christ, he is reborn daily as
he lives as a Christian in community in
the world. (Miller, 1970, p. 167)

Religious educators are facing the problem of lan-

guage. They indicate that there is a language that is

centered around their primary purpose and distinctiveness.

However, some religious educators indicate that this

cherished language is destructive to learning at the

personal need level.

Adult educators find their roots in religious edu-

cation. They also find the language crisis they are

facing in religious education as well. Starting with the

student's needs demands starting with the student's lan-

guage.
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We now look specifically at education and religious

language.

RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE AND MUCATION

Religious education struggles with language just as

there is a language struggle in specialized fields of

education, education of diverse groups, institutions

seeking to educate the general public, and communication

from one social class to another.

There is a dichotomy between the language about

faith, that is scholarly and learned, and the language

of faith. The scholarly language is technical, unchang-

ing, and impelled by curiosity. The language of faith

is aggressive, declarative, and passionate. Preaching

is the language of faith. (Holmer, 1964, pp. 20-21)

An historical example is found in Edward Judson, a

respected pastor in lower New York for eighteen years at

the turn of the century. At that point in his ministry,

he wrote a small book to young ministers as a help in

organizing and managing a successful ministry. He

speaks to the problem of the modern preaching that needs

to be translated into the plain speech of everyday life.

He says:

In fact, our preaching is too much
weighted with theological terminology.
It is as when some old sailor spins a
yarn, interlarding it with so many
nautical phrases that a landsman is com-
pletely befogged. Our preaching wants
translating. A preacher never loses
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his charm who knows how to elucidate
the theology of the schools in the
language of the streets. (Judson,
1899, p. 32)

Amos Wilder analyzed the early Christian use of

language and declared that it was nontechnical speech.

He concludes that there was no "holy language." The

language was common everyday terminology translated into

whatever tongue the listener spoke and infused with the

enthusiasm of the believers. (Wilder, 1964)

William Hordern, speaking in biblical symbols to

individuals encroached in religious language, points

out the fallacy of moving away from common language as

the communicative tool in Christian education. He says:

In the Tower of Babel story the
confusing of language was primarily
the result of sin. Presumptuous men,
trying to usurp God's place, were
thrown into a confusion of voices to
disrupt their nefarious plans. The
modern breakdown in communication is
not simply a result of sin. As examples
have shown, it is due partly to the fact
that we no longer have "one language and
few words." The growth of knowledge has
given birth to a host of technical jar-
gons. But, sin is not absent. Communi-
cation fails not only because our jargons
differ, but also because we seek to
increase our prestige by keeping our
special knowledge and its jargon as
esoteric as possible. Communication is
disrupted not only by our "many words,"
it is disrupted by our sinful use of
language to mislead, control, and
exploit our fellowmen. (Hordern, 1964,
p. 3)

He goes on to explain, with deep understanding, the

linguistic dichotomy that exists in the religious
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community. He sees the historic Christian language as

opposed to the language of modern man. He states:

The Bible, the historic creeds,
and the traditional theological con-
victions are still rocks of strength
upon which the Christian builds. They
give him a sense of unity (italics
mine) with the Christian past and a
direction for the future. But, the
paradox appears because this historic
Christian language is also an embar-
rassment. The Christian is aware that
his classical terms and thought forms
are often an offense and scandal to
the modern world. Modern man is not
simply shocked by the Gospel; he is
often so alienated by the language
forms in which it comes that he does
not even hear the Gospel. (Hordern,
1964, p. 4)

How can the Christian church say what is meant

about God with assertions that will be understood,

accepted, and responded to? This is a question for

Christian educators, trainers, teachers, pastors, and

lay people. Within the Christian community, there are

many who are at home with the traditional forms, which

continue to have meaning for the initiated. These

people tend to resent the efforts to communicate in new

words and object to translations of the Bible into

current language and fail to see the distinction between

various categories of language usage. Yet, they find it

increasingly difficult to communicate what they believe

in a modern society with differing religious viewpoints

and linguistic diversity. (Miller, 1970, preface)
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This "language gap and God" as termed by Miller, is

experienced in deep personal frustration and feelings of

failure in the lives of ministers.

The language of the pastor's edu-
cation carries the assumption that it
is an effective means of communicating
to contemporary man. After graduation,
the new minister discovers that the
biblical and theological language in
which he was trained and on which he
based his hopes is not understood by
most of his people. (Howe, 1964,
D. 208)

It has been noted by many lay people that the

average minister uses one set of phrases and terms from

the pulpit and another set of phrases in personal con-

versation, even with those who hear him every Sunday.

And, if he does not find a different way of expressing

himself, his people are likely to complain that he

"preaches at them" all week long. (Hordern, 1964, p. 5)

The conflict of religious language has been noted by

many. Umhau Wolf observes that one of the pressing

problems of the parish ministry is that of communication

from the pulpit to the pew, from the chancel to the

assembly line. Theological jargon or specialized lan-

guage, often in the one-day stand of the visiting

seminary professor, may impress and overawe, but it

seldom communicates or inspires to daily Christian

commitment. (Wolf, 1964, p. 195)

In an address to a gathering of midwestern pastors,

college teachers, and seminary professors and presidents
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at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago,

Reuel Howe noted that ninety-nine percent of the mini-

sters coming to his institute were almost traumatic in

their concern for communication. For this, a course in

the communication arts in the seminary or summer school,

taught by a man with no parish experience, can hardly

be helpful. Too many of the laymen report, "He talks

just like his professors." (Howe, 1964)

Keith Bridston in an oral report to the Garrett

Biblical Institute underscores this failure in reporting

that seminarians themselves criticize their home pastors

primarily because of this failure in communication.

(Bridston and Culver, 1964)

Harland Lewis writes:

No satisfactory answer is found to
the question of the proper relationship
between the what and the how. I have
known men whose heads were stuffed with
Kierkegaard and Neibuhr, who have had
one course in homiletics. Such men, if
any, have the root of the matter in them,
but they can't say it or preach it. The
hungry sheep look up and are not fed.
(Lewis, 1960, p. 16)

Language is a major concern in adult education and

religious education in particular. Psycho-socio-linguis-

tic theory suggests that vocabulary can promote 1) the

institutional needs and goals or 2) the individual needs

and goals. Vocabulary can enhance solidarity, group

intimacy and distinctiveness by the use of a nonstandard

pattern of speech. Or, language can promote mobility,
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status, and aspirations involving the general public if

a more standardized speech pattern is used.

Stating this concept in educational terms, the

choice of vocabulary can promote the expectations of the

role being educated or the choice of vocabulary can

enhafice the personality and meet the needs of the indi-

vidual being educated.

One can also restate the problem by saying that

educational organizations have one set of goals asso-

ciated with group maintenance, solidarity, intimacy,

and distinctiveness, and another set of goals associated

with high status in the community, mobility and change

in society, and aspirations associated with the support

of the general public by meeting the needs of individuals

who not a part of the group. There is a trade-off in

these goals. There is a different language associated

with each set of goals.

This study also examines cherished terms that are

used to promote goals associated with solidarity, group

intimacy, and psychological distinctiveness. Therefore,

if cherished terms are used extensively, goals associated

with gaining status in the community, aspirations in-

volving the general public, meeting the needs of people

not a part of the group, and mobility and change will

decline. To test this, we now turn to one institution

and its set of cherished terms.
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THE LINGUISTIC CHALLENGE: DOGMA AND EVANGELISM IN A

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION

The church, as an institution, faces the linguistic

dilemma of language that promotes group identity and

language that promotes communication with an influence

in the general public. These are often differentiated

as the educational and evangelistic goals of the insti-

tution.

Richard Niebuhr speaks to the evangelistic goal as

seen in the Wesleyan movement:

The evangelist of the Wesleyan,
evangelical, pietist movement repre-
sented a variation on the Protestant
idea of the preacher. Even more than
the minister of the Reformation churches,
he found his chief function in preaching.
When he became the settled minister of
a local church, he needed to add to the
preaching function the other activities
of the ministry--the care of souls, the
administration of the sacraments, the
conduct of public worship, and the
government of the church. But, the
organizing principle of all these
activities was the evangelical con-
version and sanctification of souls,
which was the direct purpose of the
evangelistic sermon. (Niebuhr, 1956,
p. 61)

Malcolm Boyd focuses the evangelism, education

goals in the conflict of vocabulary:

In endeavoring to go forward with
its essential vocation of the Christian
evangelism, the church is immediately
faced by the crisis of communication
brought about by the loss of meaning
of traditional words. Changing con-
cepts within the culture have produced
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caricatures of such words as "love,"
"man," and "sin." Is it not our task
to make Jesus Christ identifiable in
word and image for contemporary man
in mass culture? Is not our task to
achieve points of contact for the
Gospel with contemporary man in mass
culture by creating new images which
possess meaning for him? (Boyd, 1964,
p. 230)

The Church of the Nazarene comes out of the Wes-

leyan, evangelical movement. It is a church that has

placed great emphasis on evangelism as measured by

church growth in membership. Yet, it is also a church

that emphasized Christian education in a specialized

vocabulary.

THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

There are five hundred seven Churches of the Naza-

rene in the continental United States with a membership

of two hundred or more. The Church of the Nazarene with

its International Headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri,

is in its seventy-fifth year of existence; there are

approximately four hundred sixty-two thousand members in

the United States.

Dr. Timothy L. Smith was appointed the official

historian of the denomination in 1955 by the Church

History Commission. (Smith, 1962, Introduction) His

book, Called Unto Holiness, is "the product of a united

effort to give the church an authoritative, documented

and dramatic account of our heritage." (Smith, 1962)

In the book he states:
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The Church of the Nazarene is a
Wesleyan denomination whose origin on
a national basis took place at Pilot
Point, Texas, in 1908. Its membership
at that time was drawn from associations
of churches which had appeared within
the previous two decades in cities and
towns of the northeastern and far wes-
tern states, as well as the South and
the Middle West. None of these parent
bodies had originated simply as seces-
sions from the Methodist Church,
however. They were, rather, products
of a spiritual awakening which during
the previous half century had cultivated
among many denominations the doctrine
and experience of Christian perfection
or entire sanctification. The history
of the Church of the Nazarene, therefore,
properly begins with the story of what
is called the "holiness movement" of
the nineteenth century. (Smith, 1962,
Introduction)

The pastors are employed by the individual churches

through recommendations from the General Superintendents

at the highest level of the church and the District

Superintendents representing the various local areas.

The pastors are accountable to their local church and to

the district and general leaders.

The Church of the Nazarene is "evangelical." Its

concern is with the growth of its local churches. To

quote from the Preamble of the Constitution in the

Manual of the Church of the Nazarene, it reads, "...that

we may cooperate effectively with other branches of the

Church of Jesus Christ in advancing God's kingdom among

men..." Therefore, the Church of the Nazarene has a

high priority in reaching new people in their local

churches.
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Specific growth goals are set at the general level

by the denomination for local churches. There are

quarterly reports to the general church concerning the

achievement of these goals in growth.

CHERISHED TERMS IN THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

From its historical development, the church has

adopted a set of terms to describe the distinction of

its doctrine. These terms can be traced through the

historical development of the church with little or no

change.

A. M. Hills was the first theologian of the church

and wrote that different names have been used fo. the

same experience: "...'perfect love,' the full

assurance of faith,' the rest of faith 'the baptism

with the Holy Spirit,' holiness,' 'entire sanctifi-

cation.'" (Hills, 1931, p. 223)

H. Orton Wiley was the successor of Dr. Hills in

holding the theological chair at the seminary. He

believes that entire sanctification is provided by the

blood of Jesus, and is wrought instantaneously by faith,

preceded by entire consecration; and to this work and

state of grace the Holy Spirit bears witness. He

says that this experience is also known by various terms

representing its different phases. Some of the terms

are "Christian perfection," "perfect love," "heart

purity, "the baptism with the Holy Spirit," "the
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fullness of the blessing." (Wiley, 1952, Vol. II,

p. 467)

W. T. Purkiser was the editor of the official church

periodical for many years. In a book composed of

lectures originally given to the faculty and student body

of one of the denomination's eight liberal arts colleges,

he writes, "These chapters are intended as studies in the

biblical theology of holiness and particularly of what we

may call the synonymns for entire sanctification."

(Purkiser, 1962, Introduction) Purkiser has a deep

conviction that there is a source of untapped power in

the fact that the whole biblical teaching of God's high-

est purpose for His people is not fully contained in the

terms "holy," "holiness," "sanctify," and "sanctifi-

cation." "In the parallel terms and concepts which we

have here called synonyms there is a wealth of understand-

ing and insight into the redemptive will of our Heavenly

Father." (Purkiser, 1962, Introduction) The terms

covered in the book are: 1) The baptism with the Spirit,

2) Purity of heart, 3) The carnal nature and its cruci-

fixion, 4) Christian perfection, and 5) Full salvation.

The current Manual of the Church of the Nazarene in

Article X reads:

The experience is also known by
various terms representing its different
phases, such as "Christian perfection,"
"perfect love," "heart purity," "the
baptism with the Holy Spirit," "the
fullness of the blessing," and "Christian
holiness." (Manual, 1980)
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An additional example of the development of these

cherished terms comes from the writings of J. D. Chap-

man who said:

There are those of the very field
in which we are now to work in this
series who may say, "We need a new
terminology. Our old terminology is
unadapted to the present age and its
use brings unnecessary misunderstanding
to our position." Or, they say that
the old terminology is inadequate to
the new era. But the only way a term
can become unacceptable is for it to
cease to bear the meaning it once bore
or else to be wanting in euphony--that
is, be difficult to pronounce or of
unfamiliar sound. But, I think as
regards to the terminology of the Bible
holiness, neither of these legitimate
objections holds...New words cannot be
as clear and as rich as those which
have been aged by the usage of the
generations. Old words are better than
new, for the reason that they are
better understood, whereas the sym-
bolism of the new words requires much
time for maturing and for enrichment.
(Chapman, 1947, p. 11)

He goes on to say in the Author's Explanation:

When it is said that we need a new
holiness vocabulary, if the saying is
intelligent, the meaning rather is that
we need,to have the vocabulary of the
fathers revitalized in our own thinking
and feeling; for the fathers found their
vocabulary a splendid vehicle for the
purpose they had in mind. (Chapman,
1947)

He outlines these terms by saying:

"Holiness," "perfect love," and
"Christian perfection" are therefore the
three terms in the first rank for describ-
ing the estate of those who have been re-
generated and sanctified holy and are the
three terms that can be used without equi-
vocation or detailed explanation.
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We come now to another class of
terms, which, although useful to the
purposes of variety and the pointing
out of special characteristics, are yet
not as fundamental and unequivocal as
those already listed. The list includes:
"the Spirit-filled life," "the more
abundant life," "the rest of faith,"
"the full assurance of faith," "per-
fect peace," "fullness of joy," and
"abiding grace." (Chapman, 1947, p. 83)

Thus, Chapman concludes that for the sake of clarity

of purpose, "established" vocabulary should be used from

the pulpit. Other "newer" terms would require such

lengthy and detailed explanations as to render them

burdensome. (Chapman, 1947, p. 69)

In a final chapter from his book, Chapman outlines

other terms that are associated with Bible holiness that

include "sin," "depravity," "original sin," "inbred

sin," "inherent sin," "innate sin," "the old man,"

"the carnal mind," "carnal nature," "carnality,"

"eradication," and "consecration." (Chapman, 1947,

pp. 107-110)

The Church of the Nazarene has demonstrated the

development of a set of cherished terms. The pastors of

various Churches of the Nazarene have been educated in

the use of these terms. Their preparation for ministry

comes from three primary sources: the Seminary in

Kansas City, the Bible College in Colorado Springs,

Colorado, or the Home Study Course. In all cases, there

is overlap in the use of the books previously cited.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER TWO

In this chapter we have seen the philosophical

dichotomy of nomothetic versus idiographic in the light

of language, education, and a specific institution.

The philosophy of language recognizes the impor-

tance of carrying both internal and external information.

Psycho-socio-linguistic research demonstrates the use of

standard and nonstandard language which can be measured

by the use of specific cherished terms. Arguing from

theory, such terms function in the promotion of group

solidarity.

Education has also experienced the same conflict.

This is particularly true in adult education where

diverse clientele, wide-ranging institutions, and deve-

loping technology promote specialized language. Adult

education finds its roots in religious education, and

religious educators too express the linguistic challenge

of using cherished terms to educate a society that is

unfamiliar with them. We also saw that this dilemma

focuses most sharply in the preaching ministry of the

local parish.

Finally, we looked at one institution, the Church

of the Nazarene, that has goals of solidarity as well as

reaching individuals in the general public. It has a

history of evangelism as measured by church growth mem-

bership increases. Yet, it also has a well-developed

system of cherished terms.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This chapter contains a description of: 1) The

population included in the study, 2) Development of a

"Cherished Terms" list, 3) The procedure for data

collection, and 4) The procedure for the analysis of

the data.

THE POPULATION

The Church of the Nazarene, with its International

Headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri, is in its seventy-

fifth year of existence. There are approximately one

hundred five thousand members in sixty-three foreign

countries, and four hundred sixty-two thousand members

in the United States. Seven liberal arts colleges, a

seminary, and a Bible College are owned and operated,

through separate quasi-corporations, by the Church of

Nazarene.

Pastors of the various Churches of the Nazarene have

been educated, primarily, through the institutions of

the church including: the liberal arts colleges, the

Seminary, the Bible College, and the Home Study Course.

In all cases of preparation for the ministry, many of
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the textbooks and coursework overlap in each of the

church's educational institutions or programs.

The pastors are employed by the individual churches

through recommendations at the denominational level of

the church by the General Superintendents and at the

local level by the District Superintendents. The pastors

are accountable to their local church, district leader-
.

ship, and denominational superintendency.

The origin of the Church of the Nazarene is rooted

in the teachings of John Wesley, founder of Methodism,

particularly with reference to the New Testament doctrine

of holiness as interpreted by him. The Nazarenes are

active, evangelical Christians, deeply committed to the

teachings and practices of early Methodism. (Parrott,

n.d., p. 10)

The purpose of this study is to investigate the

influence of vocabulary, in particular cherished terms,

on attaining institutional goals. Chapter Two outlined

the goals of institutions that are associated with the

nomothetic and idiographic dimensions. Nomothetic goals

relate to group solidarity, group intimacy, camaraderie,

and psychological distinctiveness. Idiographic goals

relate to attaining status in the broader community,

mobility and change in the general community, and

attainment of goals by reaching individuals who are not

currently part of the group or institution.
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A nonstandard or cherished language is, according

to theory and literature review, appropriate in attain-

ing the nomothetic goals of an institution. However, a

standard or nontechnical and non-cherished language is

more appropriate in attaining the goals associated with

the idiographic dimension. Therefore, if a cherished

language is used extensively, goals associated with

reaching individuals in the general public will decline.

The Church of the Nazarene has demonstrated the

development of a set of cherished terms and encourages

their use. Simultaneously, it has set goals that involve

reaching individuals in the general public. Thus, the

church encourages a cherished language that promotes

solidarity while setting goals in membership growth that

involve reaching individuals outside the group. There-

fore, the extensive use of cherished terms should inhibit

growth in membership.

Cherished Terms

The Church of the Nazarene has developed a set of

cherished terms. (See Chapter 2 , Section 3, pp. 94-96,

THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE) These terms are traced

through the historical literature, educational material,

and periodic publications of the denomination. They are

terms contained in the official statement of creed for

the church.
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Cherished terms have two characteristics: 1) They

are terms that come from the distinctiveness or central

purpose of the institution; and, 2) They are valued,

esteemed, guarded, prized, and held dear by members of

the group. (See Chapter 2, Section 3, pp. 96-99,

CHERISHED TERMS IN THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE)

A measure of terms associated with the central

distinctiveness or purpose of a church would be con-

tained in the historical and current statement of creed

and dogma. A measure of terms that function in providing

solidarity, group intimacy, and distinctiveness would be

the encouraged use and extensive use of the terms through-

out the organization. A partial list of cherished terms

has been derived by such tests. (See following section,

pp. 105-108, on the development of a partial list of

cherished terms.)

In June, 1980, the author attended the General

Assembly of the Church of the Nazarene in which the six

General Superintendents presided and spoke. The author

witnessed the strong encouragement to use the cherished

terms of the denomination.

Church Growth

A major goal of the Church of the Nazarene is

church growth. Church growth experts have been employed

by denominational leadership at the general and district
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and local levels to improve effectiveness and efficiency

in attaining church growth goals.

Through telephone conversation with the official

Department of Evangelism and Church Growth at General

Headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri, it was discovered

that the primary indicator of growth for the denomination

is "increase in new Nazarenes during the past year." The

denomination sets goals for growth as measured by "new

Nazarenes." The goal varies with individual church size:

Church Size Goal

200 members 17 new members a year

300 members 22 new members a year

500 members 30 new members a year

(The denomination does not have goals for churches with

membership of more than 500.)

Church growth is a goal associated with attaining

status, achieving mobility, and reaching individuals in

the general public. It is a goal associated with the

idiographic dimensions of the institution. Therefore,

extensive use of cherished terms in church pulpits will

cause goals associated with church growth to decline.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PARTIAL LIST OF CHERISHED TERMS

A cherished vocabulary, first, is associated with

the central distinctiveness, purpose, or ideology of the

group and second, is highly esteemed, greatly valued,

and held in high regard by members of the group. These
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are termed the 1) Ideological/dogma test and the 2) Psy-

chological/sociological test. Application of the first

test produces a list of specialized and technical terms

associated with the institution. The second test differen-

tiates from the first list words that carry social signi

canoe and "cherished value" in the institution.

In the Church of the Nazarene, a measure of the

ideological/dogma test was obtained through a review of

official denominational documents of creed and dogma.

These included the church Manual, the official publica-

tion of the fifteen Articles of Faith, and 1981 District

Minutes' statements of creed and purpose. This produced

a list of specialized and technical terms associated

with the central ideology and purpose of the group.

The second test, the psychological/sociological

dimension, involved probing the cherished value of the

terms in the institution. Such a test was not developed for

this study. This is an area recommended for further inves-

tigation (Question 1, p. 173). However, the results of the

study indicate that the terms are truly cherished (p. 146).

A survey of the use of the terms was conducted.

This does not demonstrate "cherishedness" but it does

indicate use by the institution. This was done through

a survey of the denomination's literature including

historical documents, educational textbooks, and denomi-

national periodicals and publications. The literature

was surveyed for the terms obtained by the first test.
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1. Historical documents included the writings of

H. Orton Wiley, James B. Chapman, A. M. Hills, and W. T.

Purkiser, as well as the statement of dogma and creed in

the original church Manual, 1908 edition. (See Chapter

2, Section 3, pp. 96-99, CHERISHED TERMS IN THE CHURCH

OF THE NAZARENE) The terms found in the literature

cited in Chapter II were matched against the terms found

in the first test.

2. Educational textbooks included the texts pub-

lished by the Nazarene Publishing House and used in the

teaching of theology in the denomination's liberal arts

colleges, Seminary, Bible College, and home study courses

in preparation for the ministry. The index of each of

these textbooks was checked for the use of the terms

obtained by the first test.

3. The popular dimension included the use of the

terms by the membership of the institution. This was

measured by the use of the terms in the popular publica-

tions produced by the Nazarene Publishing House. These

publications included The Herald of Holiness, The Mission

Magazine, Come Ye Apart, and books published by the de-

nominational publishing company.

Periodicals published in January, February, and

March, 1981, and books published in 1981 were reviewed.

Terms used in the index or Table of Contents in the books,

and terms in bold print in the publications were compared

to the terms derived in the first test. Bold print
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included chapter titles, article titles, and divisions

of chapters.

Words or terms derived from the ideological/dogma

test and appearing in at least two of the three dimen-

sions (historical, educational, and popular) of the

psychological/sociological dimension were considered to

be the list of cherished terms used in this study. (See

Appendix I: A LIST OF CHERISHED TERMS)

PROCEDURE FOR DATA COLLECTION

A list of all Churches of the Nazarene in the United

States with two hundred members or more was obtained

through a review of the District Minutes. At the time of

the study, there were five hundred seven such churches.

(See Appendix II: CHURCHES OF THE NAZARENE WITH TWO

HUNDRED MEMBERS OR MORE) The churches were divided into

four groups:

1. The Super Churches: Churches of one thousand

members or more.

2. Growing Churches: Churches that reached the

denominational goal for new Nazarene members and showed

a net increase in membership.

3. Maintaining Churches: Churches that received

at least one new Nazarene but did not reach the denomina-

tional goal and showed a net increase in membership.

Li Declining Churches: Churches that did not reach
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the denominational goal and showed a net decrease in

church membership.

The four groups represent different levels of

achievement and success in the institution. The growing,

maintaining, and declining churches are distinguished by

their growth record. Super churches are distinguished

by an absolute measure. They are included because of the

significance of these churches in the institution. Super

churches are considered successful. The pastors of

these churches are extensively involved in church growth

seminars for other pastors; and these churches represent

an achievement record of success. As such, they become

models for other churches. The achievement records of

these super churches is printed in a popular periodical

of the denomination called The Herald of Holiness.

A random sampling of ten churches was obtained from

each group from the list of churches in Appendix II. The

churches listed in Appendix II were divided according to

the four groups: super churches, growing churches,

maintaining churches, and declining churches. Using a

table of random numbers, ten churches were obtained from

each group. With this method, each church had an equal

probability of being chosen in the study. Churches that

did not have a tape ministry or were not able to send

tapes were not included in the population of the study.

Sunday morning tapes for the sermons of April, 1981,

were secured from the forty churches. The month of
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April was selected for uniformity and because April was

the Easter season of 1981. Reviewing the attendance

statistics of the denomination demonstrated that church

attendance was higher during this period of the year

than at any other season. This means that there were

more individuals from the general public who were not

currently part of the church organization attending

services. Pastors would have opportunity to speak to

individuals outside the group. Yet, this is a cherished

season (Easter) of the church, so pastors also would have

opportunity to use cherished terminology expressing this

central ideology (Easter) of the church. (See Chapter 5,

p. 156)

Therefore, April was selected because the conflict-

ing goals of creating solidarity among current members

of the institution and reaching new individuals would be

present at this particular time in a uniform way.

The year 1981 was selected because it was the most

current statistical report available from the denomina-

tion. These were the statistics that were used in

developing the growth profile of the churches. (See

Appendix II)

Thus, one hundred twenty sermons were included in

the study. This met the requirements of sample size for

the chi-square statistic at the 0.05 level with three

degrees of freedom. (Cohin, 1969, pp. 247-261)
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Each of the one hundred twenty sermons was listened

to by the experimenter. A count was kept of the use of

cherished terms: One count for each term per use.

The names of the churches involved in the study were

concealed in order to ensure anonymity.

PRECEDURE FOR ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The data was collected in a 1 x 4 fixed group model.

It was analyzed with a chi-square; appropriate to nominal

data. The sampling matrix was:

SUPER GROWING MAINTAINING DECLINING

CHURCHES CHURCHES CHURCHES CHURCHES

Three measures were taken for each group:

1. The number of cherished terms used in the total

number of sermons.

2. The number of sermons using five cherished terms

or more per group.

3. The number of sermons using no cherished terms

per group.

The dependent variable is the frequency in the use

of cherished terms. All groups were compared on all

measures. The mathematical model involved in the compu-

tation of chi-square is:
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where "o" is the observed count and "e" is the expected

count. The power was set at 0.05.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER THREE

Chapter Three presented the Design of the Study,

including information concerning the Population, Develop-

ing a List of Cherished Terms, Procedure of Data Collec-

tion, and Procedure of Analysis of these data. Chapter

Four will include the Analysis of the Results of the

Study.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of the study was to gain an understand-

ing of the relationship of cherished terms and the re-

ception of new members in the Church of the Nazarene. A

random sampling of ten churches in each of four groups

submitted three Sunday morning messages. A tabulation

of the number of cherished terms used in each message

was made by listening to each tape. This chapter pre-

sents an analysis of the growth pattern and use of

cherished terms in each of the four groups of churches

defined in Chapter Three. (See page 108)

These data have been organized into four sections

for presentation and analysis. The sections include:

1) Profile of church growth, 2) Presentation of the

data, 3) Statistical analysis of the hypothesis, and

4) A summary of the chapter.

PROFILE OF CHURCH GROWTH

A growth profile, as compiled by the General Head-

quarters of the Church of the Nazarene, was obtained for

each church in the study. To be included in the study,

each church had to have a minimum of two hundred members,
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comply with the characteristics of one of the four groups,

to be randomly selected, have recordings of the Sunday

morning messages, and have the tapes available for pur-

chase or loan.

The growth profile of each of the ten churches

randomly selected in the four categories are presented

in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. A summary of the

growth profile for all groups is presented in Table 4.5.

A comparison of the growth rates on the basis of member-

ship is presented in the form of percentages in Table

4.6.

Table 4.1 describes the growth profile of super

churches. This category was selected on the basis of

absolute size rather than growth pattern. There is a

wide range in the growth pattern of super churches. New

Nazarenes received into membership range from 32 to 130.

The number of transfer members ranges from 21 to 159.

The range in total gains and total losses is 61 to 281

and 26 to 109 respectively. The lowest total membership

in this group was 1013 and the largest membership total

was 2660. The net membership change was positive in all

cases, ranging from 8 to 232.

Table 4.2 describes the growth profile of growing

churches. This category represents churches that meet

the membership goals of the denomination and have a net

increase. The range of new members received into member-

ship is from 30 to 53; but the range in reception of
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Table 4.1 The Growth Profile of Super Churches

Church
No.

New
Nazarenes

Transfer
Members

Total
Gains

Total
Losses

Total
Membership NET

1 32 63 95 86 1417 9

2 50 21 71 44 1250 27

3 87 31 118 83 1770 35

4 22 39 61 53 1149 8

5 20 73 93 66 1412 27

6 43 74 117 99 266o 18

7 56 21 77 34 1013 43

8 72 159 231 109 1240 122

9 130 151 281 49 2138 232

10 109 21 130 26 1519 104
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Table 4.2 The Growth Profile of Growing Churches

Church
No,

New
Nazarenes

Transfer
Members

Total
Gains

Total
Losses

Total
Membership NET

1 44 19 63 43 533 20

2 41 6 47 45 401 2

3 38 23 61 45 715 16

4 39 3o 69 13 412 56

5 39 16 55 9 517 46

6 53 15 68 25 525 43

7 39 14 53 43 56o lo

8 39 14 53 32 500 21

9 4o 13 53 19 627 34

lo 3o 58 88 70 795 18
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Table 4.3. The Growth Profile of Maintaining Churches

Church
No.

New
Nazarenes

Transfer
Members

Total
Gains

Total
Losses

Total
Membership NET

1 12 4 16 10 423 6

2 5 11 16 11 536 5

3 14 11 25 22 393 3

4 22 25 47 33 654 14

5 5 56 61 5o 754 11

6 9 6 15 15 293 0

7 22 31 53 42 697 11

8 20 11 31 16 418 15

9 24 34 58 33 808 25

10 17 21 38 34 56o 4
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Table 4.4 The Growth Profile of Declining Churches

Church New Transfer Total Total Total
No. Nazarenes Members Gains Losses Membership NET

1 19 28 47 56 210 -9

2 3 14 17 43 403 -26

3 6 10 16 35 240 -19

4 15 4 19 29 352 -10

5 2 6 8 11 379 -3

6 26 45 71 87 459 -16

7 24 74 98 140 478 -42

8 20 15 35 51 430 -16

9 7 12 19 59 429 -40

10 11 8 19 51 632 -32
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transfer members is from 6 to 58. Total gains range

from 47 to 88 with a median of 61. Total losses range

from 9 to 70 with a median of 34. The church in this

category with the lowest membership was 401 and the

church with the largest membership was 795. The net

change in membership ranges from 2 to 56 with a median

of 26.6.

Table 4.3 presents the growth profile of maintaining

churches. A maintaining church is defined as one that

does not reach the denominational goal for membership

and has no decrease in net membership. New Nazarenes

received by maintaining churches range from 5 to 24, with

a median of 15. The median for reception of transfer

members is 21 with a range of 4 to 56. Total gains and

total losses range from 15 to 61 and 10 to 50 respective-

ly. The median membership in this category is 553.6

with a range of 293 to 808. The net change in member-

ship ranges from 0 to 25.

Table 4.4 presents the growth profile of declining

churches. A declining church is defined as receiving

fewer new Nazarenes than the denominational goal and

having a net decrease in membership. The number of new

Nazarenes received by declining churches ranges from 2 to

26. Transferring members range from 4 to 74, with a

median of 21.6. One church received 74 transfer members.

This same church experienced 140 total losses. The

range in total gains and total losses was 8 to 98 and
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11 to 140 respectively. The median of total losses is

56.2. Membership ranges from 210 to 632. The net losses

range from 3 to 42.

Table 4.5 is a comparison of the growth profiles of

the four groups of churches.

The super churches are greater in all categories,

including gains and losses (P40.05). There is no dif-

ference in the number of new Nazarenes compared to the

number of transferring Nazarenes in these churches

(P<0.05).

Growing churches received a greater number of new

Nazarenes, greater gains, and a greater net increase

than maintaining and declining churches (P<0.05). They

also had greater losses than maintaining churches; but

fewer losses than declining churches (P40.05). There

was no difference in the number of transfers received by

growing churches as compared to maintaining and declin-

ing churches (P<0.05). Growing churches received a sig-

nicantly greater number of new Nazarenes than transfer-

ring Nazarenes (P<0.05).

Maintaining churches sustained fewer losses in mem-

bership than declining churches (P<0.05). However, there

is no significant statistical difference between the

number of new Nazarenes or transferring Nazarenes re-

ceived by maintaining churches and declining churches

(P<0.05). Maintaining churches received more transfer-

ring Nazarenes than new Nazarenes (P<0.05).
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Table 4.5 A Comparison of the Growth Profiles of the
Four Groups of Churches

New
Church Nazarenes

Transfer
Members Gains Losses Membership NET

Super 621 653 1274 646 15,568 615

Growth 402 208 610 344 5,585 266

Maintain 150 210 360 266 5,536 94

Decline 132 216 349 562 4,323 -213

Table 4.6 A Comparison of the Growth Profiles of the
Four Groups of Churches Based on Percentage
of Membership

New
Church Nazarenes

Transfer
Members Gains Losses Membership NET

Super 3.98% 4.19% 8.18% 4.14% 100% 3.95%

Growth 7.19% 3.72% 10.92% 6.15% 100% 4.76%

Maintain 2.70% 3.79% 6.50% 4.80% 100% 1.69%

Decline 3.05% 4.99% 8.07% 13.00% 100% -4.92%
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Declining churches received a statistically equal

number of new and transferring Nazarenes as maintaining

churches (P(0.05).

Table 4.6 is a comparison of the growth profiles of

the four groups of churches based on the percentage of

membership. Based on total membership, percentage cal-

culations were made for all categories and all churches.

Super churches received 3.98% new Nazarenes when

compared with their membership. Growing churches re-

ceived 7.19%. Maintaining churches received 2.70%. and,

declining churches received 3.05%. On the basis of per-

centage, the rank order of receiving new Nazarenes is:

1. Growing churches

2. Super churches

3. Declining churches

4. Maintaining churches

Growing churches received the greatest percentage of

new Nazarenes while maintaining churches received the

smallest percentage of new Nazarenes when compared to

their own membership.

The range in the percentage of transfers received

is from 3.72% in growing churches to 4.99% in declining

churches. Super churches received 4.19% and maintaining

churches received 3.79%. The rank order in receiving

transfer members is:
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1. Declining churches

2. Super churches

3. Maintaining churches

4. Growing churches

Growing churches received the smallest percentage of

transfer .members.

Growing churches received the highest percentage of

total gains (10.92%). Super churches followed with 8.18%.

Declining churches were next in the rank order with

8.07% and maintaining churches received 6.50% in total

gains. Rank order for percentage of total gains is:

1. Growing churches

2. Super churches

3. Declining churches

4. Maintaining churches

Declining churches sustained the greatest number of

losses (13.00%). Super churches sustained the fewest

number of losses with 4.14%. Maintaining churches sus-

tained 4.80% loss and growing churches sustained 6.15%

in losses. Rank order for percentage of losses sustained

in membership is

1. Declining churches

2. Growing churches

3. Maintaining churches

4. Super churches

The rank order of net membership change begins with

growing churches that increased by 4.76%. Super churches
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follow in the rank order with a net increase of 3.95%.

Maintaining churches received a net increase of 1.69%.

Declining churches had a decrease of 4.92%. Rank order

of percentage of increase in net membership is:

1. Growing churches

2. Super churches

3. Maintaining churches

4. Declining churches

Growing churches were the only category to receive

a higher percentage of new Nazarenes than the percentage

of total losses. Growing churches were also the only

category to receive the major portion of their total

gains from new Nazarenes received into membership. Again,

growing churches were the only category to receive a

higher percentage of new Nazarenes than transferring

Nazarenes into membership.

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

A tabulation of the use of cherished terms in each

sermon in the super churches is presented in Table 4.7.

Because the super churches were chosen on the basis of

an absolute measure, it was useful to view super churches

as growing (greatest new Nazarene gain) and maintaining

(least new Nazarene gain). (See Table 4.8)

Table 4.7 is a tabulation of the use of cherished

terms in super churches. The total range of cherished

terms in individual sermons was from 0 terms used to 22
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Table 4.7 A Tabulation of the Use of Cherished Terms in
Super Churches

Church
No. Sermon 1 Sermon 2 Sermon 3 Total

1 12 2 5 19

2 16 3 8 27

3 20 13 10 43

4 0 22 10 32

5 lo 9 14 33

6 0 0 0 0

7 8 7 6 23

8 19 2 2 23

9 0 3 0 3

10 1 0 2 3
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Table 4.8 A Tabulation of the Use of Cherished Terms in
Super Churches as Divided into Growing and
Maintaining Categories

Church
No. Sermon 1 Sermon 2 Sermon 3 Total

GROWING CATEGORY

3 20 13 10 43

7 8 7 6 23

8 19 2 2 23

9 0 3 0 3

10 1 0 2 3

MAINTAINING CATEGORY

1 12 2 5 19

2 16 3 8 27

4 0 22 10 32

5 10 9 14 33

6 0 0 0 0
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terms used. The range for the total of terms used in

the three sermons per church was from 0 to 43. There

was a total of 206 cherished terms used in the thirty

sermons. There were sixteen sermons with five or more

terms. There were seven sermons that used no cherished

terms.

Table 4.8 presents a tabulation of the use of

cherished terms in super churches that are growing (mean

gain of 90.6 new Nazarenes) and maintaining (mean gain of

33.4 new Nazarenes) Growing super churches used a total

of 95 cherished terms compared with 111 cherished terms

used by maintaining super churches. Growing super

churches had seven of the fifteen sermons with five or

more cherished terms. Maintaining super churches had

nine sermons with five or more cherished terms. Growing

super churches had three sermons that did not use any

cherished terms. The maintaining super churches had

four sermons without the use of cherished terms.

A tabulation of the use of cherished terms in grow-

ing, maintaining, and declining churches for each

sermon is presented in Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11.

Table 4.9 is a tabulation of the use of cherished

terms in growing churches. In the thirty sermons pre-

sented in the ten different churches the range of use of

cherished terms was from 0 to 35. It is interesting to

note that there were only five sermons that used five

cherished terms or more, and two of these
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Table 4.9 A Tabulation of the Use of Cherished Terms in
Growing Churches

Church
No. Sermon 1 Sermon 2 Sermon 3 Total

1 0 0 0 0

2 2 2 0 4

3 3o 9 0 39

4 2 3 0 5

5 0 4 8 12

6 0 0 0 0

7 15 0 1 16

8 35 1 0 36

9 0 0 0 0

10 2 0 0 2
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Table 4.10 A Tabulation of the Use of Cherished Terms in
Maintaining Churches

Church
No. Sermon 1 Sermon 2 Sermon 3 Total

1 12 0 4 16

2 19 12 28 59

3 26 18 lo 54

4 0 1 0 1

5 15 8 32 55

6 72 32 51 155

7 0 4 11 15

8 18 1 13 32

9 23 18 15 56

10 19 16 0 35
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Table 4.11 A Tabulation of the Use of Cherished Terms in
Declining Churches

Church
No. Sermon 1 Sermon 2 Sermon 3 Total

1 28 22 20 70

2 4 8 9 21

3 12 15 4 31

4 3 4 1 8

5 5 14 4 23

6 0 4 0 4

7 9 7 6 22

8 0 1 3 4

9 0 4 8 12

10 13 4 7 24
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Table 4.12 A Comparison of the Use of Cherished Terms in
the Four Groups of Churches

Super Growing Maintaining Declining

Total use of
Cherished Terms

Sermons with

206

16

114

5

478

21

219

15
5 or more terms

Sermons with 7 17 5 4
0 terms
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used more than 30. There were seventeen of the thirty

sermons that did not use any cherished terms. There

were 114 cherished terms used in the thirty sermons.

Eighty of these were represented by three sermons. The

remaining 34 uses of cherished terms are distributed

among the twenty-seven remaining sermons.

Table 4.10 is a tabulation of the use of cherished

terms in maintaining churches. There was a total of 478

cherished terms used in the thirty sermons. One church

represents 155 uses of cherished terms in three sermons.

The next rank order church in use of cherished terms was

59. There were twenty-one sermons in maintaining churches

with five or more cherished terms. There were five ser-

mons of the thirty that did not use any cherished terms.

There was one church in the maintaining category that

used only 1 cherished term in the three sermons.

Table 4.11 presents a tabulation of the use of

cherished terms in declining churches. There were 219

cherished terms used in the thirty sermons. There were

fifteen sermons with five or more cherished terms used.

There were four sermons that did not use any cherished

terms. The largest use of cherished terms among declin-

ing churches was a total of 70. The smallest use of

cherished terms among declining churches was 4 in all

three sermons.

After tabulating the number of cherished terms used

in each sermon by category, three measures were taken,
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including:

1. The total use of cherished terms per group,

2. The number of sermons using five cherished terms

or more, and

3. The number of sermons using no cherished terms.

A comparison of the use of cherished terms is presented in

Table 4.12.

Growing churches used fewer cherished terms than any

other category, had fewer sermons with five or more

cherished terms than any other category, and had more

sermons without the use of cherished terms than any other

category.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HYPOTHESIS

All groups were compared in tandem using the chi-

square statistic. The statistical level of confidence was

established at 0.05. The results of these analyses are

presented in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and

4.18.

Table 4.13 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in super and growing churches.

There is a significant difference on all three measures

including the total use of cherished terms, sermons with

five or more terms, and sermons with no terms. Growing

churches use significantly fewer cherished terms than

super churches.
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Table 4.13 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Super and Growing Churches

Super Growing Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 206 114 26.45*-

Sermons with 5 or more terms 16 5 5.76*

Sermons with no terms 7 17 4.17*

*Significant at the 0.05 level

Table 4.14 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Super and Maintaining
Churches

Super Maintaining Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 206 478 108.16*

Sermons with 5 or more terms 16 21 0.68

Sermons with no terms 7 5 0.33

*Significant at the 0.05 level
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Table 4.15 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Super and Declining
Churches

Super Declining Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 206 219 0.40

Sermons with 5 or more terms 16 15 0.03

Sermons with no terms 7 4 2.27

Table 4.16 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Growing and Maintaining
Churches

Growing Maintaining Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 114 478 223.80*

Sermons with 5 or more terms 5 21 9.84*

Sermons with no terms 17 5 6.56*

*Significant at the 0.05 level
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Table 4.17 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Growing and Declining
Churches

Growing Declining Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 114 219 33.11*

Sermons with 5 or more terms 5 15 5.00*

Sermons with no terms 17 4 8.05*'

*Significant at the 0.05 level

Table 4.18 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Maintaining and Declining
Churches

Maintaining Declining Results

Total use of Cherished Terms 478 219 96.24*

Sermons with 5 or more terms 21 15 1.00

Sermons with no terms 5 4 0.10

*Significant at the 0.05 level
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Table 4.14 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in super and maintaining churches.

There was a significant difference in the total use of

cherished terms. This is due in part to one church that

used 155 cherished terms in three sermons.(See Table 4.10)

There was no significant difference in the number of ser-

mons with five or more terms and the number of sermons

with no cherished terms. There is no significant dif-

ference in the number of cherished terms used in super

and maintaining churches.

Table 4.15 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in super and declining churches.

There was no significant difference on all three measures

including the total use of cherished terms, sermons with

five or more terms, and sermons with no terms. There is

no significant difference in the use of cherished terms

in super and declining churches.

Table 4.16 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in growing and maintaining churches.

There is a significant difference in the use of cherished

terms on all three measures including the total use of

cherished terms, sermons with five or more terms, and

sermons with no terms. Growing churches use significantly

fewer cherished terms than maintaining churches.

Table 4.17 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in growing and declining churches.

There is a significant difference on all three measures
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including the total use of cherished terms, sermons with

five or more terms, and sermons with no terms. Growing

churches use significantly fewer cherished terms than

declining churches.

Table 4.18 presents a statistical comparison of the

use of cherished terms in maintaining and declining

churches. There was a significant difference in the

total use of cherished terms. This is due in part to one

church that used 155 cherished terms in three sermons.

(See Table 4.10) There is no significant difference in

the number of sermons with five or more terms, or the

number of sermons without the use of cherished terms.

There is no significant difference in the number of

cherished terms used in maintaining and declining churches.

After completing the analysis of the groups in

tandem, an analysis of super, maintaining, and declining

churches was undertaken. They were all significantly

different from growing churches. The question is: Are

they significantly different from each other? Table 4.19

presents these results.

There is a significant difference in these three

groups when considering the total use of cherished terms.

This is due in part to one church in the maintaining group.

(See Table 4.10) There is no significant difference in the

number of sermons with five or more terms, or the number

of sermons without the use of cherished terms. There is

no significant difference in the frequency of the use of
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Table 4.19 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Super, Maintaining, and
Declining Churches

Super Maintaining Declining Results

Total use of
Cherished Terms

Sermons with 5
or more terms

Sermons with
no terms

206 478 219 156.40*

16 21 15 1.20

7 5 4 0.89

*Significant to the 0.05 level
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cherished terms between super, maintaining, and declining

churches.

The category, super churches, is based on an abso-

lute value rather than a growth rate value. Therefore,

it is useful to view super churches as growing and main-

taining. (See page 126 and Table 4.8) There were no

declining super churches according to the definition of

this study. (See pp. 108-109) Table 4.20 presents

these results.

There is no significant difference in the use of

cherished terms in super churches that are growing and

super churches that are maintaining. This is true on

all three measures including the total use of cherished

terms, sermons with five or more terms, and sermons with-

out cherished terms. There is no significant difference

in the use of cherished terms among super churches that

are growing and super churches that are maintaining.

To further investigate the use of cherished terms

among super churches, a comparison of the use of cherished

terms among the fastest growing and slowest growing

churches was conducted. The three churches with the

largest reception of new Nazarenes (total 326) were com-

pared with the three churches with the lowest reception

of new Nazarenes (total 74). In these two categories of

growing and maintaining super churches, there is a dif-

ference of 49 and 84 uses of cherished terms in the nine

sermons of each group. Table 4.21 presents the findings.
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Table 4.20 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in Super Churches that
Were Growing and Maintaining

Super/Growing Super/Maintaining Results

Total use of 95 111 1.22
Cherished Terms

Sermons with 5
or more terms

7 .25

Sermons with
no terms

3 .57

*Significant at the 0.05 level

Table 4.21 A Statistical Comparison of the Use of
Cherished Terms in the Three Super Churches
Growing the Fastest (Growing) and the Three
Super Churches Growing the Slowest (Main-
taining)

Super/Growing Super/Maintaining Results

Total use of 49 84 9.21*
Cherished Terms

*Significant at the 0.05 level
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There is a significant difference in the total use

of cherished terms between the three super churches that

are growing the fastest and the three super churches that

are growing the slowest. This is some indication that

there is a difference in the use of cherished terms be-

tween growing and maintaining churches with one thousand

members or more. The sample size is too small to test

for sermons with five terms or more and sermons without

the use of cherished terms.

HYPOTHESIS 1 - SUPER CHURCHES

H-1: Pastors of churches of one thousand
members or more will use cherished terms
in Sunday morning sermons significantly
less than maintaining or declining churches.

Hypothesis 1 was tested with the results established

in Tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.19. There was a sig-

nificant difference in the number of terms used in super

churches as compared with growing churches or maintaining

churches. However, there was no difference in the use of

terms when compared with declining churches.

Super churches demonstrated significantly more ser-

mons with five or more cherished terms than growing

churches. There was no difference when comparing with

maintaining or declining churches. Also, super churches

used significantly fewer sermons without cherished terms

than growing churches. There was no difference when com-

pared to maintaining or declining churches.
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It was concluded that Hypothesis 1 should be

rejected. Super churches demonstrate an equal use of

cherished terms with maintaining and declining churches.

However, super churches demonstrate a greater use of

cherished terms than growing churches.

When the ten super churches are divided into groups

of five by those receiving the most new Nazarenes and

those receiving fewer new Nazarenes, there is no signifi-

cant difference in the use of cherished terms. However,

when the three churches at the extremes are contrasted,

there is a significant difference in the use of cherished

terms. This is some indication that there is a difference

in the frequency of the use of cherished terms in super

churches. The fastest growing super churches used signi-

ficantly fewer cherished terms than the slowest growing

super churches. (Tables 4.20 and 4.21)

HYPOTHESIS 2 - GROWING CHURCHES

H-2: Pastors of growing churches will use
cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons
significantly less than maintaining or
declining churches.

Hypothesis 2 was tested with the results established

in Tables 4.13, 4.16, and 4.17. There are significantly

fewer cherished terms used in growing churches as com-

pared with other groups.

Growing churches demonstrated significantly fewer

sermons with five or more cherished terms than other
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groups. Also, growing churches demonstrated significantly

more sermons with no cherished terms than other groups.

It was concluded that Hypothesis 2 is accepted.

Growing churches use cherished terms significantly less

than maintaining or declining churches. It was also

demonstrated that growing churches use cherished terms

significantly less than super churches.

HYPOTHESIS 3 - MAINTAINING CHURCHES

H-3: Pastors of maintaining churches will
use cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons
significantly more than growing churches.

Hypothesis 3 was tested with the results established

in Tables 4.14, 4.16, 4.18, and 4.17. Maintaining

churches demonstrate a total use of cherished terms that

is significantly greater than any other group.

Maintaining churches demonstrated significantly more

sermons with five or more cherished terms than growing

churches, but no difference when compared with declining

or super churches. Maintaining churches demonstrated

significantly fewer sermons with no cherished terms than

growing churches, but there was no difference established

when compared with declining or super churches.

It was concluded that Hypothesis 3 should be accepted.

Maintaining churches use significantly more cherished

terms than growing churches. However, there is no dif-

ference in the use of cherished terms in maintaining

churches when compared with declining or super churches.
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HYPOTHESIS 4 - DECLINING CHURCHES

H-4: Pastors of declining churches will use
cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons
significantly more than growing churches.

Hypothesis 4 was tested with the results established

in Tables 4.15, 4.17 4.18, and 4.19. The total use of

cherished terms in declining churches was significantly

more than growing churches, significantly less than main-

taining churches, but with no significant difference when

compared to super churches.

Declining churches demonstrated more sermons using

five cherished terms or more than growing churches. There

was no difference when compared with super or maintaining

churches. Also, declining churches demonstrated signifi-

cantly fewer sermons with no cherished terms when compared

with growing churches. There was no difference when com-

pared with super or maintaining churches.

It was concluded that Hypothesis 4 should be accepted.

Declining churches show significantly more use of

cherished terms than growing churches. However, there is

no significant difference between the use of cherished

terms in declining churches and super or maintaining

churches.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER FOUR

The data were presented in Chapter Four including a

growth profile of the four groups, and an analyses of the
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working hypotheses. The findings of the four hypotheses

were:

1. Pastors of churches of one thousand members or

more do not use a significantly different number of

cherished terms in Sunday morning sermons than pastors

of.maintaining or declining churches.

2. Pastors of growing churches use cherished terms

significantly less than pastors of maintaining, declining,

or super churches.

3. Pastors of maintaining churches use cherished

terms significantly more than pastors of growing churches,

but there is no significant difference in the amount of

cherished terms used in maintaining churches when com-

pared with declining or super churches.

4. Pastors of declining churches use cherished terms

significantly more than pastors of growing churches, but

there is no significant difference in the use of cherished

terms by pastors of declining churches when compared with

super or maintaining churches.

From a profile of the growth of the churches studied,

it was established that growing churches are the only

group that received significantly more new Nazarene mem-

bers in comparison to transferring members. It was also

demonstrated that there is no difference in the number of

Nazarenes transferring into growing, maintaining, or de-

clining churches.
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Chapter Five includes a Summary of the study; Dis-

cussion of the data; Implications for psycho-socio-

linguistics, adult education, and religious education;

Applications for parish ministries, seminary education,

and adult education; Recommendations for further study in

the church, adult education, and psycho-socio-linguistics;

and Speculations.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter Five is divided into six sections. These

are: 1) A summary of the study that includes a state-

ment of the problem, a review of the rationale, the

procedure for the study, and the results; 2) Discussion,

which includes interpretations of the data; 3) Implica-

tions suggested by the rationale of the literature

review; 4) Application of the findings; 5) Recommenda-

tions for further study; and, 6) Speculations.

SUMMARY

Language is a powerful force in the lives of indi-

viduals and institutions. Language patterns transmit a

great deal of psychological/sociological information

such as social class, educational background, psycholo-

gical state, group identification, goals, and aspirations.

Receivers of language are able to discern and make judg-

ments concerning the psychological and social significance

of language. This fact is particularly significant to in-

stitutions that employ adult education processes.

Institutions have two sets of goals that are in

tension. They are goals that must be "traded-off." One
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set of goals involves maintaining group identity, soli-

darity, camaraderie, and psychological distinctiveness.

The other set of goals involves gaining status in the

general public, achieving mobility and change, and secur-

ing the support of individuals who are not currently part

of the group. These two sets of goals come from the

nomothetic and idiographic dimensions. This is the

dichotomy of the institution and the individual. It is

the tension between the role and personality. It is the

conflict between expectations and needs.

Language, in particular, vocabulary choice,

expresses the conflict of idiographic and nomothetic

goals. Esoteric language is specialized and hidden lan-

guage for those that are within the group. It produces

solidarity, camaraderie, and psychological distinctive-

ness. Exoteric language is understood by individuals who

are not part of the group. It is language used in

achieving goals associated with gaining status, mobility,

or support from individuals who are not currently part

of the group.

Each language pattern is distinguished by the

institutional goals it expresses. Esoteric language

functions with nomothetic goals. Exoteric language fun-

tions with idiographic goals. Because these goals are

in a dichotomy, as one is emphasized the other will

decline. Therefore, if language associated with one set

of goals is used extensively, achieving the other set of
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goals will diminish. Specifically, this study investi-

gates the possibility that the use of esoteric language

patterns (cherished terms) will inhibit attaining goals

associated with gaining status, achieving mobility, or

obtaining the support of individuals who are not cur

rently part of the group.

In this study, the sociological and psychological

significance of language was traced through the philoso-

phy of language and psycho-socio-linguistic research and

theory. It was demonstrated from relevant literature

that there are standard and nonstandard speech patterns.

Standard speech patterns are exoteric in that they are

comprehensible to individuals who are not part of the

group. Nonstandard speech patterns are esoteric in that

they are cherished by and understood by group members.

Nonstandard speech patterns serve the function of pro-

viding group identity and solidarity.

Nonstandard speech patterns can be measured by

speech markers. These include accent, conversational

interaction, and vocabulary. The speech marker of vocab-

ulary has a subset called "cherished terms."

A cherished term is defined by two tests: 1) A

cherished term identifies the central purpose or ideology

of the group, and 2) A cherished term is valued, highly

esteemed, guarded, prized, and held dear by members of

the group. The use of cherished terms promotes goals

associated with group identity and camaraderie.
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Conversely, the use of cherished terms inhibits attaining

goals associated with gaining the support of individuals

who are not currently part of the group.

Adult educators are facing the issue of wide-ranging

language patterns. A new surge of diverse clientele,

expanding numbers of institutions involved in adult edu-

cation, and specialized technology and terminology com-

bine to force adult educators to face the issue of lan-

guage patterns. A central concept of adult education is

"andragogy." It is based on the premise that adult edu-

cation begins with the needs of the student. The indivi-

dual needs of the student are expressed through the stu-

dent's language. Therefore, adult education must begin

with the language of the student.

This linguistic challenge is particularly signifi-

cant to religious institutions that educate adults.

Samuel Laeuchli in his book, The Language of Faith,

expresses the dichotomy and conflict:

To be a Christian means to stand in
the clash of two languages. The believer
in Jesus Christ uses the words, idioms,
and imagery of the Bible, such as "freedom
and world," "saved by grace," "prodigal
son," and "mustard seed." They represent
the root of his faith, since they belong
to God's unique revelation to us. These
words and sentences are translated, which
means that they are given another frame
of life and of thought. When we try to
communicate, we must employ the language
of the culture in order to speak at all.
(Laeuchli, 1962, p. 238)
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Freedom means one thing in the New Testament;

another in Greece, communist Russia, or a democratic

society; and still another in psychology or in art.

When attempting to communicate the Christian faith it

is imperative to use the culture's language. One must

employ the speech of the culture in order to speak

with the people of the culture.

Laeuchli goes on to say:

Only when we put ourselves into both
the speech of the canon and the idiom of
our age can we proclaim relevantly this
freedom as grace and forgiveness. The
word of freedom and grace is translated
and enters the factories and homes of
our century, but in order to achieve the
translation we need the other language
which is used in these factories and
homes. Every translation, every sermon
and dialogue, every encounter among
Christians and between Christians and
non-Christians stands within the clash
of the two languages. (Laeuchli, 1962,
p. 238)

This is the conflict of Christian theology. It is

the struggle of the seminary in preparing individuals in

the thinking pattern of the historic faith with the tools

of modern translation into the common culture. "It

receives its highest importance in the Christian sermon

and instruction where the word of the Gospel is applied

in modern speech." (Laeuchli, 1962, p. 238) The

Christian preacher stands in the middle of the clash.

Religious institutions experience the tension be-

tween using a highly specialized and valued terminology
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and communicating and winning the support of individuals

who are unfamiliar with the institution.

The Church of the Nazarene has a goal of reaching

individuals in the general public who are not currently

part of the group. This goal is measured by the addition

of new members. This goal expresses the idiographic

dimension of reaching and gaining the support of indivi-

duals who are not currently part of the group.

The Church of the Nazarene has also demonstrated a

history of a well-developed system of cherished terms as

described in this study. (See Chapter 2, Section 3,

pp. 96-99, CHERISHED TERMS IN THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE)

These terms are 1) associated with the central ideology

and purpose of the church and 2) highly valued,

greatly esteemed, guarded, and held dear by members of the

group. The language of cherished terms is in direct con-

flict with the stated goals of the institution.

This study investigates the question: Does the use

of cherished terms from the pulpits of Nazarene Churches

inhibit the goals of church growth as measured by new

membership?

A growth profile of all churches with two hundred

members or more was obtained from denominational head-

quarters. Using the institution's goals of new member-

ship (termed "new Nazarenes") it was possible to deter-

mine four groups of churches: 1) super churches of

one thousand members or more, 2) growing churches which
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reached the denominational goals, 3) maintaining

churches which do not reach the goal but have a net gain

in membership, and 4) declining churches which do not

reach the goal and show a net loss in membership. (See

pages 108-109) Three of these groups are based on growth

patterns: growing, maintaining, and declining churches.

However, the super churches are based on absolute size.

They are included in the study because they serve as

models of success for the institution.

A random sampling of ten churches was selected from

each category (See page 109). Three Sunday morning tapes

of April, 1981, of the pastor's sermons were obtained

from each church. These tapes were listened to by the

experimenter and the number of cherished terms was tabu-

lated. (See pages 109-110)

Three measures were taken from the tabulations:

1) total number of cherished terms used, 2) total number

of sermons using five cherished terms or more, and

3) total number of sermons using no cherished terms.

The chi-square statistic was used to compare the three

measures on all groups. The chi-square statistic is

appropriate for nominal data.

From the growth profiles of the churches it was

determined that growing churches are the only category

that received significantly more new Nazarenes than

transferring Nazarenes into membership. Also, it was

determined that based on the percentage of membership,
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growing churches received almost twice as many new

Nazarenes as any other group.

The results of the study were:

1. Super churches use significantly more cherished

terms than growing churches but are not differentiated

from maintaining or declining churches.

2. Growing churches use significantly fewer

cherished terms than all other groups.

3. Maintaining churches use significantly more

cherished terms than growing churches but are not differ-

entiated from super or declining churches.

4. Declining churches use significantly more

cherished terms than growing churches but are not differ-

entiated from super or maintaining churches.

The Null Hypothesis was rejected and the Research

Hypothesis was accepted. The use of cherished terms

influences church growth as measured by new membership.

Additional tests were conducted on the group "super

churches." In a comparison of the three super churches

receiving the greatest number of new members with the

three super churches receiving the fewest new members,

there is a significant difference in the use of cherished

terms. This indicates the possibility that growing super

churches use significantly fewer cherished terms than

super churches that are growing at a slower rate.
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DISCUSSION

When an institution faces the question of language

and vocabulary it deals with the conflict of the recep-

tion of new individuals into the organization and the

retention of those who are already part of the organi-

zation. Each Sunday morning, the preacher faces a con-

gregation of people who represent both groups. The

preacher is faced with the conflict of 1) meeting the

expectations of those whose desire for group solidarity,

intimacy, and psychological distinctiveness is met through

the use of cherished terms and 2) communicating to

meet the needs of individuals who are not currently part

of the church but desire to understand the message of

the church in their own language.

Whenever the preacher stands to the pulpit he

senses the tension between the idiographic and nomothetic

goals of the institution. He needs to maintain the

support of those who have been part of the institution

for years by cultivating solidarity and distinctiveness

with his words. At the same time, he wishes to incorpor-

ate the support of individuals who are not currently part

of the church by what he says. The preacher is left with

the choice of esoteric or exoteric language.

This study has demonstrated that the use of esoteric

language, or cherished terms, inhibits the reception of

new members into the church. The four groups studied

demonstrate different styles of handling the conflict.
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Growing churches use fewer cherished terms than

any other group. Their reception of new Nazarenes is

significantly higher than any other group. It is also

true that the membership losses in growing churches is

higher than any other group, based on a percentage

comparison. The high gains inn membership would indicate

success in reaching individuals who are not part of

the group. This goal is expressed in the language

pattern by the absence of cherished terms. Yet, the

high rate of loss also indicates that solidarity, group

intimacy, and distinctiveness needs are not met to as

great extent as in the other churches. Growing churches

have balanced their goals in favor of reception rather

than retention.

Maintaining churches have balanced their institu-

tional goals in favor of retention rather than reception

of new members. They have a low rate of receiving new

members when compared with growing churches. The eso-

teric use of cherished terms is very high. The

language pattern used in the pulpit expresses the priori-

ty of retaining solidarity, group intimacy, and distinc-

tiveness.

Declining churches are not successful at receiving

or retaining membership. They are not reaching goals

associated with gaining the support of individuals who

are not currently part of the church. Simultaneously,

they are losing more members than they are gaining.
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This indicates a lack of group solidarity, intimacy, and

camaraderie. In this case, the use of cherished terms

may prevent the continued loss of members. It is possible

that the use of cherished terms can create group soli-

darity and camaraderie and increase the retention rate

for these churches. It is also possible that churches

going through severe loss of membership may be involved

in crises unrelated to language such as economic change,

internal conflict, or ethnic change in the community.

In such a case, the extensive use of terms is an expres

sion of the need for solidarity and camaraderie.

Super churches are distinct from the other three

groups. Super churches were selected on the basis of

absolute size rather than growth rate. Some super

churches are growing rapidly (as much as 130 new Naza-

renes in one year). Other super churches are maintaining

(as few new Nazarenes as 20 in one year). The frequency

in use of cherished terms in super churches is not sig-

nificantly different from maintaining or declining

churches. However, the study indicates that there is the

possible distinction in the use of cherished terms between

those super churches growing rapidly and those that are

maintaining. Several observations on the super churches

need to be noted:

1. Super churches have balanced reception and re-

tention. They do not gain as many new members as

growing churches, yet their increases are greater than
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maintaining and declining churches. Also, super churches

do not sustain the losses that growing churches do (based

on percentage). The use of cherished terms in the pul-

pits of these churches could be an indication of the

balance of these two goals.

2. It is possible that the use of cherished terms

in super churches is significantly different than the use

of cherished terms in maintaining or declining churches.

Observations made by the experimenter in listening to

the one hundred twenty sermons indicated that a cherished

term used in the super churches was done so with explana-

tion and in a teaching fashion. However, cherished terms

were used in inspirational and exhorting fashion in

maintaining and declining churches. The way cherished

terms are used may be more significant that the fre-

quency with which they are used.

3. It must also be noted that five of the ten super

churches are located near the denominational liberal arts

colleges. Students, faculty, staff, and administration

move toward these centers and consequently, join these

churches. These liberal arts colleges are considered as

centers of the ideology and purpose of the denomination.

Being located in these settings could explain the fre-

quent use of cherished terms.

This discussion has suggested that the use of

cherished terms is a matter of function. It is not a

question of whether one should or should not use
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cherished terms. It is a question of knowing the

function that language can serve.

In the language of the local church and pastoral

leadership it is not simply a question of discarding one

set of archaic terms for more contemporary ones. Paul L.

Holmer has stated:

The minister of the Gospel must
learn how to teach the Gospel so that
the pragmatic effects of Christ's grace
and life will be made clear. Every-
thing here must be learned, for Christ
is the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
To apprehend Jesus Christ without one's
way of intending the world also being
changed is to miss the Gospel. For the
difference that the Gospel makes is to
be found precisely in the "how" of the
Christian's life and thought and lan-
guage. This means that the language of
faith is not an artifact cast up by the
Christian tradition; instead it is cer-
tainly an expression thereof, but more
strongly, it is part of the performance
of the Christian life. It is one with
the Christian's way of intending the
whole world. It means little if any-
thing without the Christian's conscious-
ness-as its locus and context. (Holmer,
1964, p. 24)

As an individual moves from outside to inside a

group, the needs of the individual change from satisfying

the need for personal understanding to satisfying the

need for increased intimacy, solidarity, and distinc-

tiveness. In other words, as an individual moves from

outside to inside the church, there is a maturing pro-

cess that will result in a desire for a change in termi-

nology. As a person becomes more involved in the mean-

ing, purpose, and ideology of the church, the terms
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associated with it become truly "cherished." The church

is not faced with the question: "Should cherished terms

be used?" Rather, the church is faced with the question:

"How should cherished terms be used?"

IMPLICATIONS

The implications are divided into those pertaining

specifically to the theory and research of psycho-socio-

linguistics, those pertaining to adult education, and

those pertaining to religious education.

Implications for Psycho-Socio-Linguistics

This study has significant implications for psycho-

socio-linguistics including: 1) The possibility of study-

ing institutions as language-pattern-units with language

behaviors, 2) The possible counterproductive use of a

measured language pattern and the institution's stated

goal (Double-talk), 3) The measurement of vocabulary

choice as a powerful indication of psychological and

sociological information and communication, 4) The

construct of "cherished terms," which is workable and

measurable, and 5) Theory springing from and understand-

ing of institutional goals and esoteric and exoteric

language.

In the literature of the field, the central thrust

of study has been on social class and culture. This

study indicates that psycho-socio-linguistic theory has
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significance to the investigation of the behavior of

institutions. Institutions are constantly caught in

"trading-off" sets of goals. The tensions, fears, aspira-

tions, and social context of these "trade-offs" are

expressed in the language patterns of individuals within

the institution.

This study has indicated that it is possible for the

goals expressed in the language content of an institution

to be counterproductive to the language pattern used to

express the goal. For example, this study has implied

the possibility of a church expressing its goal to reach

new people, but doing so in cherished terms that inhibit

reaching the goal expressed.

Basil Bernstein has said:

Language is seen as an integrating
or divisive phenomenon; as the major
process through which a culture is trans-
mitted; the bearer of the social genes.
However, this has rarely given rise
to a study of language as a social
institution comparable to the analyses
made of say the family, religion, etc.
...Groups are studied, their formal
ordering elegantly discussed, but the
implications and consequences of
linguistic aspects of their communi-
cations seem to be unworthy of socio-
logical consideration. (Bernstein,
1965, pp. 145-146)

One way to study the linguistic interaction of

groups is by measuring vocabulary choice. The litera-

ture of psycho-socio-linguistics indicates that this has

been a relatively ignored area. Yet, this study indi-

cates that vocabulary choice has powerful consequences.
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This study also indicates that the concept of

"cherished terms" is useful in the study of behavior of

institutions. The definition of a cherished term as

1) indicating the central characteristic, ideology, or

purpose of the group and 2) valued, esteemed, guarded,

and held dear by the members of the group, is a measur-

able and workable concept. "Cherished terms" is a con-

cept that can be investigated in a wide variety of insti-

tutions, social classes, and cultures.

The theory connecting institutional goals and lan

guage patterns needs further study and refinement. This

study has expressed the connections between two goals

and two language patterns.

GOALS

Nomothetic Dimensions Idiographic Dimensions

Institutional Individual

Expectations Needs

Esoteric Language Exoteric Language

Nonstandard Speech Standard Speech

Patterns

Cherished Vocabulary

Patterns

Noncherished Vocabulary

LANGUAGES
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"Cherished terms" is a measure of esoteric language.

It does, in fact, inhibit goals associated with the

idiographic dimension. The study also implies that

cherished terms enhance goals associated with the nomo-

thetic dimension. This question needs to be demonstrated.

Implications for Adult Education

Adult educators are facing a linguistic challenge.

The first implication of this study for adult educators

is to recognize the social significance of language

patterns. The significance of language patterns comes

to light in view of the increased diversity of adult

students, increasing technology and terminology, and a

greater number of institutions involved in educating

adults. The question of diverse language patterns chal-

lenges adult educators at the levels of: 1) defining

adult education, 2) preparing adult educators, and

3) employing institutions using adult education

processes.

The definition of adult education is expressed in

the language pattern of adult educators. Andragogy is a

term that is basic to adult education. It implies meet-

ing the needs of the individual students. Language

can express the needs of the student or the roles and

expectations of the educational system. Andragogy

implies molding and creating an educational environment

that enables an individual student to express his or her
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own personality, needs, and goals. Adult education is

designed to help individual students meet their personal-

ized goals.

Many times, reaching goals expressed by students

involves converging or accommodating language to certain

groups and in acquiring certain skills. However, lan-

guage convergence can be the result of personal aspira-

tions and goals rather than the expectations and roles of

the institution. Therefore, language convergence can be

the result of the maturing process of the student rather

than the terminology being a facade for a role defined

by expectations.

Harry Overstreet provides a definition of the mature

person that states the goal of adult educators:

A mature person is not one who has
come to a certain level of achievement
and stops there. He is rather a matur-
ing person--one whose linkages with life
are constantly becoming stronger and
richer because his attitudes are such
as to encourage their growth rather
than their stoppage. A mature person,
for example, is not one who knows a
large number of facts. Rather, he is
one whose mental habits are such that
he grows in knowledge and the wise use
of it. (Overstreet, 1949, p. 43)

Personal maturity focuses on the idiographic dimen-

sion. It includes the individual, attitudes, wisdom,

and inner motivation for growth. The maturing process

may demand language pattern changes as skills are

acquired and interests broadened. Yet, the language
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change is part of the maturity in the person, it is not

encasing the individual with the roles and expectations

of an institution's terminology.

In the face of growing technologies and the need

for updating or replacing skills, it is difficult, but

nevertheless vital, to keep a clear persepctive on edu-

cating adults. At its best, adult education is encour-

aging individuals in the maturing process regardless of

the subject matter.

Preparing adult educators is an area that needs to

face the language issue. There seems, to this author,

to be an assumption among educators that all people

speak the same language. Educators understand diversity

of groups in financial standing, culture, background,

and attitudes. However, the crucial issue in the class-

room is communication and a focus on language.

Adult educators can be caught in the trap of prepar-

ing students by encasing them in terms and behaviors that

have never become internalized and personalized. Those

preparing adult educators need to work toward education

that enhances the process of internalizing knowledge by

making language personal.

Finally, the institutions that use adult education

in achieving goals with the general public need to

scrutinize their terminology. In the age of a volunteer

army, recruiters need to be aware of the effect of
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military terminology on recruiting. Businesses need to

understand their terms as they use them with local

elected officials. Community colleges and other related

institutes of adult education need to understand the

influence of specialized terms when campaigning for

levies or preparing curriculum bulletins. Lobbyists,

union leaders, management, and government must also dis-

cover their own "cherished terms" and see their effect

upon the goals they seek to achieve.

Implications for Religious Education

Christian educators at the seminary and college

level need to deal, not so much with the question of

should "cherished terms" be taught, but how the "cher-

ished terms" are incorporated in the learning process.

Christianity has historically been a verbal reli-

gion. Much routine teaching has been in terms of using

words; it has been "linear rather than multi-media,

logical and systematic rather than poetic and impres-

sionistic, emphasizing the givenness of the content

rather than the discovery of meaning." (Miller, 1970,

pp. 1-2)

Reuel Howe points out the danger of focusing on

teaching the terms rather than employing the terms in

the learning process. He writes:
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Many of them (ministers) complained
that their thinking was done for them by
their teachers and that they were led to
believe that if they would repeat what
they heard in seminary, they would be
heard in their parishes. They do not
know how to use what they "learned" be-
cause they did not learn it in terms of
their own meanings and words. Now their
own people suffer from the same condition,
and although they have "heard" the Good
News, they cannot witness to it because
they have not been helped to make it
their own. The dumbness of the church
members' witness is not due to a lack
of subjection to the ideas of the Gospel
but to the employment of an inadequate
method of communication. (Howe, 196'4,
pp. 211-212)

Language is the expression of thought. A reli-

gious education at its best challenges and produces

change in thinking patterns that result in life changes.

This is a difficult task. It is much easier to entrust

a student with proper terms and mannerisms. Yet, the

results are disappointing. Howe goes on to say:

The image of preacher held by many
ministers does not prepare them to
understand that a person has not learned
the truth until he is able to think and
present it out of his own meanings and
his own terms. Many of them have not had
this experience themselves. They may
know their theological formulations and
could pass an examination in systematic
theology, but they do not as easily
think theologically about life. They
are slow to see the theological signi-
ficance of a human situation. They are
often blind to the incipient truth in
people's lives. Unless they can be
explicitly and obviously theological,
they do not feel that theological signi-
ficance is present. The need to be
obviously theological makes them insen-
sitive to the meanings that are to be
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found in people's lives, which, when
recognized, gives them opportunity to
teach dialogically and relevantly.
(Howe, 1964, p. 213)

The challenge of the seminary is to prepare indi-

viduals to preach in terms that relate to the culture,

yet find their roots in the language of faith. It also

involves teaching that all new concepts which are used

in preaching are more or less faulty and must be sur-

rendered after they have been employed. Yet, there is

no preaching without these concepts. We do not cry

because we know of the doom that hangs over contemporary

Christian speech. Failure or no failure, the hope that

is preached propels us into the midst of the clash.

Laeuchli writes:

We shall not be intimidated by the
fear of using the wrong language as long
as we stand in the biblical word and
struggle for relevance in the contem-
porary one. All the gospel asks of us
is the willingness to surrender our
speech should it prove detremental to
the biblical word about Christ.
(Laeuchli, 1962, p. 240)

We discover that "the newness of faith leads to the

newness of speech; and the creative power in the freedom

of Christ must result in the creativity of Christian lan-

guage." (Laeuchli, 1962, p. 244) The best in Christian

education is to prepare individuals for this creative,

life-long clash. This is the dynamic out of which the

subject takes life.
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APPLICATION OF THE FINDINGS

The literature review and investigation of this

study suggests several applications of the findings at

different points.

Applications for the Parish Ministry

It appears that there are two languages in parish

ministry. There is the language of evangelism and the

language of dogma, the kerygma and didake, the words of

the Gospel and the words of the Epistles, the inspira-

tion of Christ and the interpretation of Paul. Pastors

may want to consider language in these categories. One

form of language is appropriate to the preaching ministry

and the second is more adequate as a teaching language.

Both can be used in sermons. Yet, there is one language

of inspiration and another of information.

In preaching, "one cannot merely repeat the words of

the Bible or lay one passage of the New Testament next to

another and so pretend to communicate the Gospel."

(Wilder, 1964, p. 130)

Miller has suggested:

Word substitution helps one to
avoid being caught in a one-word situa-
tion where the defense of the word becomes
more important than the meaning to which
it may point. Substitution of one word
for another is never adequate, but such
action may be valid and intelligible in
order to communicate. This forces us
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from dependence on definition to a
study of use as a basis for meaning.
(Miller, 1970, p. 173)

The place to begin dealing with the language con-

flict is to learn the language of the culture in theolo-

gical significance. Reuel Howe describes this in terms

of dialogue. He writes:

They (ministers) discover that the
language in which they have been trained
is not used by contemporary man, either
to receive or to convey meaning. Preachers
are overwhelmed by the observation that
while they preach grace, their people live
by the law. Many ministers are unaware
that communication requires the use of
ears as well as tongues; that what they
hear from laymen has human significance
and often is the means of God speaking to
them as well. (Howe, 1964, p. 210)

Applications for Seminary Education

The implications of this study recommend to the

seminary a refocusing of the function of theological

language. The seminary is successful in teaching theo-

logical language. It is recommended that the function

of this language also be taught. In addition to this,

there is an art of translating the theological language

into common experiences of the culture. It is also the

task of the seminary to teach this art.

Laeuchli describes the art of translating "holy lan-

guage" into "common language":

The language of faith is language
between the event of Christ and the end
of times. It is meant to subordinate
itself into the canonical uniqueness and
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it is meant to be new in the conflict
with the world. In this tension lies
our existence as Christians. Every time
the meaning of Christ is rediscovered,
a new language is born out of the clash
of two worlds, the Gospel and the present;
every time this birth takes place, the
church must wait for the judgment con-
cerning this new language. Here lies
a final double meaning of the Holy
Spirit for the speech of our faith.
We wait for the Spirit to challenge us
to creativity, and we wait for the Spirit
to point toward the failure. (Laeuchli,
1962, p. 247)

Learning to function creatively in the clash of two

languages involves facing the conflict in an educational

setting. Practice preaching in seminary, for example,

could be done not only to students and instructors, which

is the usual custom, but to representative lay people who

would be invited to the class for the occasion. The

class could be held in the evening. Lay people are in-

terested in assisting in the training of ministers and

will make adjustments and sacrifices to do so. The bene-

fits of lay participation in this kind of training are

obvious. The comments of the teachers and students are

valuable, of course, but of equal, if not greater impor-

tance, are the comments of the people to whom the future

minister will be preaching.

The seminary tends to focus on the ultimate and

absolute. However, life is in the temporary and partial.

The biblical language and theological terms have a sense

of ultimate meaning, but the language of the people is
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constantly changing. Learning to preach is learning to

thrust the absolute into the incomplete

Once again, Laeuchli states:

The language of faith is never
ultimate, either in the past or in the
present. In the final adoration of his-
tory, a hymn will fill the spaces of
heaven; but until then the church is
driven into hearing ever again and
creating ever again the imagery by which
it can understand, communicate, and
praise the biblical miracle of God's
love for man. The church must always
wait for the end, ready to have its lan-
guage challenged and renewed. Christian
language is the speech of the believer
who is rooted in the Gospel, who speaks
to the present, and who waits for the
end. (Laeuchli, 1962, p. 248)

Applications for Adult Education

Adult education is also in the throes of the lin-

guistic challenge. A recommendation drawn from the

implications of this study is that adult educators be-

come aware of and sensitive to the power of language.

Classes or workshops on the findings of psycho-socio-

linguistics would be appropriate for those preparing for

or participating in the educating of adults.

Adult educators may wish to investigate their own

linguistic style as they relate to community, govern-

ment, recruitment of students, and the classroom. If

the best in adult education begins with the student, then

it is essential to be in touch with the language of the

student. Training adult educators involves creating

sensitivity to linguistics and the language of education.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The recommendations for further study are grouped

under three topics: 1) the church, 2) adult education,

and 3) psycho-socio-linguistics,

The Church

1. Question: How are cherished terms recognized?

This study indicates a further need to develop and refine

the two tests of cherished terms: 1) Ideological/dogma

test and 2) Psychological/sociological test. Particular

attention must be given to determining the value and

esteem given terms by group members. The degree and

value esteem given a term could be a function of position

and/or length of time involved in the church.

2. Question: Do cherished terms enhance cohesive-

ness? This current study suggests that cherished terms

affect group solidarity in a positive way. This needs

to be tested by measuring the cohesiveness of a church

and the use of cherished terms.

3. Question: How are cherished terms used by

different pastors? This study suggests that the way

cherished terms are used (to inspire or inform) could be

more significant than the frequency in the use of

cherished terms. The study could be enhanced by keeping

a count of the specific terms used, the way they are used

in the syntax of the sentence, and the function they

are performing.
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4. Question: Are certain cherished terms more

powerful indicators of solidarity? If cherished terms

enhance cohesiveness of the group (See Question 2, p. 174),

then it is possible that churches with high solidarity use

certain terms more frequently and in different ways than

churches with low solidarity. It is possible to dis-

cover which cherished terms are the most cherished.

5. Question: Do growing churches use cherished

terms? A more in-depth investigation of growing churches

might reveal the use of cherished terms in other than

the Sunday morning pulpit ministries. Investigations of

Sunday School, teaching classes, and membership classes

may indicate that cherished terms are used at other

levels of the church.

6. Question: Is cohesiveness in growing churches

obtained without the use of cherished terms? A study of

solidarity in growing churches may reveal that cohesive-

ness is not a function of vocabulary. If so, how do

growing churches obtain cohesiveness?

Adult Education

1. Question: Do adult educators have and use

cherished terms? A review of the literature and poll of

experts could determine the central purpose and ideology

of adult education and the terminology associated with

it. A survey of popular adult educator material, inter-

views, and opinion polls could indicate the terms
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associated with ideology and purpose that also give soli-

darity, distinctiveness, and camaraderie among adult

educators.

2. Question: Does adult education begin with stu-

dent language or the cherished terminology of education?

The concept of andragogy would imply that adult education

begins with the language of students. An investigation

of the first five class sessions of the first term of

the year with entering students could indicate whether

instructors are patterning their language to fit the

students or demanding students to learn the instructor's

terminology.

3. Question: Are popular and unpopular instructors

distinguished by the use of cherished terms? Opinion

polls of students can be secured to determine popular and

unpopular instructors. Tapes of class sessions would

indicate the frequency and function of cherished terms by

the instructors. Instructors could be matched for

subject matter.

Psycho-Socio-Linguistics

1. Question: How are cherished terms used in

institutions? This broad question includes: "How are

cherished terms developed?" "How are cherished terms

Passed on to new members of the institution?" "How are

cherished terms involved in promotion and recognition in
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an institution?" and "How does the general public react

to the use of cherished terms?"

2. Question: How does double-talk influence insti-

tutions and individuals? This study indicates the pos-

sibility of stating one institutional goal (identifying

with individuals outside the group) but using cherished

language that reflects another goal (institutional con-

formity and solidarity). How does such double-talk

develop in institutions? And, how does the general pub-

lic react to double-talk?

3. Question: What is the influence of social, and

psychological circumstance on the frequency and function

of the use of cherished terms? The question would

involve investigating the frequency and function of the

use of cherished terms by individuals in groups under

various conditions such as threat and security, sorrow

and happiness, success and failure, and in-the-group and

out-of-the-group.

4. Question: Does the use of cherished terms

change in an institution as a function of time? This

study would involve an historical review of the litera-

ture of an organization to 1) determine a list of

cherished terms and 2) trace the use of these terms

over the history of the organization. The frequency in

the use of cherished terms could change. The function

of the terms could change. Also, it is possible that the
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list of cherished terms could change. Implications from

this study would indicate how the changes in an institu-

tion are expressed in changing language patterns.

5. Question: Do changes in language patterns

predict institutional changes? This study suggests that

increasing the use of cherished terms inhibits gaining

support of nongroup members while decreasing the use of

cherished terms enhances gaining support of nongroup mem-

bers. By monitering an organization's language patterns,

changes can be detected. It is possible that changes in

the language pattern of an organization predict changes

in goal achievements.

SPECULATIONS

The language of institutions opens a labyrinth of

possibilities for study, thought, and speculation. For

example, this investigation suggests that there are many

psychological and sociological variables influencing the

interplay of communication within and without the insti-

tution.

The factor of time is a possible contributor to

vocabulary choice and interpretation. Easter was chosen

as the time-frame for this study in order to provide

uniformity and because it was argued that this was a

"cherished" time of the year that also demonstrated an

influx of a large number of individuals outside of the

organization. It is possible that the use of cherished
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terms could change with other time-frames of investiga-

tion. It is possible that the use of cherished terms

from the pulpits declines at Christmas because there are

other symbols of solidarity and conformity available with

the Christmas traditions. It is also interesting to note

that some individual pastors, seemingly, increased the

number of cherished terms used in the Easter message.

Another study of interest would be those churches

that reached the denominational goals for church growth

but had a net decrease in membership. This could be

because of economic changes, pastoral changes, or simply

a time of re-evaluating the membership rolls for those

that have moved, died, or left the organization. Yet,

if a church was going through a flux of new members and

a migration away from the church simultaneously, the

language reflected from the pulpit would be fraught with

the tension of solidarity and identifying with the needs

of individuals. Our language reflects our inner tensions.

The language choice of a minister will reflect his or her

personal conflicts in the role of pastor.

Having completed this study, this investigator

senses a distinction in the preaching goals of growing

and nongrowing churches. Growing churches preach with

the goal of experience, personal transformation, and

relating to individuals. Nongrowing churches preach with

the goal of conformity, uniformity, and continuity.

There is a profound theological distinction in these
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preaching goals. It is distinction of salvation through

personal encounter with God or salvation through the

institutional church.

Yet, this brings up the question of how solidarity

and distinctiveness is developed among growing churches

that do not use cherished terms. Solidarity can be

developed around past experiences or future plans. This

can be popularly distinguished as "roots" and "wings."

Language reflects our past experience as well as future

aspirations. The use of cherished terms could be a

reflection of past experience, the "root system" of the

church. This has great meaning to those who have been

part of the institution for a great length of time.

However, these terms are void of past meaning for new

individuals in the church. These individuals will tend

to develop solidarity and distinctiveness around goals

and future direction. It is inevitable that their lan-

guage will reflect these aspirations. A cherished lan-

guage of goals, dreams, and direction will develop. Yet,

this language may be more meaningful to individuals who

are not currently part of the group.

All institutions need cohesiveness. Speculatively

speaking, there is a wide distinction between institu-

tions that develop cohesiveness around their "root system"

and those that develop solidarity out of future aspira-

tions. This would be reflected in promotions, recogni-

tion, entrance into the organization, the growth of the
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organization, and the maturity of individuals as well as

their longevity in the group.

Finally, this kind of speculation points to anxiety

as a motive. When a group is challenged, it will respond

by developing measures of distinctiveness. (See Chapter

2, page 34) One of the ways that a group can measure its

distinctiveness is through vocabulary. Anxiety, fear,

and threat motivate measurements of solidarity. Anxiety

to an institution could come because growth rate is

diminished, there is a change in generations of leader-

ship, or there is a large increase in growth and thus new

members of the group are rising to the point of leader-

ship.

The study of cherished terms as it functions in

connnection with the growth of institutions and the

cohesiveness of organizations can provide insight and

understanding to the dynamics of both management and

personal participation in the institution.
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APPENDIX I: A LIST OF "CHERISHED TERMS"

abiding grace lost

adopted more abundant life

backsliding new birth

baptism with the Holy Ghost old Adam

carnal nature old man

carnality perfect love

Christian perfection perfection

conversion redeem

depravity regenerated

entire sanctification rest of faith

eradication restored image

full assurance of faith revival

full favor right mind

full salvation righteousness

fullness of joy root of sin

fullness of the blessing salvation

grace saved

guilt Saviour

heart purity second blessing

holiness second work of grace

holy sin/sinner/sinning

Holy Spirit/Holy Ghost sinful nature

inbred sin Spirit-filled

indwelling sin Spirit-filled life

justified the fall
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APPENDIX II:

NAME OF CHURCH

CHURCHES OF THE NAZARENE WITH
TWO HUNDRED MEMBERS OR MORE

NEW TOTAL TOTAL
NAZARENES GAINS LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(OREGON PACIFIC DISTRICT)

Albany 0 0 29 171 29

Beaverton 22 53 42 697 11

Bend 15 32 18 241 14

Eugene Fairfield 7 24 29 255 5

Eugene First 27 49 16 541 33

Hillsboro 18 31 9 255 22

Medford First 39 53 32 500 21

Newberg 5 12 48 213 - 36

Newport 14 16 4 254 12

North Bend-Bay Area 16 20 9 280 11

Oregon City 17 36 16 469 20

Portland Central 18 28 19 302 4

Portland Mount Scott 18 26 22 230 4

Roseburg 23 37 37 485 0

Salem First 109 130 26 1519 104

Tillamook 24 41 4 288 37

(WASHINGTON DISTRICT)

Baltimore First 11 23 18 368 5

Bel Air 9 18 13 275 5

Cumberland Bethel 4 4 7 202 - 3

Frederick 19 27 22 206 5

Marley Park 14 17 2 227 15

Meiwood 16 26 50 256 - 24

Newark 17 17 10 221 7

New Cumberland 5 10 16 215 - 6

Salisbury 11 16 15 281 1

Washington First 22 43 8 346 35

York 14 19 13 325 6

(MICHIGAN DISTRICT)

Chapman Memorial 14 18 5 247 13

Grand Haven 4 9 6 206 3

Grand Rapids First 20 35 51 430 - 16

Jackson First 18 21 6 218 15

Lansing First 5 21 56 379 - 35

Lansing South 6 7 41 283 - 34

Mason First g 18 12 249 6

Midland Community 19 19 10 413 9

Owosso First 1 6 10 196 - 4

Saginaw Valley 22 23 4 280 19

(NORTHWESTERN ILLINOIS)

Galesburg First 6 7 3 209 4

Pekin First 18 32 36 323 - 4

Peoria First 6 10 31 183 - 21

Rock Island 17 25 5 283 20

Sterling First 12 16 10 423 6
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(SOUTHERN FLORIDA)

Bradenton First 24 60 36 650 24

Miami Central 14 21 20 281 1

Pompano Beach 33 48 12 401 36

Princeton 26 28 22 413 6

(SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA)

Bethany Calvary 24 63 42 393 21

Norman First 6 12 11 217 1

Oklahoma City Trinity 9 36 24 444 12

Oklahoma City Western Oaks 11 64 25 311 39

Yukon 8 31 19 216 12

(TENNESSEE DISTRICT)

Clarksville First 18 19 7 341 12

Goodlettsville 12 12 17 209 - 5

Nashville Bethel 8 33 16 352 17

Nashville College Hill 8 29 8 388 21

Nashville Donelson 1 5 5 202 0

Nashville First 32 95 86 1417 9

Nashville Grace 22 54 27 495 27

Nashville McClurkan Memorial 0 0 98 145 -98

(UPSTATE NEW YORK DISTRICT)

Oswego 1 4 14 250 -10

Rochester Calvary 6 11 11 219 0

Rochester Trinity 7 7 13 267 - 6

(VIRGINIA DISTRICT)

Arlington Calvary 3 17 43 403 -26

Hampton 23 32 27 232 5

Richmond Southside 46 79 27 428 52

Roanoke First 14 16 8 428 8

Tidewater Central 9 25 18 310 7

Virginia Beach First 18 22 17 288 5

(WEST TEXAS DISTRICT)

Abilene First 6 12 26 206 -20

Amarillo First 19 31 10 266 21

Amarillo San Jacinto 1 9 14 325 - 5

Arlington First 35 71 19 405 52

Lubbock First 27 45 44 377 1

Plainview First 7 7 7 205 0

Wichita Falls First 31 52 8 263 44
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(NORTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT)

Conway First 15 23 23 351 0

Rogers 14 22 13 251 9

Springdale 6 8 6 234 2

Van Buren 7 7 3 249 4

(NORTHEAST OKLAHOMA)

Bartlesville First 14 25 40 325 -15

Muskogee First 6 17 17 216 0

Sapulpa 28 45 25 448 20

Tulsa Central 26 49 28 462 21

Tulsa First 8 12 12 257 0

(NORTHWEST DISTRICT)

Coeur dAlene 24 31 30 323 1

Grandview 5 5 4 229 1

Kennewick 4 12 9 235 3

Moscow 21 44 12 324 32

Richland First 6 20 3 281 17

Spokane First 14 20 15 383 5

Spokane Pasadena Park 3 12 15 208 - 3

Spokane Shadie Park 5 13 12 211 1

Spokane Valley 15 25 43 322 -18

Walla( Walla First 11 20 18 393 2

Yakima First 8 23 15 322 8

Yakima West Valley 27 35 13 233 22

(PITTSBURGH DISTRICT)

Erie 2 3 5 228 - 2

Oil City 16 21 15 282 6

Pittsburgh South Hills 10 21 25 268 - 4

Warren 25 29 21 378 8

Waynesburg 15 26 9 298 17

(ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT)

Casper, Wy, 21 33 28 260 5

Kalispell, Mont, 8 13 13 216 0

(SACRAMENTO DISTRICT)

Redding First 24 24 16 349 8

Sacramento Arden 6 18 8 251 10

Sacramento First 6 19 26 291 7

Sacramento Liberty Towers 43 69 142 528 -73

Sacramento North 9 15 15 317 0

Stockton First 9 15 15 286 0

(SOUTH ARKANSAS DISTRICT)

Hot Springs First 13 18 4 363 14

Little Rock First 6 14 28 493 -14

Little Rock Rose Hill 16 22 4 222 18

Little Rock Trinity 9 13 50 244 -37

North Little Rock First 10 20 15 465 5
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NEW

NAME OF CHURCH NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(LOS ANGELES DISTRICT)

Alhambra 7 11 9 222 2

Glendora 19 37 21 470 16

Grover City 24 49 31 279 18

Los Angeles First 47 50 28 561 22

North Valley Community 9 13 11 369 2

Pasadena Bresee Avenue 8 15 116 501 -101

Pasadena First 130 281 49 2138 232

Ridaecrest 10 14 14 213 0

San Luis Obispo 19 23 16 335 7

Temple City 19 34 26 392 8

(LOUISIANA DISTRICT)

Shreveport Huntington Park 5 11 13 225 - 2

(MAINE DISTRICT)

Skowhegan 7 11 6 214 5

South Portland 20 31 16 418 15

(MINNESOTA DISTRICT)

Minneapolis First 0 8 24 351 -16

(NEBRASKA DISTRICT)

North Platte 21 24 5 243 19

(NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT)

Lowell, Mass. 47 49 26 344 23

Manchester, Conn. 15 19 29 352 -10

Nashua, N.H. 16 21 6 243 15

New Bedford, Mass., Internation 34 37 20 387 17

Quincy, Mass., Wollaston 2 8 11 379 - 3

(NEW MEXICO DISTRICT)

Albuquerque First 26 51 22 449 29

Albuquerque Sandia 12 30 35 300 - 5

Clovis First 39 53 43 560 10

El Paso First 18 25 25 311 0

El Paso Montwood 25 28 6 265 22

Roswell First 5 9 9 214 0

(NEW YORK DISTRICT)

Brooklyn Beulah 19 25 1 284 24

Brooklyn Miller Memorial 20 23 4 338 19

Lakeland First 10 22 20 273 2

Manhattan 7 16 37 192 -21

New Milford 230 233 1 648 232

Trinity 20 22 163 226 -141

(NORTH CAROLINA DISTRICT)

Burlington First 1 4 7 231 - 3

Hendersonville 14 18 12 396 6

Pineville 28 40 14 311 26
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(ILLINOIS DISTRICT)

Collinsville First 2 6 1 228 5

Decatur Farles Parkway 20 29 9 253 20

Decatur First 14 19 14 429 5

Decatur West Side 13 17 12 325 5

Granite City First 3 12 3 265 9

Mattoon First 6 12 11 230 1

Olney 0 .0 9 225 9

Roxanna 3 6 5 203 1

Shelbyville 5 5 9 207 4

Springfield First 6 15 9 324 6

Taylorville Dirst 2 2 37 208 -35

(INDIANAPOLIS DISTRICT)

Fortville 8 16 7 210 9

Indianapolis First 19 47 56 521 - 9

Indianapolis Southwest 12 16 15 265 1

Indianapolis Westbrook 10 10 8 244 2

Indianapolis Westside 38 61 45 715 16

Martinsville First 27 31 5 248 26

New Castle First 9 22 16 337 6

Richmond First 18 23 9 355 14

Richmond St. Paul 10 10 174 156 -164

Shelbyville First 2 6 23 234 -17

(KANSAS DISTRICT)

Garden City 4 15 15 319 0

Great Bend 4 13 13 356 0

Hutchinson Bethany 18 20 40 449 -20

Hutchinson First 2 16 14 367 2

Newton 6 18 16 343 2

Salina First 24 26 7 269 19

Wichita First 56 77 34 943 43

Wichita Linwood 8 18 32 457 -14

Wichita Westside 15 24 24 318 0

(KANSAS CITY)

Independence First 4 14 14 210 0

Kansas City Central 0 14 13 233 1

Kansas City Dundee Hills 0 10 13 201 - 3

Kansas City First 5 61 50 754 11

Kansas City Metropolitan 17 22 19 260 3

Kansas City Nail Avenue 26 71 87 459 -16

Kansas City St. Paul,s 9 37 36 275 1

Kansas City Shawnee 15 38 29 395 9

Kansas City Southwood 2 11 21 215 -10

Kansas City Victory Hills 11 14 12 262 2

Lawrence First 12 27 7 270 20

Olathe College 72 231 109 1240 122

Overland Park 14 38 33 371 5

Overland Antioch 9 32 36 201 - 4

Topeka Fairlawn 28 36 25 269 11

Topeka First 33 59 29 315 30
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NAME OF CHURCH NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(ALABAMA DISTRICT)

Cullman First 11 20 11 217 9

Huntsville First 9 17 24 218 - 7

Jasper First 5 12 8 306 4

Lanett First 4 11 25 294 -14

Sheffield Field 2 2 4 222 - 2

Sylacauga First 7 7 4 211 3

Tuscaloosa Alberta 0 16 89 141 -73

Tuscaloosa First 9 10 7 210 3

Tuscaloosa Holt 7 14 13 251 1

(ARIZONA DISTRICT)

Chandler 11 23 59 322 -36

Glendale First 7 22 21 344 1

Las Vegas First 26 50 1 286 49

Mesa 12 49 28 381 21

Phoenix Biltmare 17 51 109 419 -58

Phoenix First 3 19 4 264 15

Phoenix Maryvale 30 38 36 295 2

Phoenix Monte Vista 28 46 13 338 33

Phoenix Orangewood 39 69 13 412 56

Phoenix West Valley 16 28 21 264 7

Scottsdale 16 29 18 240 11

Tempe 26 37 33 271 4

Tucson First 5 13 11 352 2

Yuma First 1 7 10 243 - 3

(COLORADO DISTRICT)

Colorado Eastborough 24 98 140 478 -42

Colorado First 34 89 80 688 9

Colorado Indian Heights 10 43 70 177 -27

Colorado Security 17 29 49 187 -20

Colorado Southgate 11 43 21 360 22

Colorado Trinity 41 98 77 467 21

Denver Columbine Hills** 14 33 21 463 12

Denver First 87 118 83 1770 35

Denver Lakewood 33 77 38 619 39

Denver Westminster 16 31 15 352 16

Fort Collins 22 22 8 308 14

Greeley Sunnyview 11 12 17 195 - 5

Pueblo First 5 6 4 354 ,

(DAKOTA DISTRICT)

Mitchell 11 20 10 216 10

(DALLAS DISTRICT)

Dallas Central 17 34 8 358 26

Dallas First 7 19 59 429 -40

Duncanville Trinity 20 33 23 305 10

Richardson First 22 59 45 377 14

Sherman 3 5 9 196 - 4

Texarkana First 10 20 19 352 1
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NEW
NAME OF CHURCH NAZARENES

TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(NORTH FLORIDA DISTRICT)

Jacksonville University Blvd. 17 29 39 253 - 10

Pensacola First 9 17 70 205 - 53

(SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT)

Bennettsville 0 2 12 191 - 10

Charleston Dorchester Road 12 18 42 192 - 24

Chester 7 11 1 269 10

Columbia First 32 50 24 360 26

Fort Mill 13 21 5 422 16

Langley 8 8 8 260 0

Rock Hill West Main 7 7 3 229 4

Sumter Calvary 18 18 12 215 6

Sumter First 9 18 42 269 - 24

Winnsboro 6 10 28 188 - 18

(MISSOURI DISTRICT)

Cape Girardeau First 9 16 9 259 7

Hannibal First 18 18 7 250 11

St. Louis Bridgeton 9 11 11 243 0

St. Louis Ferguson 4 8 28 312 - 20

St. Louis Overland 20 43 21 290 22

St. Louis Southwest 19 43 4 261 39

St. Louis Trinity 18 33 4 243 29

St. Louis Webster Goves 11 19 17 331 2

(EASTERN MICHIGAN)

Adrian First 16 20 10 231 10

Detroit First 39 55 9 517 46

Detroit Flint Central 35 58 12 657 46

Detroit First 41 47 45 401 2

Highland 9 9 6 211 3

Howell 2 11 11 358 0

Plymouth 6 16 15 400 1

Pontiac Hillcrest 14 19 23 237 - 4

Port Huron First 7 13 17 254 - 4

Richfield 30 41 12 355 29

St. Paul 6 15 12 224 3

Warren Woods 31 33 16 329 17

Williams Lake 27 35 15 240 20

(NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA)

Bethany First 43 117 99 2660 18

Bethany Lake Overhoiser 5 24 24 253 0

Bethany Williams Memorial 14 57 6 627 51

Edmond First 18". 29 20 236 9

Enid First 13 29 19 364 10

Oklahoma City Britton 8 21 66 242 - 45

Oklahoma First 15 64 17 523 47

Oklahoma Lakeview Park 11 19 51 632 - 32

(MISSISSIPPI DISTRICT)

McComb First 10 12 5 299 7

Meridian Fitkin Memorial 71 71 33 298 38
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(WEST VIRGINIA DISTRICT)

Charleston Davis Creek 18 28 5 456 23

Charleston Elk River 0 7 132 228 -125

Charleston First 3 5 23 240 -18

Chester 8 8 17 210 - 9

Elkins 4 11 1 226 10

Huntington Central 3 9 41 180 -32

Huntington First 2 4 10 277 - 6

Moundsville 2 8 5 205 3

Newell First 21 26 26 223 0

Oak Hill 3 3 0 230 3

Parkersburg Broadway 13 17 12 275 5

Parkersburg First 1 10 17 355 7

Point Pleasant 9 12 9 241 3

South Charleston First 15 18 3 338 15

South Charleston Grace 17 19 6 408 13

Weirton 8 17 6 412 11

Wellsburg 3 4 7 219 - 3
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT)

Concord 8 20 11 345 9

Cupertino 9 15 15 293 0

Eureka 15 23 4 285 19

Hayward 34 38 9 270 29

San Jose Central 7 20 13 217 7

San Jose First 16 24 24 276 0

Santa Cruz 12 17 11 323 6

Santa Rosa 2 12 5 320 7

(CENTRAL CALIFORNIA DISTRICT)

Bakersfield East 69 76 8 300 68

Bakersfield First 6 15 14 391 1

Bakersfield Olive Knolls 24 29 18 290 11

Fresno Calvary 7 :18 13 260 5

Fresno Grace 10 19 78 261 - 59

Merced 18 25 13 244 12

Oakdale 15 19 18 266 1

Porterville 17 38 34 560 4

Tulare Wayside 7 13 6 281 7

Visalia First 10 31 9 479 22

(SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT)

Anaheim First 17 40 30 475 10

Bellflower 20 28 20 390 8

Bloomington 44 63 43 533 20

Buena Park 13 18 18 254 0

Chula Vista 9 15 15 235 0

Crescent Avenue (Buena Park) 6 20 19 262 1

El Cajon 15 18 20 200 - 2

Garden Grove 19 35 35 326 0

Hemet 12 24 22 232 2

Long Beach First 50 71 44 1250 27

Ontario 13 25 26 348 - 1

Pomona First 16 34 25 276 9

Redlands 9 19 15 275 4

Riverside Arlinaton Avenue 21 40 35 420 5

San Bernardino First 14 21 16 390 5

San Diego First 15 32 31 522 1

San Diego University Avenue 13 43 55 570 - 12

Santa Ana First 34 51 30 455 21

South Gate 2 8 56 160 48

Upland 15 23 23 435 0

Vista 3 20 17 213 3

Westminster Community 0 0 3 457 - 3

Whittier College Avenue 18 23 22 471 1

(JOPLIN DISTRICT)

Carthage 33 36 13 607 23

Highway 11 11 3 215 8

Independence 6 8 9 274 - 1

Pittsburg First 7 7 4 203 3

Sprinafield First 10 39 19 296 20
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NEW
NAME OF CHURCH NAZARENES

TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(NORTH CENTRAL OHIO DISTRICT)

Bedford 39 54 30 391 24

Bucyius 8 13 13 277 0

Coshocton First 17 26 89 317 - 63

Elyria 0 5 25 209 - 20

Fostoria First 28 37 19 419 18

Galion 11 14 13 236 1

Jefferson 24 24 4 438 20

Marion First 40 53 19 627 34

Mount Vernon First 18 55 30 584 25

Wadsworth 5 8
7 201 1

Wooster 31 42 7 319 35

(SOUTHWESTERN OHIO)

Bethel 3 3 17 208 - 14

Cincinnati Clifton Avenue 20 22 28 221 - 6

Cincinnati Norwood 10 13 22 223 - 9

Cincinnati Springdale 16 36 11 461 25

Dayton Beavercreek 13 36 31 428 5

Dayton Central 4 9 5 235 4

Dayton First 10 13 27 260 - 14

Dayton Parkview 12 27 27 343 0

Fairborn Wrightview 3 5 2 235 3

Franklin 0 1 12 218 - 11

Hamilton First 10 10 20 192 - 10

Hamilton Tuley Road 8 12 9 247 3

Middletown 5 8 4 225 4

Pisgah Community 7 11 18 366 - 7

Trenton 24 27 2 389 25

West Carrollton 8 9 24 209 - 15

Xenia 10 27 21 543 6

(CHICAGO CENTRAL DISTRICT)

Chicago First 43 69 41 667 28

Chicago Heights 0 5 3 205 2

Danville First 5 10 15 492 - 5

Danville Southside 17 18 26 220 - 8

Elgin 16 25 18 228 7

Kankakee College 30 88 70 795 18

Kankakee First 37 74 52 592 22

(CENTRAL FLORIDA DISTRICT)

Clearwater First 28 41 21 400 20

Lakeland Lakeside 20 23 4 269 19

Lakeland South Florida Heights 21 40 22 537 18

Orlando Central 22 44 14 431 30

Orlando First 9 17 22 212 - 5

Orlando Gorman Memorial 29 29 54 302 - 25

St. Petersburg First 4 6 6 200 0

Tampa First 15 35 27 312 8
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NAME OF CHURCH
NEW

NAZARENES
TOTAL
GAINS

TOTAL
LOSSES

TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP NET

(SOUTHWEST INDIANA DISTRICT)

Brazil 7 9 8 278 1

Columbus First 4 7 7 245 0

Mitchell 3 11 2 220 9

New Albany First 6 15 12 244 3

Seymour 17 26 24 619 2

Spencer 2 2 1 234 1

Terre Haute First 4 6 5 207 1

(CENTRAL OHIO DISTRICT)

Chillicothe First 9 11 14 238 - 3

Circleville 11 11 8 288 3

Columbus First 4 25 16 497 9

Columbus Linden 27 54 18 329 36

Columbus Shepherd 8 19 20 310 - 1

Columbus West Broad 9 16 50 252 - 34

Columbus Whitehall 10 21 17 394 4

Columbus Wilson Avenue 16 17 16 225 1

Gallipolis 16 21 2 266 19

Grove City 23 42 25 456 17

Ironton First 4 6 9 268 - 3

Lancaster 19 22 7 298 15

Logan 12 19 74 145 - 55

Marietta 7 12 11 287 1

Newark First 0 16 85 252 - 69

Portsmouth First 4 17 11 265 6

South Zanesville 2 4 12 205 - 8

Wheelersburg 23 23 11 239 12

(AKRON OHIO DISTRICT)

Akron Arlington 11 33 11 365 22

Akron First 1 4 30 263 - 26

Akron Kenmore 7 7 4 251 3

Alliance 8 12 12 287 0

Barberton First 5 13 19 318 - 6

Canton First 24 58 33 808 25

Columbiana 12 22 10 222 12

East Liverpool First 23 45 35 585 10

Newcomerstown 6 10 14 214 - 4

New Philadelphia 18 30 15 331 15

Sebring 3 7 7 280 0

Uhrichsville 4 6 4 217 2

Warren Champion 19 21 2 278 19

Warren First 16 18 12 365 6

Younastown First 19 30 7 270 23

(NORTHWESTERN OHIO DISTRICT)

Bryan 9 13 11 206 2

Fort Recovery 5 6 5 216 1

Lima Community 33 35 16 318 19

Piqua 12 18 22 216 - 4

St. Marys 2 12 19 224 - 7

Springfield First 22 26 18 291 8

Springfield High 0 3 10 377 - 7

Toledo Oregon First 7 20 8 260 12

Troy 18 23 17 231 6
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(PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT)

Allentown 17 22 18 314 4

Bethlehem 4 4 13 195 - 9

Bridgeton 3 9 8 313 1

Ephrata 14 25 22 393 3

Fairview Village 52 54 8 336 46

Mifflinburg 8 11 7 309 4

Oxford 15 16 7 236 9

Reading Calvary 20 25 13 333. 12

Royersford 16 16 8 288 8

West Chester 8 15 32 258 - 17

(INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT)

Boise First 22 47 33 654 14

Emmett 8 17 16 231 1

Meridian Valley Shepherd 16 39 34 415 5

Nampa College 22 61 53 1149 8

Nampa Fairview 2 13 9 258 4

Nampa First 20 93 66 1412 27

Nampa Karcher 5 49 45 239 4

Ontario 25 36 5 373 31

Twin Falls 6 32 12 284 20

(NORTHWEST INDIANA)

Frankfort First 26 28 26 309 2

Gary Glen Park 22 22 38 262 - 16

Hammond First 7 10 12 291 - 2

Kokomo First 39 53 10 438 43

Lafayette First 11 14 41 187 - 27

Mishawaka First 2 11 30 208 - 19

Portage First 15 24 4 583 20

Valparaiso 7 18 19 288 - 1

(NORTHEASTERN INDIANA)

Alexandria 8 10 10 346 0

Anderson First 18 24 16 430 8

Anderson Goodwin Memorial 3 3 13 285 - 10

Auburn 8 13 14 207 - 1

Elkhart First 19 31 24 327 7

Fort Wayne Fairfield 5 11 43 229 - 32

Fort Wayne Lake Avenue 16 22 5 448 17

Fort Wayne Southside 4 12 20 211 - 8

Hartford City 9 11 37 207 - 26

Huntington First 8 24 26 448 2

Muncie First 8 9 14 349 - 5

Muncie Southside 9 12 12 404 0

Portland 3 5 -.12 203 - 7

Winchester 2 8 9 370 - 1

Elkhart Northside 7 9 9 224 0

(SAN ANTONIO DISTRICT)

Austin Grace 11 34 10 289 24

Odessa First 14 28 22 266 6

San Antonio First 18 54 21 259 33
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(EAST TENNESSEE DISTRICT)

Chattanooga First 16 26 26 573 0

(IOWA DISTRICT)

Burlington First 8 10 2 210 8

Cedar Rapids First 25 34 29 333 5

Cedar Rapids Oakland 11 24 12 228 12

Council Bluffs First 8 10 26 301 4 16

Des Moines Eastside 6 16 35 240 - 19

Oskaloosa 53 68 25 525 43

(KENTUCKY DISTRICT)

Georgetown 9 12 41 392 - 29

Lexington First 2 11 18 215 - 7

Lexington Lafayette 25 26 19 397 7

Louisville Broadway 26 33 11 283 22

Louisville Farmdale 5 9 31 228 - 22

(EASTERN KENTUCKY DISTRICT)

Ashland First 5 16 11 536 5

Ashland Grace 6 12 11 201 1

Covington Central 19 23 23 283 0

Covington First 12 23 24 291 1

Maysville 7 7 10 230 - 3

Newport First 13 18 13 336 5

Richmond First 5 9 11 228 - 2

(GEORGIA DISTRICT)

Atlanta First 39 92 18 540 74

Augusta First 2 13 3 207 5

Fitzgerald 4 9 4 229 5

Marietta 13 20 8 247 12

Moultrie First 10 14 7 211 7

Sandersville 19 19 21 291 - 2

(HOUSTON DISTRICT)

Bellaire 13 30 12 350 18

Houston First 5 14 14 290 0

Houston Spring Branch 7 34 26 438 8

Nacocdoches 15 20 14 250 6

Pasadena First 9 19 18 397 1

(SOUTHEAST OKLAHOMA)

Ada 13 15 20 264 - 5

Durant 11 22 8 240 14

Henryetta 4 14 9 315 5

Midwest Chapman Memorial 9 21 3 222 18

Midwest First 1 5 15 248 - 10


